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The Proclamation 

" Prof011ndly convinced of the tndh and· 
validity of our religion, belitwing that it is based 
on dwiM guulance and on all-comprehending 
toleration, krwr.oing that in its practice it has 
throughout the centuries adapted itself to the 
need of the changing times, solicitous that none 
of our Hindu subjects slwuld, by reason of birth, 
cash or community, be denied the consolation 
and sola~ of the Hindu Faith,'" haw decided 
a1ul hereby declart~, ordain and command that, 
t:ubject to such rules and conditions as may be 
laul daten and tmjiosed h) us Jor pres.:nxng 
their proper atmosphere and ma1ntainmg their 
rii11<JI.s and obsenlances, there slwuld henceforth . . 

be oo restriction /Jlac.d on any Hindu. by birth 
or rel1gion on enter-in~ or ttXJrshif>f>ing at temples. 
conJrol/.e.d by us and our Got'emmt:fll. " 



PREFACE 

- I am indebted to Srimati Sarojini Naidu for 
the title of the book. Soon after our pilgrimage 
to Travancore she happened to pass through 
Wardha and had summoned me to see her at the 
station. She was full of praise for what had 
happened in Travancore, and said in her 
characteristic way : " What has happen.,d is of an 
t'pic character. And no doubt the Epic Fast was 
not undertaken in vain." 

The seven chapters in the first part briefly 
summarise tJu, struggle for the abolition of 
untouchability in Travancore. The second part 
contains Gandhiji's speeches -an important dis
course given in 1925, three speeches made in 1927, 
three speeches during that memorable Harijan 
Campaign of 1933-34· and all the 27 speeches 
during the last pilgrimage to Tiavancore. "It is 
God alone who can arm the word that I speak 
to you with the power to shoot like an arrow and 
make a lodgment in your heart," he said in the 
course of his speech at Trivandrum in 1934· "If 
you can believe the word of a man who is 
perpetually seeking after truth, believe me that 
throughout all my waking hours, and if I can say 
so, during my sleep also, my one constant prayer 
to God is that He may give that power to my 
words, so that the Hindu heart mav be touched 
and it maY~ pu.-ged of the virus uf umouchability 
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and Hindus and Hinduism may be saved from the 
impending doom." 

There is no doubt in my mind that the 
Travancore Proclamation was in answer to this 
prayer. The ten days. of pilgrimage in January 
this year were linked each to each in prayer and 
piety. May that prayer be answered furthermore 
is the prayer of one who was privileged to be a 
humble participant in that pilgrimage. 

I dedicate this brief history of one of the 
most nonviolent struggles for religious emancipation 
to the people who carried it through so bravely 
and so nobly. 

MAHAD£V DESAI 

P. S. : I am indebted to Sir C. P. Ramaswami 
Aiyar and the Archaeological and · Devaswam 
Departments of the State.for the photographs and 
for plenty of valuable inJonnation placed at m{ 

disposaL Much of the information about temple:s 
is drawn from Snri Nagarnmayya's valuable 
Travancore Manual and· from a note drawn up 
for me by the Archaoological Department and 
revised by Rao Saheh Mahakavi Ulloor 
Parameshwar Aiyar. 

M.D .. 
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TRAV ANCORE -A PUZZLE 

. With an area of 7,625 square miles (its extreme 
length from North to South being 174 miles, and 
its extreme width 75 miles), with the Western 
Ghats isolating it from British India on the east 
and conferring on it a distinctive culture and civi
lisation; with a captivating picturesqueness that 
renders it one of the finest beauty-spots in India; 
with a progress achieved by it in education, roads 
and sanitation that places it in the forefront of 
all states in India; with a population of five 
million men and .women which an equable climate, 
an adequate rainfall, and a variety of cultivation 
and crops have supported without fear of a famine; 
with Hindu rulers who have claimed an instinctive 
loyalty from their people for an unbroken stretch 
of years; and yet with_ nearly two-fifths of its 
population counted as untouchables and sUffering 
from -lltsllb!ltfies unknown in any other part of 
India, Travancore was, until a little while ago, a 
curious puzzle. " When I saw with my own eyes, .. 
exclaimed Gandhiji on first visiting Travancore 
in 1925, "what the State was, what a cultured 
ruler and what a cultured Dewan it had, this 
existen_ce of unapproachability staggered and puzzl
ed me. How such an inhuman thing could exist 
in such a State, with such a sovereign. such a 
Dewan and such a people, baftled me, as it still 
baffies me." " That in a place so beautiful, s. 
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lovely," he said in 1927, when he visited it a 
second time, " there should be unloveliness in man 
against man was and is a matter of the deepest 
grief to me. The world o11tside has a right to 
measure Hinduism by its manifestation in thi& 
State. Unfortunately for Hinduism, unfortunately 
mr the State, and unfortunately even for all India, 
there is not much credit to the State in the 
matte!:' of untouchability." 

It was the Vaikam Satyagraha that for the 
first time revealed to India the depth of the eviL 
Untouchability 'Was known in every part of India 
but unapproachability was something unknown. 
That if the so-called untouchables walked. on the 
roads round or converging to the sacred temples, 
the temples would be polluted or, as the position 
was later revised, the devout templi-goers would 
be polluted by their shadow, was revealed by the 
Vaikam Satyagraha. And among these so-called' 
untouchables ( tkeendal ·.castes in Malayalain ) or 
Avamas ( i. B. those outside the pale of vanza; 
were inen and women belonging to the Ezhava 
c:aste, numbering from 11ine hundred thousand to a· 
million and as cultun:d and educated as the 
proudest in the land; Pulayas, numbering about 
three hundred thousand, who are agricultural 
labourers, without whose labours the Savarna& 
«>uld not exist for a single day; Pariahs, numbering 
about three hundred thousand, the product oi 
whose labours could be made use oi even in 
temples; Shanars or toddy-drawers in about the 
~e number, whose labours too are essential fot: 
~e jaggery which is used by all communities I 
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To realise the epic quality of the Temple 
Entry Proclamation that was issued by His 
Highness the Maharajah of Travancore on the 

·.evening of the 12th of November i936, it is 
necessary to understand the magnitude of this 
.evil that existed before the Proclamation wiped it 
.out. That untouchability in its extreme form of 
unapproaehability has existed for several centuries 
is apparent from Fa Hien's mention of the 
Chandalas who were obhgeo to live apart and 
were required when entering a town or bazaar to 
strike a piece of wood as a warning of their 
approach. Fa 1-lien never went to South India. 
:but it is evident that the unapproaehability he 
describes was -an echo of that existing in South 
India. That this existed only a little while ago, if 
indeed it does not exist now, is apparent from an 
incident described in a recent book After E'W~Ysl 
published a few months ago, by Howard 
Somervell, a Missionary working in the State [or 
some ten years now : " Recently, my wife and I 
were walking along this little road. Some of the 
villagers, untouchables according to the dictates of 
the official rel~ion, were &<>inc home from the 
jields arter their day's work along the same road. 
Not seeiq clearly who we were, for it was ~ 
in the evening,. they vacuely ~rceived that some 
.one else was comiq towards them. At once they 
•leapt over the wall, and ran off into the fields. 
7hey thought we might be some ~ 
people, and to ~t near them or pass them - the 
road would ha\-e been a terrible thing. bringinc 
.curses on to their heads from the bi&bly bura:. 
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who would be defiled by their proximity. • • In 
some of the wilder parts of Travancore I have 

· Seen a high-caste man walking along the road with 
-another man some fifty yards in front of him to 
· drive the oU:t~tes off the road before the great 
one comes along. Their presence within a certain. 
number of yards would contaminate him." "But," 
adds the same writer, "that sort of thing, though. 
once common enough, is getting rarer as time 
goes on, and in the same country of Travancore it 
is a usual thing for Brahmin boys to sit next to 
outcastes in many of the schools and colleges." 
The Temple Entry Enquiry Committee in their 
report published in 1934 remarked that "within 
the last fifty years, the idea of unapproachability 
has been gradually losing its hold on the Hindu 
community . • . Some of us can easily remember 
bow in our school days Savarna boys bad to 
purify themselves by a bath both noon and· 
evening on their return from school. This p~ctice 
has now almost completely ceased. Now there 
may be a few · people here and there who 
religiously observe theendal ( untouchabili!)') every . 
time · they· go out into. the . public road or any 
other place which is freely accessible to theendal 
classes and make a point of taking a purificatory 
bath before re-entering the house. But in the 
case of most -people, the very idea of pollutioa 
-does not · enter into their minds in those 
'circumstances. It -may therefore be taken that 
·generally among Savamas the sentiment of un-
. approachability ·in ordinary social matters 1s. 

'.almost extinct."· 
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But while· distance-pollution had been fast 
!dying out, some of the fiercest battles have 
been fought round untouchability regarding place& 
Qf worship. It was the V aikam Satyagraha which 
was launched in the year 1924 and which went on 
until the end of the year 1925 that drew the 
attention of the whole of India to the problem of 
untouchability in Travancore. I propose to devote 
the next two chapters to a brief history of the 
struggle for the abolition of this untouchability. The 
diRiculties of the problem were many and varied. 
Orthodox belief and customs had not only the recogni
tion of the State but those customs were practised 
by even the royalty until a little while ago. Every 
sovereign of Travancore, ever since the great 
Maharajah Marthanda Varma dedicated the State to 
the Deity Padmanabha in the latter half of the 
eighteenth century, has been known to be a 
staunch Hindu respecting every one of the 
R!igious customs and observances. Lord Roberts 
~rded in his Forty-<m' Y1ars ;, ltttlia that the 
Maharajah ( Rama Varma Visakham Tirunal) who 
was " unusually enlightened ", sat at a state 
banquet, " retired from the table, between my 
wife and "yself, while dinner was going on; he 
partook 'of no food or wine, but his dose contact 
with us ( he led my wife in to dinner and took 
~r out on his arm ) necessitated his undergoing 
a severe course of purification at the hands of the 
Brahmins as soon as the entertainment was over. " 
This is not to say, as Lord Roberts does, that 
the Maharajah was " steeped in superstition ", but 
that he respected the e:zisting customs. An earlier 



.Maharajah ~ . said ~o have observed " almost all 
-the 'fiYatams (fasts ) and vows connecte4 with Sri 
.Padmanabhaswami's temple and .effered large 
~urn& of money as kanikkai ( or offering to .Ged ),. 
On one occasion the offering so .made amounted 
.to one lac of rupees." And it is customary fol;' 
even the Maharajahs to go to temples bare-bodi~ 

and .bare-footed. i 
The gre;lt esteem, bordering on reverence, iq' 

which these Maharajahs and Maharanis wen! 
. held by their loyal people made the ,problem of 
untoucltahili~y mo~ difficult, rather than easy, ol 
solutio!l, because they were believed ,by thd 
orthodox to be supporting the evil in all it.J . . . 
forms, and the reformers had not the courage tq 

• displease !sovereigns !so fpopularly esteemed. Th~ 

gravity l)f the problem. may be guaged from thei 
following confident statement of .Mr. Somervell. 
the author of After Everest published in 1936 ~ · 
.. Mr. .Gandhi, one of the .noblest souls of India • ~ 
• . saw that the basis of untouchability w;Uj 
religious, and that the only place to attack it wa$ 
the temple, symbol and c.entre of the religious life 
()( the towns and villages_ He demanded that the 
..-ights .of man sh~uld ;be granted to the outcaste, 
.and that he should be admitted into the temples,; 
But here he found himself up against .vested 
intere11ts of the classes which keep the outcaste 
1illt. Though certain high-souled men of the 
Hindu colllmunity have responded, yet in manr 
,parts .1){ India, and particularly in the part in whicll 
l live ( Travancore) ~o single .untouchable hu 
been .allowed one yard .11earer the temples in !;pi~ 
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of Mr. Gandhi's campaign. " 
Mr. Somervell did not know what was to 

come within a few days of his having written 
these words. Nor did we know it. But what 
man could not have done it pleased God in His 
infinite mercy to do. But it is apparent that we 
should not have deserved His mercy if we had 
sat aU these years helplessly. Men from all the 
Savama and Avama classes came forward and 
dedicated themselves to the task. Soine like Sjt:.. 
1". K. Madhavan and Sjt. T.R. Krishnaswami Iyer died 
fighting for the cause. Sjt. Kelappan Nair risked his 
life. Retired judges like Sjt. C. K. Parameshwara11 
Pillai and Sjt. M. Go\·indan threw themselves 
heart and soul into the task. Sjt. Ramachandran 
refused to be drawn away by other interests and 
devoted all his time and energy to the eradication 
<Of the evil. There were also men like Aiyyan 
Kali and Raman Pillai living away in the interior 
-of villages, and in hills and junglt's, quite un
known to fame but better known to those tG 

whom they carried enlightenment than the leaders 
I have named. They worked in faith and daunt
lessly, and God has been cracious enough to 
nward their faith and their labours. 



II 
YEARS OF STRUGGLE 

Though it was the Vaikam Satyagraha tha'" 
proclaimed the unapproachability evil in Travancore 
to the whole of India, chronologically it was not. 

·the first step in the movement for the abolition. 
of untouchability in Travancore. A worker who 
handed me a note giving an account of the
agitation says that Sjt. C. Raman Pillai, retired 
High Court Judge, was the first in Travancore tG 
ask for the opening of all State temples to the 
Avamas, at a public meeting held in Quilon in 
1917. Perhaps a more serious effort and the first 
in point of importance. was made by the late Sjt.. 
T. K. Madhavan, a prominent leader of the Ezhava 
community and ·then edit?r of a Malayalam ~eekly' 
Dt~sabmmani, by bringing before the Sree Mulam 
Popular Assembly a representation for the removal 
of untouchability ·and for the admission of all . 
Avarnas to the Savama temples. Government 
,replied that the matter Filiated to religion, and that, 
therefore, they . could not interfere, thereby com
pletely ignoring the fact that this favourite plea 
always advanced by the British Government could 
not be advanced by a Hindu Government which 
was bound to protect the interests of the humblest 
of .its Hindu subjects. Sjt. T. K. Madhavan raised 
the question again before the Assembly in 1921, 
the Dewan repeating the Government reply made 
at the earlier session. In the meantime the great 
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Ezhava organisation, S. N. D. P. Y ogam, with Shri 
Narayan Guru at its head, had been passing reso
lutions demanding temple entry at every one of its 
meetings. Protest meetings were held in various 
parts of the country against th!f attitude of the 
Government, and at an important protest meeting 
held in Trivandrum Sjt. C. K. Parameshwaran 
Pillai voiced the feelings on behalf of the Savama 
Hindus. Then in 1923 the Cocanada Congress con
stituted the Kerala Untouchability Committee for the 
purpose of carrying on work for the removal of 
untouchability. Other organisations like the Kerala 
Hindu Sabha, the Nair Service Society of which 
Sjt. C. K. Parameshwaran Pillai was for a long 
time President and Sjt. Mannath K. Padmanabha 
Pillai, the leader of the Savama jatha from 
Vaikam to Trivandrum, was General Secretary, 
the Yogakshema Sabha, the leading organisation 
of the Malayali Brahmins (Nambudiris}, and the 
Kshatriya Mahasabha also lent their support to the 
agitation. The Nair Service Society and the 
Nair Samajams specially took up the agitation 
and conducted intensive propaganda throughout 
the State and created a remarkable awakening 
among the Savamas. To the agreeable surprise 
of all the Nambudiri Yogakshema Sabha also 
passed resolutions in favour of opening temples to 
the Avamas at their annual conferences. . 

AU this led up to the- Satyagraha at Vaikam. 
It was a fierce struggle. But the fierceness was all 
on the side of the orthodox forces which tried to 
resi .. t the attempt to break the wall of prejudice 
.and to open the road to the reform. The immediate 
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.objective was indeed very limited -not temple 

.entry, but only the opening of all the coads round 
the temple which were also open to other non

Hindus. It is impossible to describe here the 
various stages in the Vaikam ,Satyagraha_ or the 
suffering and sacrifice undergone by the brave men 
who fought that lonely battle. But in the interests 
.of Satyagraha it is necessary to study in brief 
how the movement was carefully watched and 
nursed by Gandhiji at every stage, and how the 
surest foundations were laid of a heroic non-violent 
struggle which culminated at last in the epic 
Temple Entry Proclamation at the end of 12 years. 
Let us summarise in brief the principles whicb 
were laid down for the Satyagrahis from time to 
time and which were scrupulously observed by the 
Sacyagrahis : 

" 1. It was clearly understood that the object of the , 
Satyagraha was limited, thou!!"h no secret was made. of the 
fact that the ultimate goal was for the throwing open, not 
only in Travancore, but throughout the whole of India, to 
the Harijans, of alt.pl,lblic roads, all public schools, aD 
public wells and all public temples which were open to 
the other Hindus.· . 

2. That the movement was entirely Hindu, and that 
non·Hindus may not participate in it _either by organising. 
leading or by financing it. Sjt. George Joseph was plainly 
advised by Gandhiji to express his sympathy ' by your 
pen, but not by organising the movement and certainly 
not by offering Satyagraha'. (Before Gandhiji's advice 
could reach him he had to take the imprisoned leader 
Keshava Menon's place and followed him to jail. ) 

3- That the Hindus alone must bleed for the mcwe
ment and pay for it, and that no assistance in the f-
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of direct action from Hindus outside Travancore should 
be 11()\Jght, aince it would betray unreadiness on the part 
of the local Hindus lor the reform. 

4o That the Satyagrahis may not break the barricades 
or acale the lmces that were put up by the authoriri~ 
or pierce through lines of policemen, It would be a 
species or violence. 

s. That fasting was entirely out of the question, as 
fastina against authorities or a tyrant was a species of 
violence, (The only possible case, said Gandhij~ when a 
last would be justified, would be when the local supporters 
co back upon their promise to suffer.} 

6. That Satyagrahis should stand or squat in relays 
with quiet submission until arrested. · 

7• That atepa should be taken to wait in deputation 
on the Maharani and the Dewan and to submit a monster 
~tion signed by orthodox Hindus favouring the reform." 

In these principles Gandhiji had the support 
of the spiritual head of the Ezhavas Shri Narayan 
Guru Swami. 

Let it be noted too' that the State authorities 
. also behaved with remarkable restraint. Though 

leaders of the movement like Sjt. T. K. Madhavan 
and SjL Keshava Menon were imprisoned, they 
were treated in jail with consideration and courtesy, 
and the Maharani took the earliest opportunity to 
release all the Satyagrahi prisoners even whilst 
the Satyagraha was going on. This was as much 
due to the Maharani's generosity as to the scrupu· 
lously non-violent way in which the Satyagraha 
was being conducted. 

But the struggle had to be continued. The 
Satyagrahis ~ot only went through much silen& 
•ufi'ering, but also throuch social boycou at the 
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hands of the orthodox and considerable unkindness 
on the part of their family members, and some of 
them were even threatened with the deprivation of 
their share in the family property. Undismayed 
they carried on, whilst discouraging things continu
ed to happen at every moment, and the struggle 
seemed to be unending. A peaceful jatha of soo 
Savarna Hindus from Vaikam and another big 
jatha under the leadership of Dr. M. E. Naid11 
from -Nagercoil marched to Trivandrum- to rouse 
public opinion and to assure the State 
authorities that -the bulk of the intelligent 
Savarna Hindus were for the reform. Imprison
ments had now been stopped but the roads were 
barricaded, and the Satyagrahis had to pass 
through a tougher test than jail-going, for the 
barricades meant indefinite peaceful picketting in 
sun and rain. I cannot here refrain from giving 
the following pen-picture given by Deenabandhn 
C. F. Andrews of the -c:~uiet determination· and 
suffering of the Satyagrahis witnessed by him 
when he visited Vaikam: 

"1 have been to Valkam and it is impossible adequately 
to describe how deeply I have been impressed with the 
character of the work of Saty3graha which is_ now going 
on. Order reigns in every part, everything is perfectly 
peaceful and quiet both on the side of the Satyagrahis an4 
on the side of the police. Yet all the while a: desperate 
struggle is proceeding and it can only end in victory for 
Satyagraha. 

I saw each of the barricades in tum. One voi\II!teer 
Wa.s sitting by the road-side. spinning away at a charldra. 
Two others were standing quietly at the entrance to the 
roads, while lthe police of Travancore stood opposite 
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them blocking their entrance. Thus they stood opposite 
to one another in relays for six hours at a time. One 
batch goes at aix in the morning and leaves at 12 noon.. 
The other batch goes at noon and leaves at 6 p. m. As 
they go along the streets back to their homes they sing 
aonga about the glory of the charkha and the remonl of 
untouchability. The people run out to watch them; and it is 
as clear to me as possible that the majority of the people 
of the place are on their side. 

How great those sufferings had been, I eould easily 
understand wheD I was there on the spot. The volunteers 
had actually stood lor· hours in the water during the rains,. 
and at one time it had reached as high as their shoulders 
but still they had persisted. The police had been given 
boats, which were fastened to the neighbouring llo.-s. 
But the volunteers had stayed in the water and suffered. 
Thia was told to me by the police themselvea. "They 
were amazed at the fortitute of the Satyagrahis. 

• • • • 
There is no sign of despondency or defeat in the 

Satyagraha Ashram at V aikam. On the contrary, lhffe is 
~very sign of confident victory. Whenever the volun~ 
are not on duty at the barricades they are spinning their 
yam and weaving their cloth and carding their eotton. Not 
a moment of valuable time is wasted. 1 wu given. for 
my own use, a dhoti which was spun and woven &ono. 
first to last by the volunteers at V aibm.,. 

To add to their troubles there was all 

outbreak of smallpox in the Satyagraha camp. 
And all this suffering apparently seemed to be ia 
vain. The State Legislative Council threw out by 
a majority of a to 21 votes the resolution asking 
for the opening of the temple roads to the A~ 
Hindus. The Government majority of n was 
made up of IS officials, 3 nominated members. 
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ene Brahmirt representative of vested interests, and 
lhree elected members. This showed that the 
authorities far from taking a neutral attitude 
actively helped in defeating the resolution. There 
was despair' among the ranks of Satyagrahis, 
impatience of the " slow " method of Satyagraha, 
and even an inclination on the part of a few to 
cross the border-line. Practically from week to 
:week Gandhiji followed the progress of the 
struggle, guiding them, directing them, and often 
clleering up their drooping spirits. " What is a 
year's suffering on the part of the few reformers 
in theiw attempt to break down the iron wall of 
prejudice?" he said in the course of an article in 
Yormg India. "To lose patience is to lose the battle. 
They must fight to the finish. , • . Breaking of 
heads wiD serve no purpose. To attempt to force 
the entry will invite stronger barricades. • • • All the 
reforms that have been brought about by violent 
methods have taken not· .one year but yearS: The 
victory of enlightenment over darkness in Europe 
was a long and torturing process. And one is not 
sure that it was a lasting success. There was no' 
conversion of those who opposed and died. The 
others who were converted were attracted by the 
sufferings of those who died even whilst inflicting 
death on their opponents. The net legacy that age 
bequeathed to the world was a confirmation of 
belief in· methods of violence. I hope, therefore~ 
lhat the Satyagrahis will not swerve from their 
path evea tho•gh their ranks may be thinned and 
victory may seem further olf than ever. Satyagraha 
.is selHffa~mem, greatest hmniliation. greatest 
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patience and brightest faith. It is its own reward." 
This was followed by a visit to Vaikam, 

where he stayed with the Satyagrahis, and advised 
them in detail on the conduct and implications of 
Satyagraha. He interviewed the orthodox Nambudiris, 
and later paid a visit to Tryvandrum where he 
waited on Her Highness and interviewed the 
Dewan and the Police Commissioner. I give in 
the second part of this book containing Gandhiji's 
speeches a verbatim report of one of his talks to 
the Satyagrahis, as it is a permanent part of the 
literature of Satyagraha. 

The temper of the orthodoxy may be guaged 
from my notes of Gandhiji's talk with the 
.Nambudiris which took place almost within the 
precincts of the temple. It is useful to record 
this, as it was the same Nambudiri spokesman 
who carried on this conversation that saw Gandhiji 
again after 12 years, when he visited Vaikam 
during the Travancore Pilgrimage, and blessed the 
Temple Entry Proclamation. 

Gandhiji : Is it fair to exclude a whole section 
of Hindus, because of their supposed lower birth. 
from public. roads which can be used by non
Hindus, by criminals and bad characters, and even 
by dugs and cattle ? 

Nambudiri Trustee: How can it be helped 1 
1'hey are reaping the reward of their kanHQ. 

G. No doubt they are suffering for their karma 
by being born as untouchables. But why must 
you add to the punishment? Are they worse than 
~V«"n criminals and beasts 1 

N. They must be so, for otherwise God would 
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not condemn them to be hom untouchables. 
G. But God may punish them. Who are we 

human beings to take the place of God and add to 

the punishment? 
N. We are but instruments. God uses us as 

His instruments in order to impose on them the 
punishment that the!r karma has earned for them. 

G. But supposing the Avarnas ~aid that they 
were instruments in the hands of God in order to 

impose affiictions on you ? What would you do? 
N. Then Government would stand between them 

and us and prevent them from so. doing. Good 
men would do so. Mahatmaji, we beseech you to 
prevent the Avarnas from depriving us of our age
()}d privileges. 

G. Will you prove to me that you are entitled 
to prevent them from using the · roads? I . am sure 
that the suppressed classes have as much right tc> 
use the roads as you have. The shastras nowhere 
lay down that they may not use these roads. Do· 
you know that even the Dewan thinks that you 
have taken up a wrong attitude? 

N. How does the Dewan's opinion help us? 
He is welcome to hold what opinion he lik.es.. 
And why, Mahatmaji, do you use the word 'sup
pressed • for these classes? Do you know ·why 
they are • suppressed ' ? 

G .. Oh, yes ! Just fos- the same reasoR that 
Dyer massacred the innocents in Jallianwalla. 

N. So you think those who introduced the' 
custom were Dyers ? You would call Slr.mkara
cbarya a Dyer? 

G. I am calling nn Acharya a Dyer. But I do 
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characterise your action as Dyerism, and if indeed 
any Acharya was responsible for introducing this 
custom his ignorance was as monstrous- as that of 
General Dyer. 

N. But how can we give up an ancient custom 1 
You say the Satyagrahis are going through suffer
ing. Suffering. is entirely on our side. The 
Satyagrahis sit at the gates of the temples. Their 
shadow would pollute ns and so we have to take 
a long and circuitous way to the temple I Is that 
not a great hardship? 

G. That surely is extraordinary. It reminds. 
one of the old story of the wolf and the lamb. l 
bt'seech you to talk with some reason at least. 

N. Reason is out of place in matters religions. 
G. If this is an ancient Sanatani custom it 

must obtain t'verywhere in India. But I do not 
find it in any othe1· part of the country. 

N. Surely untouchability is there in every part 
of India. We carry untouchability a little further. 
That is all. 

G. You say these people are worse than 
criminals. Supposing they became Mussalmans 
or 'Christians tomorrow. \Vould they then cease 
to be criminals 1 

(The Nambudiri remained silent. But the. 
Dewaswom Commissioner ·answered on his behalf: 
No /''·•" Christian or Mussalman convert would 
have the right. It is old Christians and Mussalmans 
who enjoy the right I ) 

C. Rajngopalachari ( who was present at the 
interview ) : So Christians and Mussalmai'IS may 
upset God's rules and· regulations? 
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No reply. 
G. You cite Shankaracharya's authority in sup

port of your contention. Will .you show it to me? 
N. Yes. 
G. And if Shankaracharya's books do not sup

port the custom you will withdraw yo~r opposition ? 
N. There is enough evidence there. But of 

-~you may explain it away. 
G. No, I will not explain it away. We will 

have it interpreted by recognised Pandits. 
N. If the interpretation goes against the custom 

we cannot accept it. 
.G. So then there is no authority in Shankara

charya's books, but in your o\1\'11 lack of reason ? 
Well, supposing the court were to' decide that the 
roads should be opened to the A varnas? 

N. We should use the roads no longer, and we 
should leave the temples. 

G. And if the Maharajah were to issue a Smriti
throwing open the roads like the Shankarat:harya · 
Srnriti that you claim there is in support of the 
prohibition, what will you do ? 

N. The State has authority to issue what· 
Smriti it likes. We should have to obey it. 

G. I beseech you not to forget that you are 
the trustee qf Hinduism; and I hope you will not 
besmirch its fair name. Well let me suggest a 
compromise. Would you accept a referendum? 

N. A referendum of only the temple-going 
public? 

G. That's not fair. I mean a referendum of 
.aU Savarnas, I don't say of all Avarnas. That 
Slould satisfy yo'!- . 
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No reply. 
G. Another suggestion. Supposing we ask .a 

recognised Pandit in India to interpret the Shankara 
Smriti? Would you accept his interpretation? 

N. There may be no authority in the Smriti, 
but there would be sufficient authority found in 
the commentary on the Smriti. 

1 An old man at this stage exclaimed: It was 
Parashurama who gave us the whole of IMalabal'. 
Now if you were to ask us to produce Parashurama's 
c-harter, how can we do so 1 Similar is the present 
right. How can we produce authority for it?) 

G. A last alternative. Would you accept 
arbitration ? You appoint a Pandit, 1 appoint a 
Pandit on behalf of the Satyagrahis, and the Dewan 
.act.~ as Umpir... What do you say to that ? 

No reply. • 
It is ne<"dless to carry on this episode any 

further. Blind unreason could go no further. But 
~ Sutyagrahi cannot afford to be impatient even 
with blind unreason. The struggle went on for a 
number of months more before the authorities 
relentf"d and open<"d the roads on· three sides of 
the tempi<'. The opening of the roads led to 

similar attempts in respect :of other temple roads. 
There were beatings and humiliations to which the 
Satyagrnhis w ... r,. subjected, but they won on every 
front. 

And yet the £'-'form did not come as soon as 011e 
might have expected. Even the Vaikam settlement 
was • llimsy in one rf":spect • as Gandhiji described 
it, for the Govemment had taken shelter under the 
tt'rms ' open to non· Hindus·. reservi~ to them-
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selves the liberty of excluding the roads to non
Hindus as J;Duch as to the A varna Hindus, so that 
these last may have no excnse · to say that the 
roads which were open even .to non-Hindus were 
not open to them. But it ;was a settlement which 
was still the bedrock of freedom as Gandhiji called 
it. " I call it a bedrock of freedom," said he, in 
a speech at Alleppey in 1927, " because -the settle
ment is a document between the people and the 
State constituting a big step in the direction of 
liberty in one respect at least." 

But the reform came in driblets. The roads 
at Tbiruvarappu and Sucbindram were still under 
~ispute. Gandhiji had again to wait on the Maha
r.mi, the Dewan, the Police . Commissioner and 
carry on anxious negotiations with them; he had 
to appeal to the auth·orities to withdraw the extern
~nt order against Sjt. Madhavan as also the 
general order prohibiting meetings within a certain 
radius of Thiruvarappu; His speeches in H)27, S?me 
of which are reproduced in this book, indicate the 
stage at which · tlie movement had arrived theft-. 
His last word· with ilie Sa:varnas was agitation, 
more agitation, Ulltil tlie authorities were convinced 
mat all the Savarnas wanted the monster of liB

toucbability to go. And they did not let the grass 

grow under their feet. An attempt was also made 
at Suchindram to get the roads round the 
Suchindram temple opened. A Satyagraha was 

started there by .a Committee of which Dr. M. £. 
Naidu- was the .settetary. This agitatioa continuord 
iOr about a mODth, wben it was stopped in 
rtSponR fiJ a ClODJmwlicatiou from Sjt. C. K. 
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Parameshwaran Pillai who wrote that the Police 
had agreement to open the roads in question. 
The Satyagraha was stopped, but the roads 
remained closed as before. There were numerous 
meetings · held all the year round demanding the 
Dpening of roads and now also of the temples. 
1'he moving spirit of the agitation, Sjt. 1'· K. 
Madhavan, died without even seeing aU the roads 
opened to the Avarnas, much Jess the temples. 
8ut hro had not laboured in vain. His was the 
kWard of having worked without an eye to the 
l"ruit thereof. It was only in january 1934 that the 
Government saw the strength and point of the 
agitation and issued the following communique on 
the f'Ve of Gandhiji's visit to Trivandrum : "Govern· 
mf'nt share thf' vit>w of the Committee that dis
tant:e·poUution or tllundal must Cl"ase and' are of 
opinion that no general public funds should be 
spmt by GO\~mment in the maintenance of public 
tanks, public wells, dwtram.•. t>tc., admission tG 
which is denit'd to any pt-rson by reason of . his 
belonging to tMmtkll caste. They have resolved, 
tbt'ffiore, that all public roads, public tanks, public 
-tis, ciflllrQIHS, etc., maintained by them out of 
dleir general public funds, shall be thrown -open to 
..tl d~ of people, irrespective of the caste to 
whieh they belong. M'f"asllres to carry out these 
tOOjerta !10011 liN' being considrored. u These lllf'asures 
Wf'ft aa..ally ~n in May 1936. 
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THE MIRACLE HAPPENS 

The communique was good but too late in 
corning. The objective of the reformers had now 
changed. They had made up their minds to . be 
satisfied with nothing less than the removal of 
untouchability root and branch. Gandhiji had 
permitted Sjts. T. K. Madhavan and Konoor Nam
budripad to start a temple entry agitation and, if 
possible, to start individual Satyagraha as early as. 
1927. The slow but sure way in which the earlier 
efforts had led to the opening of all public roads 
and wells, etc., had little by little' loosened numer
ous brfcks in the stronghold of prejudice. When the 
communique was issued there was no opposition 
from the orthodoxy, and no troubles or distur~ances 
arose over the use of ~oads . which it was said 
would be. defiled or would defile the adjoining 
temples by the Avamas' use of them. Sjt. T. K. 
Madhavan wore himself .away in preparing public 
opmron. There was the . great Ezhava spiritual 
leader imder whose guidance and inspiration the 
movement had steadily gathered strength, and whett 
he died the movement, far from slackening, gained 
in vigour and determination. The extreme section 
()f the Ezhavas and Cherumas and Pulayas was 
getting restive and even threatened to go out of 
the Hindu fold if the Savarnas continued to disown· 
them. Some of them went so far as to raise the 
cry of 'No religion' 'and 'No God'. During his tours. 
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in the State Gandhiji met all of these groups and 
patiently argued ·and reasoned with them. 

(}n the other ·hand the question of t~mple 

entry was far more difficult of solution than the 
question of the roads. There was not even the 
semblance of shastraic authority for the prohibition 
·of the use of roads, and though Gandhiji had repeat· 
t>tlly asked lor authority to be shown to him no 
authority could be produced. But for temple entry, 
if there was no text prohibiting the Avarnas in the 
seminal scriptures, a good deal of literature defining 
~·ustoms had sprung up d~ring the mediaeval period, 
following in all likelihood foreign and iconoclastic 
inroads. Some of tht> smritis did exclude U1e 
so· called Chanda las to whose description· of course 
hardly any community at the present day could 
answer. There were, on th.. other hand, other 
smritis which did provide for exceptions and excep
tiunal ot·casions when the touch of the untouchables 
did not t•onstitute pollution or nl"cessitate a bath. 
· But the question of templt·s in the South, espe
~·ially in Travancore, was surrounded by more 
.:lifficulty inasmuch as th<' temple" there are not 
·the simple unimposing affairs that they are in the 
North. They Wt're consecratt-d according to Agamas, 
~very part of the temple has its purpose and use. 
<f'\'ery little detail in the worship is gone through 
.Carefully and, rightly or wrongly, any disturbance 
in the routine is contemplated with a superstitious 
ft>ar. Often enough in days gone by the temple-s 
had to go through elaborate and expt>nsive purific. 
·tory cert"monies because some rule or instruction 
in tht> Agamas was infringed. This is how the 
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Temple Entry Committee described the Sanatanisf 
position: 

".The sacredness of temples should not be allowed 
to be marred by breaking the rules of the Agamas. Tbe 
entry of the A'Ylll"l.\as into temples is prohibited by the 
Agama Sa$'a$, and such entry, it is declared, will, if 
expiatory ceremonies as prescribed are not performed, 
destroy the sanctity. If the sanctity ( Chaitanya ) of the 
im~e is lost, the temple becomes a mere empty building 
and must certainly cease to serve the purpose of a temple. 
T em pies are intended lor the benefit of those who ha •·e 
faith in the Divinity of the Pratishta ( installation ) in the 

temple and the sanctity of the temple as the abode of 
the Divinity. Temples themselves have been consecrated 

according to the Agama Sastras; the deity is installed in 
accordance with the rites prescribed. by Agama Sastras; 
and the sanctity attaching to the temple and the deity 
installed therein is, mrding to the faith of the 

worshipping Hindu, induced by the performances of ri~ 
and <:>eremonies prescribed. by the Agama Sasvas. In 
order to maintain that sanctity, the rules prescribed ' .,.. 
the 1:0nditions laid down in the Agama Sastras must · be 
observed. If we hav~ faith in temples, in the dei~ 
installed in the temples, an~ in the forms of worship 
observed in the temples, wo: cannot withdraw our faith 
from certain conditions alone. All are equally matters of 
faith, and it will be improper and illogical to attempt to 

apply the test of reason to any one part of them alone. 
just as we cannot reason as to how or why the ceremonies 
of installation induce sanctity in the image or why the 
daily c:eremonies prescribed by the Agamas are neeckd 1<> 

maintain the sanctity of the image, we should not attempt 
to .--. how or why restrictions as regards temple 

entry lire neo:nsuy in order not to destroy that sanctity." 

Then there is ~ insistPRCe on · scrupuloo.-. 
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personal cleanliness and purity of those engaged 
in the worship as well as personal cleanliness .ot 
those going to worship. This is bow the 
Travancore Manual published in 1906 describes 
the prevailing belief, and the functions and qualifi
cations of those engaged in worship at the Ananta 
Padmanabhapuram temple at Trivandrum: 

" Such scrupulous observance of personal purity is 
a characteristic feature of all the W e&t Coast temples. 
Th., accid<!ntal entry of a person of any caste lower than 
tbc Sudra into the four walls of these temples requires a 
purificatory ceremony known as the Punyanam, and that 
into the Sri Padmanabha's temple would require a most 
.,spensive on<'. Every temple of importance has got its 
Mtl-Smdis (head priests) and Kt1·Sanlis ( assistants) for 
the daily performance of ill> puja_<,· but on festive occasions 
l.bc hf'lp of a Tatllri or a Nambudiripad or any such 
dignitary sp.-cially deputed from of old for the several 
.,.,~monies such as the Sribludaveli, 1\odivellrl or Kalaafff 
is Indispensable. • 

The Sri Padmanabha's temple at Trivandrum has as 
im functionaries two Sanyasins, representatives of the 
l'iiMntaHgo/Q 11/altl..., two NartJmdmpatis, four N-bis 
nr ai"C'h-priests ( two fur Sri Padmanabha's puja and two 
fur Narasimha's and Krishna's } and thirtyfive Kits...likars 
or assistants to the head priests. The two Nambis of 
Sri Padmanabha'a tm~ple called the 1"•/yfi·Na,.bi and the 
l'Gncllqtlt!;1ti-NMHIIi make a permanent stay lor sis yearw 
in the houaes assittned to them at Mitranandapuram dose 
to tbe temple during the time they an! appointed ao aet 
M printa. The other two Nambis are appointe;l only fer 
lhrM yevs. These Nambis ought to be chosen only 
from certain establillhed families of North Malabar. The 
two San)'Uins are monks of the Nambudiri ~~ and, 
&>einc specially t:'OIIneded witb the origin o{ the tentpk, 
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are looked upon both by the Maharajah ·and the people 
with high r~pect and unstinted veneration. Special 
malams to live in have been assigned to them at 
Mitranandapurm. Th~ Sanyasins and Nambis · and the 

minor priests get their daily allowance of rice and paiiTJfiS 

from the temple. The Nambis must lead a celibate life in 
seclusion during their term of priesthood. They are also 

expected to be highly religious and pure. On their way 

after bath to the temple which is connected with 
Mitranandapuram by a foot-path three to four feet in 
breadth, paved with granite stone specially intended for 
th~ priests to walk on, they carry a cadjan umbrella, 

the emblem of their office, and are led by a guard to the 
temple for fear of being polluted by passers-by. Tbe 
Sanyasin ( one of the two ) wbo goes to the temple every 
morning is led by two · Brahmins with a small bronze 
ewer and a wooden seat in their handS for him to perform 
his puja, and these two Br,ohmins call out to the passers
by so' as to let the Sanyasin go to the temple unpolluted. 

The Ttlntri Nambudiripad, the highest dignitary of the 
temple, makes his appearance· .only on festive occasi;,ns. 

Besides the priests and their assistants referred ~ 
above, every temple ·has got its staff of servants and 
servant-maids, such as the light-carriers, the musicians. the 
MaralfS whose business is to •ing and sound the concbshdf. 
the flute, the Takil or drum and the Puni ( another drum 
that gives a shrill note ), the sweepers, the vessel c:leaners. 
the cooks, the water-drawers, the accounts, the Chaodra
karans. the guards, the hereditary singers, the flower-garland 
makers, etc. As a result you find that a Hindu temple oa 
this cast is a centre of attraction to the old and the young. 
by reason of its perfect system of worship, by the sweet 
fragrance and peace it breathes, the health and recreatioR 
it affords, its remarkable neatness, its marvellous punc:tua
lity and regularity in all its varied functions, the actiwr 
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beneficence which it dispenses and, above all, by the 
devotion, the reverence and the order which it silently 
inculcates on the thousands of votaries that visit it. " 

Here is a description of the various parts of 
a temple: 

" 1. The Srikovil or temple proper. It is generally 
square in plan and surmounted by a conical roof covered 
with copper plates with a TaahiRakutlam or Stupam of 
xold or copper gilt at the top. Inside this· the image is 
placed. We also meet with instances of circular Srikovils 
in some of the older temples as at Vaikam, Ettumanur, etc. 

a. The Mantapam in front of the Srikovil. 
:'1- Corridors or pillared halls used for several purposes. 
4- Gopuras or Iowen< containing carvings of several 

ckities and mythological persons. These msrvello\IS 
dt.,.igna of various patterns also adorn the pillars, etc., of 
the Ala"~'"· The powers of design of the Dravidian 
architect are fully displayed in the ornamentation of the 
temples. 

5. Sit•llipurns or broad corridors between the gateway 
and the inner shrine, the ~o rows of pillars and the stone 
~ling above having been made the receptacle of the 
talents of the sculptor's chisel. 

6. Dlr'I1XIjastamiJ/ra or Flagstaff. In some temples 
where there are no Oagstaffs temporary ones are used on 
Ootsavam e«asions. There are besides wells and tanks 

used lor sacred purposes and a series of low buildings 

used for diverse other purposes." l 
All this was too true. But what could not be 

proved was that the so-called Avarnas of today 
we~ the Chandalas refe~ to in the Smritis and 
Agamas. The reformers promised that they had 
no thought of taking away from the sanctity of 
worship or of the temples, and assu~ everyone 
lhat the most rigid rules of cleanliness that would 
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be framed would be respected by the Avarn:lS' as 
much as by the Savarnas. 

The origin of these temples is wrapped in 
obscurity, but that of the most important State 
temple, viz. the Ananta Padmanabhapuram temple 
in Trivandrum, the central place of which is 
certainly a thousand years old, as appears from 
the inscriptions, is given below : 

"The spot where the Trivandrum temple now stands 
was formerly a jungle called Anantankadu. In this jungle 
lived a Pulaya and his wife who obtained their livelihood 
by cultivating a large rice-field near their hul One day 
as the Pulaya's wile was weeding her fields, she heard 
the cry of a baby close by and on search found it to be 
a beautiful child which she took to be a divine infant and 
was at first afraid to touch. However, after washing 
herself, she fed the baby with her breast milk and left it 
again under the shade of . a large tree. As soon as she 
had retired, a Five-headed cobra came, removed the infant 
to a bole in the tree, and sheltered it from the sun with • 
its hood, as the child wa5. all incarnation of the God 
Vishnu. While there the Pulaya and his wife used to 

make offerings to the. ~by of milk and conjee in a 
cocoanut shell. Tidings of these things reached the ears · . 
of the sovereign of Travanrore who immediately ordered 
a temple to be erected at th~ place." 

It is interesting to note that a Pulaya woman 
figures largely in the sqpposed origin of the 
temple, and yet a Pulaya is the lowest of the low 
whose shadow was, until the other day, supposed 
to pollute not only man but the Deity I 

But I must turn now to the movement itself. 
The movement was slowly and surely gathering 
strength when ill 1932 came Gandhiji's EpK: Fast 
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;jgainst the Premier's Award, his concentration' on 
the Harijan question, and then his 21 days' fast in 
1933- Sjt. Kelappan Nair, who bad been closely 
associated with the Vaikam Satyagraha and with 
the anti-untouchability work m Malabar, had 
declared a fast towards the end of 1932 for th 
opening of the Guruvayur temple in Malabar. It 
was regarded by Gandhiji to be premature as 
public opinion bad not been sufficiently cultivated. 
and from his fasting bed in Y eravda Prison he had 
to sc.-nd a peremptory telegram to Sjt. Kelappan 
to suspend the fast and to withdraw the men who 
were inside the Guruvayur temple. He did so in the 
interests of the movement itself and in the interests 
of non-violence which was to be the only means to 
Pradicate the f'Vil. He, thf'refore, had no hesitation 
in sending his pf'rf'mptory advice, " although," as he 
recognisf'd, " many reformers were actually in the 
trmple threatening to declare a sympathetic fast 
with Kelappan Nair, and although the reformers 
thought that the prize was within their grasp." 
The Temple Entry Bill and the Anti-Untouchability 
Bill bad no other end in view but this that the 
powerlessness that many trustees of temples felt 
about opening the temples should be removed, 
and that there should be no such thing as 
State recognition of untouchability. The 21 

days' fast of 1933 was nothing more than a 
darion call to the whole of Hinduism for self
purification. 

All these events led to intensive &Citation on 
behalf of reformers everywhere. The Guruvayur 
relerendum orpnised by Shri · Rajagopalachari 
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and members of the Harijan Sevak Sangh was a 
,great measure of educative value and paved the 
way for similar measures in Travancore. This was 
followed by Gandhiji's Harijan Tour, during which 
he covered the length and breadth of India rousing 
Hindu public opinion, meeting · orthodoxy face t~ 
face, accepting their sneers and taunts and rowdy 
demonstrations and even violence with a smile and 
a cheer, burning to holy flame when there was 
the slightest fear of violence on the part of 
reformers, reasoning with those who threatened t~ 
break away from Hinduism or to renounce religion
itself and so .cut at the root instead of lopping oft 
the poisonous branch. As we have seen it was on 
the eve of his Harijan Tour in Travancore that 
the State issued that communique opening all the 
public roads, wells, cltatrams to all classes of 
people. But Gandhiji ·wanted nothing more or less 
than the withdrawal of State recognition to un- · 
touchability in any shap(: or form. And he · made
:fervent appeals to the State in this behalf in every
one of his speeche~ !n Travancore. 

In the meantime _the State had appointed · 
a Temple EntrY Comll).ittee, composed of nine 
members, three of whom were known reformers 
:and two of whom belonged to the so-called A varna 
castes. The Committee brought to bear on their 
task a good deal of industry and research, examin
ed numerous witnesses, and issued in january 1934 
a ponderous report, which is a mine of information. 
The two members who signed the minority report. 
Sjts. C. K. Parameshwaran Pillai and M. Govindan. 
recommended immediate opening of . the templ;s,. 
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ltut the majority recommendations were fearfully 
cautious and failed to reflect the overwhelming 
mass of evidence in favour of th~ reform. The 
very fact, however, of the appointment of the 
Committee and their labours was a distinct step in 
the progress towards reform. They examined wit
Desses at no less than 24 important places and 
had answers to their exhaustive .questionnaire from 
3.1a2 persons. The bulk of these was in favour 
of temple entry. Of the 325 Savarnas they examin· 
ed 238 were in favour of temple entry, all the 
evidence of llll ladies recorded by the Committee 
was in favour of temple entry, and. the Committee 
came to the conclusion that " there was a strong 
feeling among Savamas in favour of temple entry 
being allowed." All this was an education for the 
p<"Ople. 

Then came Dr. Ambedkar's declaration at a 
ronf,.rence of the Harijans in the Nasik District 
&l>lting them lO break away from the Hindu fold, 
followed by a scramble on behalf of the various 
110n·Hindu Missionary organisations to claim the 
possible renegades to their own folds. · The 
declaration did give the electric shock that it was 
meant to give to all those working for Harijan 
llpliit, and intensified the demands of the Avamas 
lor temple entry. At a meeting of the Harijan 
Sevak Sangh held early in January 1936, Sjt. 
G. Ramachandran, the indefatigable Secretary of 
the Kerala Provincial Board, raised the question of 
an orcaffised and concentrated agitation for temple 
entry in Travanrore, and he was supported in this 
lty the veteran leaders of the Harijan movement. 
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Sjt. C. K. Parameshwaran Pillai, the President of the 
Board and Retired High Court Judge of Travancore, 
and Sjt. M. Govindan, Retired District Judge and 
Ezhava leader. The Harijan Sevak Sangh Central 
Board accepted the resolution, resolved that 
effective steps should be taken for securing temple 
entry for Harijans; sanctioned Rs. soo for the 
-campaign,· and authorised Sjt. G. Ramachandran tG 
take the necessary steps in consultation witlt 
-Gandhiji. For this purpose Gandhiji suggested "an 
.accurate referendum or some such means" t<J 

•• show beyond all doubt that a great majority of 
Savarna Hindus are decidedly in favour of the 
opening of Travancore temples. to Harijans precisely. 
on the same terms as themselves." 

The Kerala Provincial Board of the Harijart 
'Sevak Sangh then held an All Kerala Temple 
Entry Conference on the 9tli and roth of May r9J6 
at Trivandrum under the presidentship of Shrimati. 
J(ameshwari Nehru. Thi;; was one ot the biggest 
temple entry conferences held in the province, apd 
the main resolution was moved by Sjt. Kelappan_ 

··The Conference appealed to the Travancore Govern-· 
ment to fully and llllie_servedly open all State
'i:ont~olled temples to Harijans immediately, and 
.also appointed a deputation to wait upon H, H. 
the Maharajah of Travancore and to present a 
Memorial signed by. as many thousands of Savarnas 
as possible, praying for Harijan temple entry. The 
Conference was followed by a hurricane campaign by 
the Harijan Sevak Sangh workers, who had beert 
already engaged in this work for over two years, 
.and they began systematic organisation of public 
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~ptmon by taking the signatw"es of all possible 
Savarna temple-going adults to a Memorial to His 
Highness, of organising bhajtJJt parties, of taiBnc 
.quiet ordered parties through all parts of the State 
in order to' arouse public opinion. A deputatiru\ 
appointed by the Kerala Harijan Sevak Sangh and 
<:onsisting of Sjts. M. Govindan, K. G. Kunjukrishna 
Pillai, K. P. Nilacanta Pillai, V. Atchutha Men~ 
Damodara Menon and G. Ramachandran tourec:J 
throughout Travancore. The people took up the 
.call with spontaneous enthusiasm. There were 
<:rowded meetings everywhere and the parties 
of Satyagrahis evoked a warm welcome wherever 
they went. I shall let the Provincial Secretary's 
~port speak for itself:. 

' " Public m«tings are being held everywhere through
..,ut the Province. The Malabar District in the North iS 
doing very welL The Cochin State is moving rather slow. 
In Travancore there is unprecedented enthusiasm. 
Sjt. V. Atchutha Menon, B. A. B. L., High Court Vakil. 
.who toured Central Travancore, reports that even those 
orthodox people who at the time or the Gu.ruvayur 
Temple Entry Satyagraha stiU objeeted to Harijan temple 
~try are now willingly giving their signatures In our 
temple entry fonns.. aopoo of these forms capable oi 
including 6oo,ooo signatures have been distributed through
out the province. Sjt. Atchutht. Menon further repoota 
that in Central Travancore, where the movement amonc 
the Uhavas for migration to Christianity was the Sll'l>lllr.
est, he saw clear evidence that the Ezhava masses have 
been considerably impressed by the sincerity of • our tno_. 
ment and therefore the conversion movement is bc:ginninc 
to collapse. We have further reliable evidence or this from, 
other aources ~ The conver3ion of lhe Valiya RoJalt 
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of Ennakkad to temple entry lor Harijans, and the 
propaganda that the Rajah and Sjts. Pandavath Sankar 
Pillai and K. Kumar are carrying on in Central Travan
c:ore have produced excellent results. The Pandalam 
Committee under Sjt. K. Keshava Kurup is leading 
in the collection of signatures from Savamas to our 
Memorial to R R the Maharajah praying for temple 
entry. The systematic collection of signatures has not 
yet been taken up by aU the committees. One or two 
el these have lagged behind But arrangements are 
being made for effective work in these places also; so far 
the work of collection of signatores can be said to be only 
fairly well organised. But we are now concentrating our 
attention on this item, and this week this part of the 
'WOrk will be better organised everywhere. Reports about 
South Travancore from Dr· M. E. Naidu indicate that 
just as in Central Travancore vigol"()us opponents at the 
time of the Guruvayur Temple Entry Satyagraha have 
aow dlanged their attitude and are willing to help- n 

The collection of the several thousand signa-. 
lures to the Memorial, after a thorough explanation 
of the objects of the movement at conferences and 
meetings, was an effective education in itself. TQe 
Ezhava masses were reassured. Meanwhile some. 
of th~;:. Ezhava leaders e:x:ercised a restraining influ
ence on the wild talk- of a few of the youthful 
people amongst them and appealed to them to
~ercise a little patience. The following appeal 
appearing in the .columns of the Hindu was couch
ed in a language that was irresistible : 

" We have our heroes. • • His Holiness Shri 
Jiarayan Guru, than whom there could be no greater 
hero for 1111 Ezbava, was admittedly a Hindu. His 
""'cbing of ' One God, one religion, one caste • is but 
abe loftiest tenet of philosophical Hinduism. The great 
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poet Kumaran Asan lived and died a Hindu. The leader 
or the an!Mmtouchability campaign, T. K. Madhavan, who 
pve the lead to others in the same fteld throughout 
India, spent his life for the cause of refonning Hindu 
society; he was a Hindu. If we abandon now the religion 
of these heroes of ours, their souls will be turning in 
:their graves and pointing their accusing fmgers at us, they 
will be calling ua traitors. The Ezhavas in Travancore 
today can very well be envied and emulated by any other 
great society for their solidarity and united front. On the 
CJUestion of change of religion differences and dissensions 
are bound to arise. The day this question is pushed to 
Ita extremes, will be struck the kneU of a great and solid 
-«)mmunity. " 

Above all the writer appealed to the commu· 
nity to 

" Rather bear those ills we have 
Than fly to others that we know not oL • 

During April 1936 Shrimati Rameshwari Nehru. 
who .had gone to Travancore to preside over 
Jhe All Kerala Temple Entry Conference, un~ 
1ook an ntensive tour through the State. Every
whl'r? she made a point of asking :her audience 
whether anyone among them was opposed to temple 
~ntry by the Harijans, and nowhere did she find a 
·single dissl'ntient vote. At several places she was 
~eted by bhajmt parties composed of Harijans and 
Savarnas singing devotional songs. Crowds lined 
miles of thl' road along which her car passed, in 
-order to have a glimpse of her and to greet her 
~d to wish godspeed in her mission. Her rneetinp 
were attendl'd b~- thousands of women-Nair, Nam
budiri, Ezhava and Harijans. Ezhava ladies present
~ addresses to hl'r. "I know," she said to th~ 
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"·there are many Ezhavas who want to go away 
from Hinduism. But how can the men go if you.· 
women remain loyal to Hinduism and help to purify· 
it?" Shrimati Devaki Andarajanam, a distinguished' 
Nambudiri Brahman lady who presided over one of. 
the meetings, said: "I am a Nambudiri woman wh<>' 
has for long lived strictly within the four walls of 
my own home. I come from one of the most 
ancient Nambudiri families, and I stand here t<> 
appeal to you to help in the work of Harijan temple . 
entry. I do so because I am convinced that Hari-. 
jans are Hindus and our own blood-brothers aitd 
sisters. Let us invite them into our temples and · 
houses and assure them of equality and brother
hood." At Madhavnagar, at M!lttom in Central' 
)Tavancore, the place named after the late T. K .. 
Madhavan, Shrimati Nehnt was asked to · hoist a 
white flag of inter-communal unity by thousands of, 
Ezhavas who welcomed her. In her speech she dealt 
with the question of mass conversion by Ezhavl!S· 

• and made a straight and womanly appeal to them. 
"I am amaz~; ·~ she said, "to find missionaries.· 

of every religion rushing into Travancore thinking 
that the Ezhavas can be'converted to one religion 
or the other. This is a very sad and humiliating 
spectack Why are all these missionaries coming 
into Travancore from various parts of India, as 
though the Ezhavas were simply so much prey for 
them ·to pounce upon'? I have seen in the papers 
\oclay a statement by certain missionaries of .other· 
Tdigions from North India that if only the Ezhavas.. 
-uld join their respective religions, they would 
-do everything for \hem and even give them the 
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leadership of the respective communities concerned. 
Now this is a big promise, a promise that does 
oot become religious-minded people. Who can fulfil 
such a promise ? Such promises have not been 
fulfilled before and, I dare ;say, cannot be in 
future, .in the manner in which they are made. I 
tmderstand there are caste distinctions and untouch· 
ability evrn among the Christians. In the Punjab 
where Harijans have been converted to one religion 
or another they sti 11 remain isolated. I caiUlot 
promise you anything so big if you remain loyal to 
Hinduism. I can only promise you our heart·felt 
rt"pentance for the past and our tireless service in 
lhe future. If these will satisfy you, then all will 
be well. If these will not satisfy you, I have no 
other temptations to offer; but whether Ezhavas and 
Harijans go away or stay with us, we shall conti
nue the holy task of purifying Hinduism and Hindu 
!wciety, of purging them of the evils of :untouchabi
lity and of the distinctions of high and low." 

This was followed by the General Secretary 
Thakkar Bapa's tour through the State, and then 
by that of the Sangh President Sjt. Ghanashyamdas 
Uirla, who not only visited many places and 
addn-ssed a representative meeting at Trivandrum 
but waited on Her Highness the Maharani 
1111d His Highness the Maharajah and even 
St"cun-d a friendly assurance from them that 
the reform would not be long in coming. The 
deputation appointed by the All Kerala Temple 
Entry Conference waited on the Dewan, Sir C. P. 
~amaswami Aiyar, on the 3rd of November and 
submitted a Memorial prayinc for full, immediate 
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and unreserved temple entry for Harijans, signed 
by 50,522 Savamas of Travancore. 

And when the reform came, it came in the 
shape of the following Proclamation issued by the 
Travancore Government on the 12th of November: 

"PRoFOUNDLY CONVINCED OF THE TRUTH AND 

VALIDITY OF OUR RELIGION, BELIEVING TIIAT IT IS 

BASED ON DIVINE GUIDANCE AND ON ALL<OMPREHENDING 

TOLERATION, KNOWING THAT IN ITS PRACTICE IT HAS 

THROUGHOUT THE CENTURIES ADAPTED ITSELF TO THE 

NEED OF THE CHANGING TIMES, SOUCJTOUS ,THAT NOME 

OF OUR HINDU SUBJECTS SHOULD, BY REASON OF BIRTH, 

CASTE OR COMMUNITY, BE DENIED THE CONSOLATION AND 

SOLACE OF THE HINDU FAITH, WE HAVE DECIDED AND 

HEREBY DECLARE, ORDAIN AND COMMAND THAT, SUBJECT 

TO SUCH RULES AND CONDITIONS AS MAY BE LAID DOWII 

AND IMPOSED BY US FOR. PRESF.RVING THEIR PROPER. 

.ATMOSPHERE AND MAINTAINING THEIR RITUALS AND 

OBSERVANCES, THERE SHOULD HENCEFORTH BE NG 

RESTRICTION PLACED ON ~ HINDU BY BIRTH. OR 

RELIGION ON ENTERING OR WORSHIPPING AT TEMPI..ES

CONTROLLED BY us A..'ID oUR GoVERNMENT." 

The Proclamation did away, with one stroke 
of the Maharajah's pen, with all State recognition to 
Wltouchability. It is thus a charter of religious 
liberty for all the so-called Avarnas of Travancore 
who had for centuries groaned under the weight 
of an injustice ihat had no sanction in Hinduism. 

It is the unique character of this Charter t,hat 
has for weeks and months made it the principal 
topic of talks in every Hindu home and made the 
Maharajah's name universally acclaimed as ranking 
with King Ashoka and King Akbar. 
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I have not likened His Highness the Maharajah 
~ightly to Ashoka and Akbar. The religious 
tradition has been there in the long royal line. Many 
-of the Maharajahs, as I have said before, were 
'known for their piety and for their scrupulous 
-observance of all religious customs and practices. 
Some of them were also known for their innate 
humility and lived up to their title of Padmanabha· 
-das. Rama Raja, or Dharma Raja as he was 
popularly called by his devoted people, died in 
1798 with words on his lips which are still 
nmembered. The day on which he lay on his 
-death·bed was not considered as auspicious for a 
Hindu"s death, and the Maharajah in full possession 
-of his mental powers said : " Yes, I know that 
today is Cltaturdasi, but it is unavoidable considering 
lhe sins of war I have committed with Rama Iyen, 
when we both conquered and annexed several 
petty States to Travancore. Going to bell is 
.unavoidable under the circumstances. I can never 
forget the horrors to which we have been parties 
-during those wars. How then do you expect me 
to die on a better day than Cllaturtlasi ? May 
~ forgive me all my sins. " Another Maharajah 
personally superintended every detail of the 
sculpturing and carving of the exquisite Kulasekhara 
Mandapam in the Temple at Trivandrum, and tbe 
story is told that when an artisan who was worltinc 
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at a most delicate figure called out to his servant 
wr his chew ·the Maharajah, in order not to allow . 
the artisan's work to be interrupted, handed over 
the chew himself. So' very much · were the · 

. ·Maharajahs wrapJ)ed up with the religious life of the 
people. The present Maharajah has inherited this. 
vadition, and by the great act of his reign has . not 
only ennobled the tradition but has lived up to .the 
implications of . the title of Padmanabhadas by 
~mancipating the humblest of his people. He . will 
live longer in the memory of men than any other· 
Maharajah for having issued a Smriti which is the 
people's charter of spiritual emancipation. • 

. And if the Proclamation places the Maharajah's. 
name side by side with the great kings of old, it 

'plares· the Maharani's name alongside those .names 
of revered memory - Maharani Ahalyabai and 
Lakshmibai. "The modern miracle of Travancore,'' .. 
said Gandhiji to an American lady who interviewed 
him, "is due to -the influence of one woman, Her· 
Highness the Maharani of Travancore. When 'I 
was ia Travancore some . xears ago, I met the·. 
present Maharani. She was determined · to do 
whao was the purest act of justice, and it is she· 
who is at the back of the Maharajah's decision. lt 

. was . a most; couragegus .act to issue that Procla-
mation and still more courageous to carry it out 
to the letter. The Maharajah could not have done 
it wrthou& the support of his mother. So I see the· 
hand of woman in this modern miracle. " 

But the glory of the miracle is shared in no. 
sUtall measure by their able Dewan, Sacbivottama 
Sir C. P. Jlamaswami .A!ya., whom the people a[e-
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Gandhiji has caUed their response " a mass convec
sion of the Caste Hindus which no reformer or 
missionary fOuld have wrought.': And the response 
so deeply stirred him that he has uttered words 
about it which will be long remembered : 

" It was the work of God who blessed the humble elfort 
of man. 1 had thought that the State would at least have 
to post a strong police force at the main temples and !bat 

at l~t a few heads would be, broken. But no. The process 
began with the biggest State temple, the one that !be 
Maharajah visits himself. There was no political pressure 
here. It could not be imposed on a million people. 1 had 
no idea that there were nearly 2,000 temples in T ravancore.. 
I. only knew that over ten years ago our volunteers had 
been severely hammered for even crossing a forbidden road 
near the temple at V aikam. Now the· humblest of the 
humble have entered the Vaikam temple without the 
slightest difficulty. The Proclamation did not enthuse me, 
though it was a solid thing. For I had leared that there 
might be a political motive behind it. But all my fears 
have been dispelled. That the. orthodoxy, who used to . 

swear by the letter of the ritual and made so much of 

the efficacy of temple warship being destroyed by ev~ 

the Pariah's shadow, would fall in with the Proclamation 
is a thing I was not prepared- for, so soon at any rate. 

But God has made possible what man could not have 
done:" 

H Gandhiji's joy, on receiving the reports of 
the working of the Proclamation before he had yet 
visited Travancore, was so great, one can under
stand the joy of those who saw the great conver-

• sion with their own eyes. This is what Sjt. C. 
Rajagopalachari wrote to me after a visit w 
Travancore : 
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" I auppose no joy can be enjoyed otherwise than by 
sharing with others. We want a wife, a friend, neighboUJS, 
or at the end of it all God I I imagine the name of a lamp 
feels like that too, and sheds its light around for that 
reason. So I imagine the consecrated God in the temple 
f~lt the pain of suppression sll these years. At least I 
fancied so that day, when the priest drew the screen aside 
and the Virgin burst into view at Kanyakumari. I wish 

you had been with me at the Cape that day. Ramachandran, 
Dr. M. E. Naidu and 1 went there to see how things 
"'red there, We saw the Nadar boys and girls, about 
thirty of them, washing, talking, laughing and plunging in 
the beautiful tank of the temple right on the margin of 
the sea. If I had been a poet or a painter, it was a vision 
I could attempt to fix lor others that did not aee it with 
thrir eyes. But as it was, I could only wipe my tears. 
The tank was kept not like tanks in these parts, but as 
ill the case with everything in Travancore Devaswam 
Administration, clean and tidy and beautiful, nicely screened 
in to two divisions lor men and women and water splendidly 
clean. 'We did not know that there was a place like this at 
all,' said our Harijan worker of the Harijan Sevak Sangh. 
How eould he know ? They could never dare enter, and the 
!light of atepa that leads down into it turns at 90 • and 
reaches to the water ol the tank which is covered and 
COI&pletely protected from public view, His statement was 
literally true, and his joy that day was sll the greater for 
iL The boya and girls dried themselves, and one of them 
a tiny thing ahivered, aa you know these little ones do 
lor the cold. The sacred ashes warmed her up, and sll 
of them danced and ran along to the temple. We went 
round and came to the aacred doorway. Even then I 
could not believe or realise that we could go iD, straight. 
W.. with aU this crowd, excluded aU these two thousand 
7ftJ'S and perhapa more. The earliest Tamil books refer 
e this great Kumari temple. But we went in and oobodJ' 
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stopped us I AU the numerous brass lamps were lit. After 
a brief and tense interval, the screen was pushed aside. 
the beUs sounded, and the goddess burst into view. 
beautiful, gorgeous, standing decorated, waiting eternaUy 
for her invisible partner I It was a joy, And you should 
have seen with me the boys standing in a row along the 

. bars in ·corridor array, bending their necks forward and 
stroking their cheeks with their hands in token of prayer 

. and repentance. Repentance for what ? For our sins, l 
suppose I I can never forget the scene, 

What a fool I am to rejoice so much over a niece 
repsration of a wrong that should never have been done 
or tolerated so long I But what joy is there in this world 
which is not mere reparation or reunion ? That is the 
great trick of GOd. Good is good because of evil. n 

And this is what Sjt. G. Ramachandran, whG 
had laboured arduously for the reform and whose 
heart bled at the delay_ in its coming, wrote : 

" It was in the bus from AUeppey to Quilon that I 
heard the whole matter clinched in the mouth of an old 
Brahmin lady who said : It is God's play and the "Maba
rnjah can do nothing which God does not commmand. • 

Sjt. C. Rajagopafachari, who accepted our invitation 
and came to Travanco~e· for a flying visit, himself watched 
the working of the Proclamation in live of our most 
important temples, and he waS overwhelmed with joy and 
KTatitude to lind that the Proclamation was being worked 
irt the completest manner. He was speechless when he 
saw the priests in the Anantapadmanabhaswami temple. 
Trivandrum, at Suchindram and at Cape Comorin, wel
coming the Harijans and treating them with affection. 

Let there be no doubt about what has happened. It 
has created a new mind and a new vision for Hinduism 
in Travancore and therethrough for Hinduism aii over 
India and for religion in general. This great good that. 
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baa come to Hinduism, this Proclamation of supreme piety 
will strengthen the fibre in every religion and give 
everywhere the strength and the courage to go forward 
for the achievement of great spiritual ends. " 

But greater joy was yet in store for Gandhiji. 
I must devote the rest of the chapters to the great 
pilgrimage to Travancore. The reader will iiotice. 
in all the speeches chronologically reproduced in 
~xtenso in the second pan of the book, bow 
Gandhiji allowed the great awakening to soak 
into him, and how he went step by step indicating 
the Implications of the Proclamation for the people 
of Travancore who had so nobly responded to it. 
The words must doubtless have soaked slowly 
through their responsive hearts as, burning witb 
the holy zeal of achieving the equality that b'ue 
Hinduism connotes, his words rose to a spiritual 
~rescendo. 
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THE PILGRIMAGE 

(I) 

We left Poona for Trivandrum on the 1oth of 
january. Gandhiji deliberately asked young Kanu. 
his .grand-nephew, to ann himself this time with a 
d•1ru!Ja. I slightly remonstrated. I said to Gandhiji : 
'You always object to our taking superfluous articles. 
of luggage. Now is my turn to object. Why' add 
the dilndJa this time ? We have already added the 
carding bow and cotton. Why this musical instru~ 
ment also?' He smiled and said: 'You . are right. 
You may drop out the . cardin~ bow if you · like. 
but not the dilruba. This .visit to. Travancore is 
going to be a pilgrimage. We shall have to have 
Tulsi Ramayan reading everywhere and sometimes,.. 
if God wills it, at publi<: places also, and we cannot 
get a dilruba. there.' I Vlras silenced. I saw that 
Gandhiji was already mentally preparing him~lf 
for the great pilgrimage. And indeed preparation . 
and prayer seemed to" be needed. For a few 
hours before we arrived in Trivandrum he caught 
a severe cold the like of which he rarely gets. 
I was alarmed. The cold continued [practically 
throughout the tour. But it did not seem to inter· 
iere with the routine. He went through the whole 
programme, which Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar had 
characterised as 'impossible', without coming to grie' 
and had the satisfaction of having poured out his 
whole soul before the hundreds of thousands he 
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had met. Has it not been truly said-" They that 
wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength; 
tlu·y shall mount up with wings as eagles; they 
lihall run and not be weary; they shall walk and 
not faint "? It was really a renewal of strength 
from day to day .. 

This was his fourth visit to Travancore, three 
being exclusively lor anti-untouchability work. But 
he could not call the foregoing visits so many 
pilgrimages as the visits did not ensure evea the 
pilgrim's consolation of a visit to the famous 
temples in Travancore. The very first visit was 
to plead with the orthodox Savarnas and the State 
authorities to accord the A varnas their elementary 
right to use all public roads. The second was 
part of a khadi tour, though even during that tour 
Gandhiji never omitted to emphasize the importance 
of abolishing the curse of untouchability. The first 
two had the hearty co-operation of the State; the 
lhird which took place in 1934 had not even the 
advantage of that co-operation. This the fourth one 
was essentially a pilgrimage - the pilgrimage of 
an untouchable now being accepted as a touchable, 
as Gandhiji put it, and it had the co-operation of 
the State. Twelve years is nothing when one 
-osiders the magnitude of the reform that has 
~n brought about. Centuries ago Saint Nandanar 
went literally through the fiery ordeal in · o.rder to 
SKure a tl~~rsM. of the deity at Chidambaram. 
Rut his was a lonely penance. The suffering and 
the ordeals gone through by hundreds of thousands • •f ~pie in close co-operation have secured for 
ahem all the dllrslum of the living God, not in one 

" 
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temple but in all. But Nandanar's penance wu 
enough to hand him down to posterity as a saint; 
the success of the efforts of those who ha\-e 
wrought for emancipation during the last twelve 
years does not ·raise anyone to sainthood, but 
·Opens the opportunity of sainthood to one and aU. 
The condition is that they purify themselves. 

The whole journey to Travancore lay through 
-one seething mass of humanity. People thronged 
.the stations at all hours of .the day and night ·and 
made anything like rest or sleep impossible. They 
thronged even the stations where the train was not 
scheduled to stop, and they lined the roads in close 
proximity of which the train passed. Perhaps their 
enthusiasm exceeded on this occasion that shown 
on any previous occasions. So great was the joy 
of emancipation from age-old shackles. Our train 
.stopped at a station called ShankaranayanarkoviL 
As the name indicated it was the place of a famous. 
·temple, and the temple too was visible from the . 
train. In the course of a few words addressed to them 
Gandhiji said: "When will the temple I see in front 

. of me be opened to "alt Harijans?" "Soon," came the· . 
reply. "So when I return from Travancore," said 
Gandhiji, " you will ask 'me to stop here to open 
·this ·temple? Won't you ?" And there was uproarious 
laughter and a chorus of voices-" Yes". Not to 
be beaten, Gandhiji said, " But I cannot accept an 
invitation to open a temple where all kinds of 
animals are offered for sacrifice, not for their faults. 
but for our own sins. There is no smriti which 
countenances these sacrifices.' If there is, it is not 
.a smriti. You must stop these sacrifices if you. 
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~vrr ofter them." At another place he ga..e a one
sentence message : " I hope to see durillc thi" 
pilgrimage of mine things that I never saw kfore, 
and also hope to see that this great Proclamation 
of the Maharajah was really deserved by the people ... 
These words seemed to contaia in themselves the 
germ of Gandhiji's speeches to he delivered ia 
Travancore. The speech at the mammoth public 
meeting in Trivandrum contained- as indeed alt 
his speeches, long or short, did -a full·heartrd 
expression of thankfulness to His Highness the 
Maharajah and Her Highness the Maharani for 
their noble Proclamation; but it also contained a 
fervent appeal to the people to realize the impli
cations of the Proclamation in order that it may 
bear permanent fruit. 

Those who wanted to see the depth of joy 
that this Proclamation had given to the A\-amas. 
ought to have seen the celebrations on the 13th 
of January at Trivandrum alter the close of the 
public meeting. St'veral scores of thousands of 
Ezhavas had gathered there to take part in the 
thanksgiving and rejoicing, and they had gone to 
considerable expense in having the best and the 
most richly caparisoned elephants in the State to 
take part in the proces.~ion. 

" How did the procession go off?" was the 
question that Gandhiji put ta Sjt. M. Govindan, 
an n·judge and Ezhava leader of the celebrations.. 

"Very well indeed," he said, beaming with 
joy. "The procession 'lo\"llS over a mile long. All 
the best State elephants were there, one of thelll 
being the largest elt"phant in the world. N 
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"But," said · Gandhiji, twitting him, "surely 
you do not mean the largest in the world ? It 
must be. the largest in Travancore." 

" No, Mahatmaji, it is the largest in the 
world.", 

. . " Have you seen the elephant fair at Sonepur 
in Bihar where thousands of elephants assemble 
every year?" 

"No, Mahatmaji. But this was the largest 
elephant we know." 

" That's better. And how about the fireworks?'' 
"Very successful. The rockets could be seen 

from villages situated several miles from here." 
" And did His Highness give his darshan ?" 
"Why, Mahatmaji, he saw the procession him

self, and rode along with the procession for part 
of the distance." 

Well if this was ·the joy of an ex-judge, one 
can have a measure .of the joy of the rank and 
file amongst them. Socjally and economica!Jy not 
much inferior to the Savarnas, the one milli~n 
Ezhavas of Travancore were feeling this exclusion 
from temple entry'the most. In fact untouchability· 
meant nothing else to them. The removal of the 
exclusion thus means-~for them the abolition of 
untouchability • 

. But what about the l~ss articulate ones ? The 
Pulayas indeed had gone into the temples. Bul 
what about ;Jthose who were regarded as still 
Jminbler than they ?:He appealed to the Ezhavas 
to make all':the Avamas full and equal sharers in 
Jheir joy. 

Their other duty was the duty of self-puri-
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fication commensurate with the mighty reform that 
they had secured. " I hope you will make a wise 
and religious use of the Proclamation," he said at 

' a big meeting of the Pulayas at Venganoor. "It 
depends upon our mental condition whether we 
gain something or do not gain anything by going 
to the temples. \Ve have to approach these 
.temples in a humble and penitent mood. They . are 
so many houses of God. Of course. God resides 
in every human form, indeed in every particle of 
I lis creation, everything that is on this earth. But 
since we very fallible mortals do not appreciate 
the fact that God is e\·erywhere, we impute 
special sanctity to temples and think that God 
resides there. And so when we approach these 
temples we must cleanse our bodies, our minds 
and our hearts, and we should enter them m a 
.prayerful mood and ask God to make us purer 
men and purer women ,for having entered their 
portals. And if you will take this advice of an 
.Old man, this physical deliverance that you have 
'Se<'ured will be a deliverance of the soul." 

" Of course," he said at another meeting, " it is 
<OJ>f'n to the Savarnas and Avamas to make the graci
ous Proclamation perfectly useless,-the Savamas 
may be sullenly discontented and not purify their 
hearts of untouchability, and the Avarnas can make 
it J)f'rfectly ineffective by misunderstanding the grace 
<Of the Proclamation and by not going to temples 
in the right spirit. The Maharajah, the Maharani 
and the Dewan ha\·e done their duty by issuinc 
the Proclamation which has no reservation. mental 
« otherwise, behind it; and if both Savamas and 
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Avarnas P,.ove by their real religious conduct that 
they were worthy of this high act of State, believe 
me Travancore will go down in history as the 
saviour of Hindu religion which was in danger of 
perishing. For I have seen nothing during these 
long years of struggling against untouchability, to
modify my opinion that if untouchability lives 
Hinduism dies. I wish I could infect all of you 
with the sam~ belief and that in every one of your 
acts you will show that the taint of untouchability 
has been removed from your hearts. " 

The organizers of the tour so arranged that 
Gandhiji should make a point of visiting every 
important temple - temples he deliberately refrained 
from entering during his previous tours. The great 
speech at Trivandrum was made after he had visited 
the great temple of. Ananta Padmanabha - His 
Highness' own temple. As we went South towards 
Cape Comorin, we came· to a small place called 
Tiruvattar where a temi>ie believed to be the most 
ancient in Travancore stands. Here three years 
ago Gandhiji had .to address a meeting under the: 
shadow of the imposing. walls of this temple, and 
he happened to utter these words: " The temple 
doors are closed against us today, but God willing 
they will have to be opened to us soon. " Imagine 
the ecstasy and thanksgiving that overflowed 
Gandhiji's heart as he addressed a meeting after 
having been taken through the vast spaces of this 
great temple. Sitting on the top of a high flight 
of steps that ieadS to the temple :he addressed ·· 
some ten thousand people who listened to him in 
solemn si1entt: .. The sins ()( past ages have been 
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obliterated by literally a stroke of the pen. Tllougk 
it was tlu name of the Mal~t~rajall t!Jat traced tl1e 
$ig•wlure over Jlle Proclamation, the spirit behind 
wa& of the Lord Patimanabhaswami. I understood 
only today the beautiful legend that passes current 
in Travancore ·about the Maharajah. As you all 
know- I suppose every child in Travancore 
knows that the Maharajahs in Travancore are 
known as Padmanabhadas. They are so· many 
Viceroys of Padmanabhaswami, and as I understood 
yesterday the Maharajah has to go from day to 
day to. that temple and to receive insCructions 
about the day's . work from Padmanabhaswami. 
That the thing does not happen as I have described 
to you as between man and man, is true, but tht.L 
spirit behind the ll'gend is an excellent spirit. It 
means that the Maharajah may not do anything that 
is wrong or sinful and has not the stamp -of God'~> 
approval. And so as I said it is the spirit of God 
that moved the Maharajah to take the great step 
be has taken, and I wish to congratulate you who 
are the beneficiaries under the great Proclamation. 
It is a great act whose significance we are yet 
too near in time to realise. During my last tour 
I addressed a gathl'ring outside the forbidding
looking temple walls as they then appeared to 
me. I ngarded myself voluntarily as a Pulaya 
or a Pariah, the lowest amongst thl' low, a 
Uariju amongst Harijans. But the Maharajah 
himself as I have now learnt bears the title of 
st"rvant of God, i. "· Harijan, and proudly signs 
himself as such. No doubt he is the first among 
God's servants, .let -.s hope by right of servi~. 
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He is not the first lord among lords ·and masters. 
In service there is al~ays open · and meritorious 
competition. It demands no reward, no distinction. 
Let us look at the Proclamation in this light. 
Let Nambudiris . and other Brahmans and the 
so-called high-caste people of Trava"ncore rise to 
the occasion and be voluntarily Harijans amongst 
Harijans, servants of God, and let :a11 the world 
know by their action that in '1.-irtue of the Procla
mation there is none high and none low but all 
are equal in the eyes of God." 

As ·1 have humbly shared the privilege of going
into these celebrated temples, I have stood dazed 
and. stupefied at the vastness oi the conception of 
those who planned these temples and at the pettiness 
of man, whom when darkness enveloped not even 
these temples helped. Indeed he made these sources 
of light so many caves of darkness ! I wish I had 
the pen to describe at least one of the numerous· 
temples I have seen during this· tour. Trav~ncore 
does not yet boast an archaeologist of the genills 
and industry of Rice _who prepared those memorable . 
ten volumes of Epigraphil!- Carnatica. When we asked 
anyone about the dates of.these temples they vaguely 
said : • thousands of years.' When they were more 
precise, they said: • five thousand :years.• Ancient 
they must be, certainly more ancient than any other 
shrines in India, and yet not pre-A.ryan, as they 
enshrine all Aryan gods - Brahma, Vishnu, Mahesh, 
Krishna, Rama and so on, and yet the architecture 
is so unlike any other architecture in the north of 
India.. The main image standing or seated at the 
heart of the shrines is surrounded by ' series of 
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symmetrical courts which have numerous subordinate 
shrines, and the whole is supported by massive 
pillars of immense si;z:e and beautiful design. The 
Ananta Padmanabha temples at Trivandrum ( Tiru
Ananta·puram) and Tiruvattar have huge image" 
of Lord Vishnu reclining on the thousand·hood"d 
_\nanta cobra. The temple at Suchindram, perhaps 
vaster than either of the two, has the image of 
.Shi \'a; and the temple at 1\.a.nyakumari that of the 
Virgin lJma who won the Lord Shiva by dint of 
.her extraordinary austerities. The other parts of the 
temples ha\·e various images- th" Trivandrum 
temple has a huge hall of pillars containing a 
gallery of images of various deities constructed 
with consummate art, and the Suchindram pillars 
.represent in stone the whole story of Ramayana.. 
The 11oor in front of the Ananta Padmanabha 
temples at Trivandrum and Tiru\·attar is one whole 
block of stone about as feet by as feet, and the 
gopuram over the gate of the Suchindram temple 

'is the biggest and the most elaborately constructed 
in the whole ol India. 

Thest- are crude and meagre details. \\'hat 
words can convt"y the magnitude of the conception 
-uf the Lord who lit"s in undisturbed repose over 
the universe which is as uncomfortable as the coils 
-of a hydra·ht"adt"d o!obra can be, and who wht-n 
contemplated with concentration relieves one of 
.all fear of birth and death? What pen can convt-y 
the matchless austerities of Uma who elected tQ 
win thereby as her consort no earthly sovereign 
but one who had smeared himself with the ashes 
-of all earthly passions, who lived in close prox:t-
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mity of death, and who was at once a Lord of 
krrors and of compassion? Legend connects the 
story of Uma with the Shiva in Suchindram temple 
a few miles away. I love rather to think of Uma. 
whose feet are washed by the Indian Ocean with 
his two hands the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian 
Sea, winning by her penance the Lord who has 
his abode in Kailasa, the northernmost point of 
India. Even thus can penance storm the gates of 
Heaven! 

I have in an earlier chapter described the 
legend associated with the Ananta Padmanabha
puram temple at Trivandrum. Look at the follow~ 
ing legend about the Suchindram temple : 

• 
M Sage Attri and his wife Anasuya renownM for her 

dlastity were doing penance in a hermitage near the 
modem Suchindram. The Trimurlis desirous of testing the 
rhastity of Anasuya came here in the guise of three 
Brahmins when Attri happened to be absent from home . . 
:md requested hltiksha ( alms ) of her. According to the 
rules of Hindu hospitality an Atillti or guest is a divine 
~rson and should be PT9Pitiated at any cost. She received 
them with due hospitality, a'!d when they were seated for 
meals they infonned her that. all three ol them had made 
a vow that they would not eat anything if served by a 
~rson who wore any garment, in other words she should 
~rv.e them nude. Finding ht:rself in. a prMicament and at 

the same time confident of her own purity, the holy 
matron sprinkled a little holy water upon them with a 
prayer to the Alri•ighty that they be immediately converted 
into babes. This. was effected and sh<: fed th<: babt:s with 
milk and nursM them. While she was thus fondling these 
dlildren, Parvati, Lakshmi and Sarastati, the respective wi¥5 
of Shil'll, Vishnu and Brahms, a.me le the spot in searcll 
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of their lords and finding them all in this condition gave 
themsdvea up to severe penance. God Mahadeva appeared 
.,.,fore them and granted their request. The three ba~ 
were converted into three Gods, and Anasuya found before 
her the Trimurtis, Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva in their own 
forms. Anasuya fell at their leer, asked forgiveness for 
having made them children and prayed that she should 
have three aimilar children, and accordingly a son called 
Dattatreya was born to her who oombined in himself all 
the essential virtues of the Tntnu,.lis. It is in commemoration 
ol this event that all the three deities, Brahma, Vishnu 
and Shiva, are worshipped here. " 

No wonder that the name of Devi Anasuya 
should be deemed to be purifying and thousands 
upon thousands of women of all ages have cherished 
the tradition associated with her name. The temple 

, is universally acknowledged as a place for self
puri[icution, Indra also having been said to have 
earned his expiation here. 

The antiquity of some of the temples like 
"that of the Kanyakumari at the Land"s End is 
unchallengeable, and there is not only a mention of 
the temple in the Mahabharata but even in J?,.iplus 
where the author has recorded : " Those who wish 
to consecrate the closing part of their lives to 
~ligion come hither and bathe and pledge them
sdves to celibacy." Manimekhalai, a well known 
Tamil work of the 2nd Century, narrates a tradi
tion to the effect that Sati, the wife of a Brahman 
of. Benares, walked all the way to Cape Comorin, 
bathed in the sea the~, worshipped at the feet of 
the goddess Kanyakumari, and was purged of 
bt-r sin of unchastity. So great was the nlue 
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attached to virtue, so great was the faith in the 
power of penance in those days. 

But the great lessons at the back of these 
legends were forgotten with the passage of time. 
we clung to and strove to protect the crust, which 
well-nigh crushed the kernel, and ultimat~ly forgot 
that there was any kernel inside. Not unless we 

realize the kernel once again will these temples 
prove to be the instruments of our emancipation. 

· It was some such thing that Gandhiji had in. mind 
when he had to face an assemblage of something 
.over 50,000 people at Nagercoil He just left the 

thought before the meeting, trusting to some . future · 
.occasion to develop it : 

" This untouchability was, and I suppose I must 5lill 
say it is, a weedy growth upon Hinduism, so much so 

that it threatened to smother the finest flowers oi 
Hinduism. I regard this Proclamation as a very brave 
attempt- an outstanding att~pt - to rid HinduisJn of 
the curse of untoucl!ability, and in issuing the Procla
mation the Maharajah and his advisers have laid the axe 
at the root of untouchability. But the Proclamation wiH 
be of no use if there is no response on the part of the 
Savama and· A varna Hindus. . Ever since my coming to 
Travancon; l have been doing nothing but visiting 
temples which were until a little while ago forbidd~ 

ground to me by my own choice. So long as these 
temples were barred against the major part of the Hindu 
popufation of Travancore the temples c:oufd go on as they 

liked. The Proclamation is the beginning of the process 
of purification of Hinduism, and in this process bodt 
Savamas and Avamas have to play their due part. It 
would be a great rdleetion on Savama Hindus if the 
untouchables of yesterday were to be left to their 01l'ft. 
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reoources. It is therefore absolutely necessary for you 
and me to find out the place temples have in the growth 
o( Hinduism. You and I have to lind out !'hether a 
living God . resides in these temples. I assure you that 
our search will be in vain unless we put our hearts into 
it and apply our minds to it. In all humility I fancy 
that I know how that search is to be made. But I must 
seek aome other and better opportunity for making that 
enquiry, It may be sufficient for the time being if .I have 
aucc~ed in stimulating your appetite for that search," 

In discovering its duty arising from the 
Proclamation and in giving effect to it, Travancore 
might well prove the torch-bearer for the rest of 
Jndia. 



VI 

THE PILGRIMAGE 

( 2 ) 

As the days went by, the pilgrimage became 
so to say a sacred bath in the great Ganges of 
revival and selfpurification that is sweeping over 
the land. We had been told that there was sulki
ness in several quarters, that in some orthodox 
areas like Vaikam there was a move on the part 
of the most orthodox to boycott the temples. But 
we found evidence of no such thing. Gandhiji 
addressed meetings of tens of thousands of people 
at various places in the South and the North of 
Travancore, but there was not one dissentient voice. 
In the temples themselves, thousands of Savamas 
rubbed shoulders with thousands of Avarnas, and 
among the most understanding of the Savarnn the 
change of heart drew tears' of joy from the eyes of 
spectators and a confession from Gandhiji that " it 
would have been a stupid act of foolishness on my 
part if I had not visited Travancore, if only to see 
this temple and to see the affectionate way in 
which the Harijans were taken into the temple.~ 

These words were uttered at Kutamanoor, a 
Nambudiri stronghold, where Nambudiris not only 
attended the meeting in vast numbers but showed 
an enthusiasm and fraternal spirit that was nothing 
short of the revelation of a miracle. The principal 
temple trustee would not be satisfied until he 
walked side by side with Gandhiji holding the 
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umbrella over Gandhiji's bead, and until he gently 
pushed forward a number of Harijan young men 
in front of Gandhiji and took them right up to the 
door of the garbltagrilta-the sanctum S(JIU;/orum. 

He had invited a number of Harijans to take part 
in the festivities, these were playing a circular 
dance in front of the temple as we went there, and 
on our approach led the procession into the temple. 
To the principal Nambudiri tantri and trustee who 
organized the whole affair, it seemed as though he 
was going through a purificatory rite, as he took 
the Harijan young men and women in front of the 
procession and insisted on their having the prasa
Jam. The words revival and a new birth we~ 
thus not idly uttered by Gandhiji, who expressed 
a hope that the Savarna Hindus of Travancore 
would carry out the Proclamation to the fullest 
extent and "deserve to be called the liberators of 
Hinduism, if not its saviours." This temple is said 
to date back to the time of Parashurama who built 
it, and not even the Maharajahs were supposed to 
~nter it before this revival. 

At Chenganooc Gandhiji was invited to open 
for the first time a private temple belonging to the 
Nambudiris and situated right in the · heart of 
their private mansions. The Nambudiri womt"o 
observe a kind of p~~rda by veiling their faces by 
means of a big palm leaf fan when they approach 
strangers. Scores of these women assembled in a 
hall in front of the temple. They had discarded 
their purJa and were anxious to see Gandhiji 
leading a procession of Harijans right to the door 
of their private shrine. T,he principal men flunc 
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themselves in front of Gandhiji, and said, not tc. 
flatter him, but to express the feelings that were 
welling up in their hearts: ' Our house is i~deed 

purified today.' An old Nambudiri lady, who must 
be nearer eighty than seventy, gave Candhiji a 
precious necklace of gold and pearls, and the 
Pulaya boys who hesitated to go in - a thing they 
had never in their wildest imagination beli'eved 
they could do - were led by the chief man ', and 
given prasadam. 

At Kottarakara Sjt. K. N. Nambudripad invited 
Gandhiji to open his principal private temple and 
declared open seventeen other temples belonging to 
him. He has a temple in Cochin too. He is willing 
to open it, but evidently he awaits the State 
Proclamation there. 

The joy of the A vamas can hardly be describ
ed in words. It was heart-felt, full of thanksgiving. 
overflowing, delirious. They felt the visible embrace; 
of brotherhood, and enjoyed the tiarshan of the deity . 
as though they had really experienced the sight of 
God. They naturally flung themselves before the 
deity, but they also ·flung themselves before His. 
Highness and· Gandhiji. · His Highness escaped the 
embarrassment as he ooes not often appear m 
public. Gandhiji could not escape it, as he ts 
always one of the public, belongs to them ! A 
famous verse thus eulogizes the guru : 

!!' ~ !{l;j\ '4!Jt f.lift1 <119 'I'R I 

4f.416 ~ ftnFr ~ ~ ll<fR I 

( Both the Lord and the guru are in front of me; 
whom shall I do my obeisance? Him will I do it 
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first who showed me the Lord. ; That represents 
somewhat the feelings of the vast multitudes whose 
joy and thankfulness knew no bounds. 

Critics have often said that· the temple entry 
agitation was a creation entirely of the reformers 
and had nothing to do with the Harijans who 
never cared for temple entry. These critics, if 
they were sincere and if proofs would bring any 
conviction to them, should have gone to Travancore 
and witnessed tile spontaneity of the rejoicings over 
the Proclamation. In a place called Aranmula we 
were put up in a Government tamp·shed which 
overlooked a beautiful river called Pampa. Our 
meeting was on the other bank. Hours before the 
met>ting thousands had gathered there, but when 
Gandhiji went to board the boat which took him 
across, there were thousands more who stood in the 
waist-deep water and .simply obliterated the river 
for several hundreds of yards. They followed the 
boat and swelled the original meeting. Even here 
they stood under the hot sun without making any 
noise and listened to the speech as best they could. 

In Vaikam the crowds that lined the streets 
leading to the temple - streets which were scenes 
of Satyagraha 12 years ago- and the crowds in 
the temple and at the meeting were numerically 
pt>rhaps the largest. It was something to have 
pa.,sed those brief hours with them and to have 
participated in their rejoicings. 

But if these scenes of rejoicings filled one 
with joy and thanksgiving, the scenes in the temples 
at prayer time were sacred memories, ennobling 
and uplifting. As a rule the Travancore crowds 

.i 
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are the most disciplined in India, but their beha•·i
our in temples whenever Gandhiji held the prayer 
meetings was a sight for the gods to see. At Takazi. 
where a private temple was thrown open to the 
Harijans and where the opening of several other 
private temples was announceG, Gandhiji was invited 
to go on the silence day. There was no rush, no 
scramble for Jarslum, no noise. A meeting of about 
two to three thousand men and an equal number 
of women kept to their seats in a comer of the 
vast courtyard of the temple, as Gandhiji with a 
party of Harijans went into the temple and wor

shipped there and was taken round the myriad
lighted temple .. I enjoyed the unique privilege o{ 

explaining the various parts of the evening prayer 
to them, and they listened to the translation. 
sentence by sentence, in rapt attention, and then 
took part in the actUal prayer in silent stillness 
which filled the whole atmosphere. The scene was 
repeated night after ni~t at Vaikam and Kottayam· 
and other places, and even Gandhiji's heart, which 
-has never suffere~ from any · lack of prayerfulness 
and faith and devotion, experienced a fulness of 
-faith and a new mean·i.ng of temple-going never 
experienced before. 

No wonder the Nambudiri trustee who had 
led the fierce opposition against the opening of 
the temple roads at Vaikam to Harijans twelve 
years ago, came specially to see Gandhiji after 
·th~ meeting and the temple-prayer, to express his 
satisfaction at what bad happened, and told him 
that he had no doubt that he ( Gandhiji l would now 
inspire a new faith in the people and attract a 
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larger number of temple-goers than usual. ,; l .have 
not been a temple-goer," said Gandbiji to him, "but 
now that this liberty has come to me all of a 
sudden, I feel fascinated, and the divine stillness 
that surrounded the prayer meeting under the 
tUiawallha trt>e in the temple-yard now stimulates me 
to find new ways and means for attracting people 
to temples. My temple-going is not an idle thing. 
It is a definitely sacred thing that has come to me 
in my life at an opportune moment." 

" Would you say anything about the mode of 
worship?" 

"1 will not criticize it. The new thing has 
come upon me with a newness which humbles me. 
I refuse to look at it with the eye of a critic. One 
thing certainly I have noticed, vis. the want of 
intelligence and dt•voutness on the part of priests." 

For the first time at the public meeting in 
Quilon Gandhiji summed up the credal belief of 
Hinduism in an Upanishadic ma~~/ra, and thereafter 

, at every meeting gave lucid and simple commentaries 
on the numerous implications of that all-compre
hensive malllra. He gave a literal exposition of it for 
the first time at the public meeting at Quilon, then 
devoted the whole of his speech at Haripad to the 
same mmtlra, and at other meetings demonstrated 
step by step the fact that the whole of Hinduism 
was verily contained in that mmflra. He described 
it at one of these meetings as the golden key for the 
solution of all the difficulties and doubts that may 
assail one's heart. " Remember that one verse of the 
lshopanishad and forget all about the other scrip
tures. You can of course drown yourselves and be 
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suffocated in the ocean of scriptures. They are good 
for the learned if they will be humble and wise, but 
for the ordinary man in the street nothing but that 
mantra is necessary to carry him across the ocean." 

The Kottayam speech , part of which was 
addressed to the vast mass of Christians who formed 
part of the public meeting there, was also a sort of 
commentary on this great mantra. Peace on earth 
and goodwill among mankind needed nothing more 
nor less than an acceptance of the truth underlying 
the mantra, w"hich was no abstruse formula, no 
exclusive credal doctrine, but a universal law : 

f.lii<;l('ll~ ~ ~ ~ ;;fili( I 
~ ~~ ~ 'If 'fi1: 'W4ftil4:"11( II 

" God the Ruler pervades all there is in this 
Um"verse. Thert"fore renounce and dedicate all t~ 
Him and thm mjoy vr use the portion that may 
fall to thy lot .. Never covel anybody's possessions.'~ 

Some of my Christi;m friends have suggested 
that the Kottayyam speech was a kind of conver
sion propaganda addressed to Christians. Nothi~g 
could be farther from Gandhiji'~~ thought. It was. 
not an appeal to the adherents of other faiths to 

be converted to Hinduism, but an appeal to them 
to realise the essence of Hinduism, not to decry 
it in their ignorance, and if they at all cared for 
peace and goodwill to help the Hindus - Savarnas 
and Avamas-both- of Travancore to realise the 
lofty spirit of. Hinduism. In their tolerance and 
respect for Hinduism ~based on an understanding 
of it lay the: value: of their adherence to Islam or 
Christianity. 
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THE PILGRIMAGE 

(3) 

How a little incident impresses . itself on 
Gandhiji's memory and becomes pregnant with 
meaning, was apparent from the way in which 
Gandhiji used for the purpose of his pilgrimage 
the story he had heard from the priest in the 
Ananta~admanabhapuram temple at Trivandrum. 
• Padmanabhadas ' - servant of Padmanabha - is a 
familiar title of H. H. the Maharajah, but we were 
told for the first time by the priest that not only 
did the Maharajah worship in the temple every 
day but that he made a point of taking leave of 
the Deity whenever he left the State and of 
worshipping the Deity on return before resuming 
thl' reins of government. That gave the due · to 
Gandhiji for many of his speeches, and both for the 
benefit of the ruler and the ruled he dwelt at length 
on the implications of the title ' Padmanabhadas '. 

Wh<"n exactly the Maharajahs came to assume 
this title Gandhiji did not know but would have 
lik<'d to have known. This is what the Travancore 
Manual says about the origin : 

" For the better !'afety of his ancient bouse and the 
ronsolidution of his acquired dominions so as to make 
internal disturbance,. in the country impossible and make 
hir own position secure, the thoughtful Maharajah deter
mined upon the bold atep of dedicating his kingdom to 

Shri Padmannbhaswamy, the tutelary Deity of the Royal 
house of Travanc'Ore. Accordingly on the morning ol 
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the sth Makararn 925 M. E. (January I750 A. D.), 
accompanied by the heir-apparent and all the other male 
:and female members of the Royal family, the Maharajah 
with his Prime Minister proceeded to Shri Padmanabha's 
temple where all the priests and Yogakkars had also
been summoned His Highness laid his State sword before 
the God on the Otiakkal mantapam and m<>de over the
whole territory to the Devaswam and assumed its~ 

management as the vassal of that Deity. From this day
forward he styled himself Shri Patlmanahlla Das, meanin~r 
"the servant of Shri Padmanabhaswamy". This stroke of 
policy had the desired effect and the people of Travancore· 
have ever after regarded the country as the possession 
of God and the person of the sovereign as His represen
tative to them on earth. None of them would dare to d<> 
<>r speak ill of their sovereign for by so doing they would 
be guilty of Swamidrohan or blaspheming the Deity." 

I should hesitate to characterise this dedication 
as a "bold stroke of policy ". We of a latter-day 
generation have no idea of the faith that inspired' 
the old rulers. Raja Marthanda Varma was humble 
enough to own his insignificance and gave back to 
the Deity· he rever.e<j what he knew he had received 
from Him. It must aiS? be remembered that the 
idea of this dedication <jid not originate with Raja 
Marthanda Varma. Lithic records show that even 
as early as the 14th century the Maharajahs of 
Travancore called thelllselves "Shri Padmanabka
padakamala-Paramaradhaks ". Padmanabkadas is. 
only a beautiful abbreviation of this older appe
Jiation. Raja Marthanda Varma whole-heartedly 
adopted the noble tradition and gave it a new 
meaning. It was reserved for Gandhiji to clothe it 
with a newer meaning full of great implications. 
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But tradition can both. ennoble and bind. It 
must not be forgotten that even untouchability was 
traditionally acceptt>d by the Hindu State a little 
\\'bile ago. There is in the State Museum at 
Trivandrum an ivory model of the human skeleton 
which was prepared specially for Raja Marthanda 
Varma (not the first Marthanda Varma, but another 
who flourished in the sixties) who wanted to study 
human anatomy but whose· Hinduism prevented 
him from touching bones ! And I have already 
rt'ferred in a previous chapter to the story of Lord 
Roberts about Raja Rama Varma. 

That tradition of untouchability is now broken, 
and only the . other day His Highness the Maha· 
rajah, says a press report, refused to worship in a 
temple in Attingal which has not yet been opened in 
lhe terms of the Proclamation. No wonder Gandhiji 
said in his speech at Vaikam, "I verily believe that 
when all elsl' about Travancort- is forgotten, this one 
act of the Maharajah l i.e. the Proclamation) will be 
l't"membered by future generations with gratitude." 

Gandhiji mt"t a vast number of Ezhavas, leaders 
and the rank and file, in Travancore, but · this 
time the only feeling they had to express was that 
of thankfulness and rejoicing. In 1927 a deputation 
of Ezhavas and Cherumas W.lited on him with 
questions such as these : " How shall we deal with 
injustice ? Should w~ remain in Hinduism or should 
we not ? Do you hope for a purified Hinduism 
within a r~asonabl~ time?" In 193+ thl'y were 
UlON! resentful and aggres.;ive, and questioned even 
the lll't:~ssity fur relition. • Cast~ and religion are 
l~ ~llt"Jllirs of Harijans,' they ~aid, and invited 
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Gandhiji to discard both. These sceptical and 
atheistic voices were, thanks to the Proclamation, 
conspicuous by their absence during the present 
pilgrimage. At Varkala a Swami, speaking more 
on his own behalf than of the Ezhavas, reminded 
Gandhiji ~[ the late Shri Narayan Guru's dictum, 
'One Religion, one Caste, one God', and declared 
that ' in a caste·ridden country even Mahatmas m-e 
not free. ' But he too did not decry religion, and 
at Shertallai, from where Gandhiji had received 
those resentful letters in 1934, had met this time 
a vast gathering of Ezhavas to celebrate the Temple 
Entry Proclamation and to express their thankfulness 
to His Highness. The Dewan was specially invited 
to address what was called the Temple Entry 
Session of the S. N. D. P. Yogam, and the old 
cries seem to have disappeared. But Gandhiji 
harked back to the earlier days, and in addressing 
them took the opportunity of advising them not to 
be swept by occasional storms of passion but to 
hold on to . the moorings. · " Last time, " he said, 
"when I pass"d through Cochin and Travancore I 
had the pleasure of ·m·eeting several Ezhava friends. 
M~y of them were very" Qitter against Hinduism 
and Hindus. They took pride in saying that they 
were atheists and no Hindus. They would gladly 
burn the pooks which passed under the name of 
Hindu scriptures. I know that this Proclamation 
has steadied these unbelievers. I sympathized with 
them at that moment, as those who discussed with 
me will bear testimony. They could not help being 
bitter and atheistic when they saw that it was the 
band of Savarnas that was held against them. 
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11Jey were bound to take the Savama belief and 
practices as an index of true Hindu belief and 
practices. But now they know that the Savama 
heart is changed. In passing through Travancore 
I have found no opposition among the Savamas I 
have met during this pilgrimage. I have not 
-discovered any distinction between man and man, 
and if these crowds contained thousands of erstwhile 
untouchables, they also contained thousands of so
called Savarnas. But assume for one moment that' 
the Sa varna heart is not changed. Why should your 
religion depend upon their change of heart? Our 
religion ought to be totally independent of the 
conduct of other people towards us. Our religion 
has its source from God within. And if we will 
be true to our God, we will never forsake the 
faith we derive from Him. With God as our 
Guide, Master, Ruler, in everything that we may 
do, we can defy the whole world's opposition and 
stick to our faith. And I dare to say that the 

· maHtra whose meaning I have given you is 
calculated to satisfy the highest aspirations of any 
being on earth. May it satisfy your aspirations also 
and may God give you strength to live up to it." 

But the pilgrimage was not just a tour for 
participating in rejoicings. As Gandhiji said to an 
interviewer recently, " it was not a tour merely of 
("Xultation, but of self-introspection, self-purification 
and a warning. We could not afford to rest on 
-our oars. We must be more vigilant, wider-awake 
and see our work through." 

He ga\'e at oM place a gentle but stem rebuke 
to those -.·ho seemed to entertain the complaa-nt 
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feeling that everything had been achieved, that 
•• the religion has been purified, , and that .. an 
social inequalities have been removed and the 
l'atherhood of God and the brotherhood of man 
has been effected, and we are in the happy land of 
Ramarajya in every sense of the term." In fact 
these were the actual words used in an address 
that was presented to him. So he said, "I know 
you have made these bold assertions in pardonable 
enthusiasm. But now I would ask you to abide by 
your statements and prove the validity of the 
assertions made here by your worthy conduct. I 
should not wonder if you were to prove equal to 
the assertions you have made here, because as you 
have given me the information this is a Nambudiri 
stronghold and this is a private · Nambudiri temple 
that they have generously and whole-heartedly 
opened to the Harijans. The way to live up to 
e\•ery assertion is by every individual doing these· 
''ery things in his or bet. own life, and I teO you 
that a life of spirituality truly lived is far more 
infectious than· all !'11~ microbes put together can 
prove on this earth. An.d whereas we dread all 
these infections and woul~ rather escape them, this 
is an infection which we would all welcome." 

• But did Gandhiji return from Travancore an 
enthusiastic believer in temples as they are today? 
\V ould he not purify the present temple-worship, 
and would he not educate the priests and the 
temple-goers? These and similar questions have 
bef'n asked him. 

He answered them briefly in the course of the 
interview ·I have referred to ~ • , 
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·~ I certainly ldt Travancore with spiritual trea.!.ures 
lltat I had newly discovered. For what I .saw there was 
nslly beyond my expectation and more than delighte4 
my heart. The temples gave me a loftier and nobler idea 
of temples and temple·worship. I had visited temples 
before in North India but I had not done so in a devout 
spirit, and they had failed to stir me. But the majestic 
Travancore temples spoke to me. Every carving, every 
little imag<', every little oil·lamp had a meaning for me. But 
that does not mean that J am satisfied with everything. I put 
my revolutionary plan before His Highness in my last spet'Ch, 
for I look upon the Proclamation itself as revolutionary.• 

At Pandalai he made a fervent appeal to the 
Jolaharajah and the Dewan, and also to the people 
to do their part, and finish. the work of ending 
untouchability root and branch, not only m 
Travancore but in all parts of India. 

i"he appeal to the MaHarajah about the spiritual 
reno~·ation of the temples and the spiritual equip
mt>nt of the tt"mple·priests, who "should not be 
ignorant people following their calling for a liveli
hood, but men proud of their privilege of bringing 
the message of God to temple·goers, showing by 
their own conduct and their life that these temples 
are abodt>s of divinity," was of course of a 
l{t"neral nature, but was occasioned by certain 
fat"ts observed by Gandhiji. Thus at one place a 
ntm1ber of Brahmans w..re chanting verses in front 
of the image. Gandhiji asked them if they would 
chant the lshopanishad for him. To our great sur· 
prise they not only did not know the verses by heart, 
but they seemed lO be irmocent of even the name 
of this Upanishad. At another place a priest, who 
was quite alert and active and knew a number of 
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languages, was on his own admission innocent of 
Sanskrit. The conditions in other temples, I dare 
say, are better, but if we are to make the temples 
"repositories of Hinduism" and capable of "impart
ing· spiritual power", a temple with an ignorant 
or mercenary priest should not be tolerated. 

Indeed the Devaswom Department's Adminis
tration Report contains interesting details of the 
work being done by the State in the direction 
indicated by Gandhiji. "The year" ( 1935-36 ), 
says the report, "was one of a general religious 
awakening among the Hindu population of the 
State consequent on the measures taken towards 
the development of the cultural side of Hindu 
worship, such as the expounding of religious 
subjects through lectures, Harikathas, and the hold
ing of religious conventillns on a large scale." The 
"Shri Chithrodaya Deva Pooja Patasala" opened 
at Thiruvella in I935 is making steady progress. 
"The study of the Vedas iutd the mantras i:lemands 
a good deal of repetition and concentration, and 
the period of one . ~ear allowed for the whole 
course was found in act';lal practice to be quite 
inadequate. The necessity. for the extension of the 
term of studies from one to two years, the enlarge
ment of the present syllabus by suitably supple
menting the training in Vedas, mantras, and the 
inclusion of a course of general instruction in the 
Sanskrit language thus became imperative 
The necessary proposals were submitted by me In 

Government and Government • were pleased to 
sanction the revised scheme which was given effect 
to from 1-l-1111 (i.e. 1936 A. D.)." Steps are 
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also being taken to have "a Tantri College opened 
lor imparting instructions to candidates in Samskrit, 
Vedas, Vedangas, Samhitas, Tantras, Shastras, 
Yoga practices, etc., so as to make them ideal 
priests for service in the Devaswoms." 

Then there were religious discourses given by 
" erudite lecturers and persons of acknowledged 
piety and reputation in religious scholarship," and 
these were " attended by thousands of people of 
all classes and communities." Then there were 
religious conventions. The convention at Kot
tayam included "lectures on Hinduism and ex
position of Puranic stories by persons of acknow
ledged piety ", " display of indigenous arts such as 
Chakkiyarkoothu, Patakom, etc., musical demon
strations, Harikathas ", and so on. "One peculiar 
feature of the convention at Thiruvella," says the 
r<"port, was that " there was complete silence and 
rapt attention notwithstanding the fact that the 
subject matter of the lectures was more serious, 
abstract and technical than on other occasions." 
Daily bltajans are being held in almost all the 
temples, and the Commissioner says that he has 
already " addressed the Assistant Commissioners 
of Devaswoms on the desirability of opening 
classes to teach subjects connected with the Hindu 
religion in all important Devaswoms on Sundays 
and other holidays." A central Religious Library is 
now under construction at Trivandrum,and a serious· 
effort is being made to revive and promote 
Kathakali,. Chakkiyarkoothu, Patakams, Koodiyattam 

' and Panchavadyams, which represent the fine arts 
peculiar to Travancore. 
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The appeal to raise the economic and social 
condition of the Harijans was no less important 
than the one for the spiritual renovation of 
temples. Some ol the temples have jewellery 
worth lakhs ol rupees, the Anantapadmanabhapuram 
Temple in Trivandrum having numerous pots and 
utensils made of solid gold. TheEe are in some 
of the temples vast halls which can seat two to 
three thousand B~mans to dinner at a time, and 
on certain occasions they are thus led and feasted. 
A little dialogue that Gandhiji had in the Harijaa 
Boys' Hostel at T<ivandrum shows what Gandhiji 
felt as he returned from the temple full of gold . 
and jewelle.y : 

"We badly need two good cows," said Sjt. 
Govindan. "Can't you send them from Gujarat ?" 

"Yes," said Gandhiji, laughing, "give me the 
money and I send you· the cows." 

"But we have no money." 

" \Vhy not steal one · of the golden pots from 
the great State Temple?" said Gandhiji raismg 
more laughter. "NO; stealing is not the thing, for . 
theft must be a thing .unknown in a Hindu State 
like Travancore. But begging for a good purpose, 
like feeding Harijan boys, can't be unknown. You. 
tell the authorities that if they can alforo to pour 
out milk for the Brahmans from those golden pots, 
would they not pour out a little buttermilk for the 
Harijan boys from b.ass pots, now that they have 
abolished untouchability ? " 

In fact the complete spiritual renovation of 
temples means that every part of them must 
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belong to every one in the community, so much 
so that no one may be tempted to cast hungry
eyes on their _riches and splendour. 

It is gratifying to note that Gandhiji's appeal 
is already finding a spontaneous response. The 
Dewan declared recently at a memorable meeting 
of the Pulayas that the Proclamation was not an 
end in itself but the beginning of the end, the first 
step in the rehabilitation of the State. He asked 
the people to shed both the superiority and the 
inferiority complex, declared that all words signi
fying " depressed " or "lower classes " were going 
to be abolished henceforth from all State docu
ments, and looked forward to a time when all the 
distinctions of " high " and " low " would be a 
thing of the past. 

The State had thus not only withdrawn its 
recognition, which it had until a little while ago 
given, to untouchability, but had thus proclaimed 
it to be a thing to be eschewed. The people had 
now to eradicate it from their hearts, and in 
this the good Dewan promised the State's hearty 
co·operation. 

Travancore is known throughout India as a 
beauty·spot, but a scornful critic might well with 
Bishop Heber have said about it some time ago : 

" Where every prospect pleases 
And man alone is vile." 

It has, however, purged itself of the blame 
and besides being a beauty-spot it has, if I may 
say so, become one vast· temple itself. For beauty 
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is sickening if it is divorced from purity. True 
beauty should make one exclaim like Wordsworth~ 

" There's riot a nook within this solemn grove 
But were an apt confessionaL • 

Let Travancore be such a solemn Temple of 
Beauty for all the people of Hindustan. 



Sad1i\'ntt1ma Sir C 1\ lbnw"wami :\ i\'ar 
d\ ~~ ~ :1,)(\; 'w- Pew;m ofTranlllt't)n• . 

t f,, ];·m pi,· Coslum,., 
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SPEECHES:oF 1925, '27, '34 



VAIKAM 

( Mareh 1925 ) 

[A TALK WITH THE SATYAGRAHIS J 
The Satyagrahi'a Duty 

I am sorry that I shall be going away toda}" 
without having a chat with you which I would 
regard as complete and satisfactory. But it seems 
it is not possible to do more. Those in charge 
of arrangements about my programme are of 
opinion that I ought to see, in. order to help the 
cause, more places than Vaikam. I have yielded 
to their advict>; but my own conviction based on 
past experience is that the success of the move
ment depends more on yourself than on outside 
support. If there is nothing in you, or if there is 
not much in you, any amount of enthusiasm 
brought about by a passing visit like mine will be 
of no avail. But if I had not come ht-re and 
there had been no enthusiasm on the part of the 
public, and if you had been true to yourselves, 
thert" would have been nothing wanting. Your 
work would ha\·e commanded all the enthusiasm 
that might have been needed for a cause like this. 
Tlwrdort" if I could have passed here a longer 
time than I have, it would have been more profit· 
ablt". Uowe\·er, that could not be done in face of 
the adviC"e of frit-nds who are guiding me. 

FOI'Iret the Political Aapect 
But I want to tell you as briefly as I can 

what I expect of you. I would ask you to forget 
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the political aspect of the programme. Political 
consequences of this struggle there are, but you 
are not to concern yourselves with them. If you 
do, you will miss the true result and also miss 
the politieal consequences, and when the real heat 
of the struggle is touched you will be found 
~nting. I am therefore anxious, even if it 
·frightens you, to explain to you the true nature of 
the struggle. It is a struggle deeply religious for 
the Hindus. We are endeavouring to rid Hinduism 
of its greatest · blot. The prejudice we have to 
fight against is an age-long prejudice. The 
struggle for the opening of the roads round the 
temple which we hold to be public to the 
unapproachables is hut a small skiriJiish in tJJe 
big ball/e. If our struggle was to end with the 
opening of the roads in Vaikam, you may be sure 
I would not have bothered my head about it. If, 
therefore, you think that the struggle is to etld 
with opening of the -.;oads in Vaikam to the uri
approachables, you are mistaken. The roads must 
be opened. They have got to be opened. But 
that will be the ·beginning of the end. The end is· 
to get all such roads throughout Travancore to be 
opened to the umq)proachables; and not only 
that, but we expect that our efforts may result in 
amelioration of the general condition of the un
touchables and unapproachables. That will require 
tremendous sacrifice. . 

Conrince Opponenta b:r Suffering 

For our aim is not to do things by violence to 
vpponents. That will be conversion by violence or 
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<ompulsion, t~tul if w" import compulsion' in m~~lfers 
of ,.eli'gion, the,., is no doubt that we shall be 
committing suicide. We should carry on this 
struggle on the lines of strict non-violence, i. e. 
sullering in our own persons. That is the meaning 
of Satyagraha. The question is whether you are 
capable of every suffering that may be imposed 
upon you or may be your lot in the journey towards 
the goal. Even whilst you are suffering, you may 
have no bitterness-no trace of it-against your 
opponents. And I tell you it is not a mechanical 
act at all. On the contrary I want you to feel like 
loving your opponents, and the way to do it is to 
give them the same credit for honesty of purpose 
which you would claim for yourself. l know that 
it is a difficult task. I confess that it was a. 
diiiicult task for me yesterday whilst I was talking 
to those friends who insisted on their right to 
~xclude the unapproachables from the temple 
roads. I confess there was selfishness behind their 

.talk. How then was I to credit them with honesty 
of purpose? I was thinking of this thing yesterday 
and also this morning, and this is what I did. 
I asked myself: • Wherein was their selfishness or 
sell-interest? It is true that they have their ends 
to serve. But so have we our ends to serve. Only 
Wt' consider our ends to be pure and therefore 
selness. But who is to determine where self-
1.-ssness ends and selfishness begins 1 Selflessness 
may be the purest form of selfishness. ' I do not 
say. this for the sake of argument. But that is 
what I really feel. I am considering their condition 
vf Dlind from their point of view and not my own. 
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Had they not been Hindus they would not have 
talked as they did yesterday. And immediately we 
begin to think of things as our opponents think of 
them we shall be able to do them full justice. I 
know that this requires a detached state of mind, 
and it is ~ state very difficult to reach. Nevertheless 
for a Satyagrahi it is absolutely essential. Three
fourths of the miseries and misunderstandings in 
the world will disappear, if we step into the shoes 
of our adversaries and understand their standpoint. 
We will then agree with our adversaries quickly or 
think of them charitably. In our case there is no 
question of our agreeing with them quickly as our 
ideals are radically different. But we may be 
charitable to them · and believe that they actually 
mean what they say. They do not want to open'· 
the roads to . the unappr<;>achables. Now whether 
it is their self-interest or ignorance that tells them 
to say so; we really believe that it is wrong of 
them to say so. Our business therefore is to show · 
them that they are in the wrong; and we should 
do so by our suffering. i have found that mere 
appeal to reason does not answer where preju
dices are age-long and based on supposed religious 
authority. Reas011 has to he strengthened by 
.suffering, and suffering opms the eyes of under
.standing. Therefore there must be no trace of 
compulsion in our acts .. We must not be· impatient, 
and we must have an undying faith in the means 
we are adopting. The means we are adopting 
just now are that we approach the four barricades 
.and as we are stopped there, we sit down and spin 
.away from day to day; and we must believe that 
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through it the roads must be opened. I know that 
it is a difficult and slow process. But if you believe 
in the efficacy of Satyagraha you will rejoice in 
this slow torture and suffering, and you will not 
feel the discomfort of your position as you go and 
sit in the boiling sun from day to day. If you 
have faith in the cause and the means and in God, 
the hot sun will be cool for you. You must not 
be tired and say 'how long', and never get irritated. 
That is o~ly a small portion of your penance fqr 
the sin for which Hinduism is responsible. 

Need for Diacipline 

I regard you as soldiers in this campaign. It 
is not possible for you to reason out things for 
yourselves. You have come to the Ashram because 
you have faith in the management. That does 
not mean faith in me. For I am not the manager. 
I am directing the movement so far as ideas and 
genet·al direction are concerned. Your faith, there· 
fore, must be in those who are managers for the 
time being. The choice before coming to the 
Ashram was yours. But having made your choice 
and come to the Ashram it is not for yo11 to 
reason why. If we are to become a powerful 
nation, you must obey all directions that may be 
given to you from time to time. That is the only 
way in which either political or religious life can 
be built up. You must have determined for your· 
selv,.s certain principles, and you must have joined 
the struggle in obedience to- these principles. 
Those who remain in the Ashram are taking as 
much part in the struggle as those who go an4 
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offer Satyagraha at the barricades. Every piece of 
work in connection with the struggle is just as 
important as any other piece, and therefore the work 
of sanitation in the Ashram is just as important 
as spinning away at the barricades. And if in 
this place the work of cleaning the closets and 
the compound is more distasteful than spinning, it 
should be considered far more important and pro
fitable. Not a single minute should be wasted in 
idle conversation, but we must be absorbed in the 
work before us; and if every one of us works .in 
that spirit you will see that there is pleasure in 
the work itself. Every bit of property, anything 
in the Ashram should be regarded by you as your 
own property and not property that can be wasted 
at pleasure. You may not waste a grain of rice 
or a scrap of paper, and similarly a mim1te of 
your time. It is not ours. It belongs to the 
nation and we are trustees for the use of it. 

I know that ali this will sound hard and dilli· 
cult for you. My presentation may be hard, but it 
has not been possible for me to present the thing 
in any other way. For it will be wrong on my 
part if I deceive you or myself in believing that 
this is an easy thing. 

Have a Spark of Sudhanva'a Faith 

Much corruption has crept into our religion_ 
We have become lazy as a nation, we have lost 
the time sense. Selfishness dominates our action. 
There is mutual jealousy amongst the tallest of us_ 
\Ve are uncharitable to one another. And if I did 
not draw your attention to the things I have, it 
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would not be possible for us to rid ourselves of 
all these evils. Satyagraha is a relentless search 
for truth and a determination to reach truth. I can 
only hope you will realize the import of what you 

.are doing. And if you do, your path will be 
easy - easy because you will take delight in 
diOiculties and you will laugh in hope when every
body is in despair. I believe in the illustrations 
rishis or poets have given in religious books. For 
•xample, I literally believe in the possibt1ify of a 
Sudlmllva smiling away a!hilst he was beitzg droumed 
;, tl1e boili11g oil. For to him if was greater torture 
lo forget his Maker than to be in boili11g oil. And 
so it can be in a lesser measure here, if we have 
a spark of Sudhanva's faith in this struggle. 
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( 8-1<>-27} 

A Hicieous Doctrine 

Whilst it gives me great pleasure to pay a 
second visit to this most beautiful part of India, 
I cannot conceal from you the deep grief I feel for 
the fact that in this fair land untouchability has a 
sway which it does not exercise in any other part 
of India. I feel deeply humiliated as a Hindu to 
find that it is in this enlightened . Hindu State that 
untouchability appears in its most hideous form of 
unseeability and unapproachability. I speak with a 
due sense of my responsibility when I say that 
this untouchability is a. curse that is eating into 
the vitals of Hinduism, and I often feel that unle~s 
we take due precautions and remove this curse 
from our midst, Hinduism itself is in danger of 
destruction. That in this- age of reason, in this 
age of wide travel, in this age of a comparative 
study of religions, there should be found people, 
some of whom are educated, to uphold the hideous 
doctrine of treating a single human being as 
an untouchable, or unapproachable, or unseeable 
because of his birth, passes my comprehension. As 
a lay humble student of Hinduism and claiming to 
be one desirous • of practising Hinduism in the 
spirit and to the letter let me tell you that I have 
found no warrant or support for this terrible 
doctrine. Let us not deceive ourselves into the 
belief that everything that is written in Sanskrit 
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and printed is shastra and has any binding effect 
upon: us. That which is opposed to the fundamental 
maxims of morality, that which is opposed to 
trained reason, cannot be claimed as shastra, no 
matter how ancient it may be. There is enough 
warrant for the proposition that I have just stated 
in the Vedas, in the Mahabharata and in the 
Bhagavadgita. I therefore hope that it will be 
possible for the enlightem;d ruler of Travancore to 
blot the curse. out of the )and during her reign. 
And what can be nobler than that a woman should 
be able to say to herself and her people that 
during her rule it has been possible for these 
people who have been suffering from age-long 
slavery to receive their full freedom? 

Wake Up Prieata aad Sav&rDaa 

But I know also her difiiculties and those of 
her councillors. A Government, be it ever so 
autocratic, is always timid and cautious in moving 
in such reforms. A wise Government will wel
come an agitation in connection with such reforms. 
An unwise Government, impatient of public opinion, 
will use violence in putting down such agitationS. 
But from my personal experience of Vaikam 
Satyagraha l know that you have a Government 
which will not only tolerate but welcome agitation 
in order to strengthen its hands to achieve this 
reform. The real initiative, therefore, must lie 
with the people of Travancore, and that too not 
with the so-called untouchables, miscalled also 
'A varna' Hindus. To me the very word 'A varna' 
Hindu is a misnomer and a reproach to Hinduism. 
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In many cases the remedy or the initiative lies not 
with them but with the so-called Savarrui Hindus who 
have to rid themselves of the sin of untouchability. 
Let me tell you that it is not enough for you to 
hold the belief passively that untouchability is a 
crime. He u•ho is a passive spectator of crime is 
really, and in law, an acti-.•e participator in it. You 
must therefo~e begin and continue your agitation 
along all lawful and legitimate lines. Let me, if 
my voice will reach them, carry my voice to the 
Brahman priests who are opposing this belated 
reform. It is a painful fact, but it is a historical 
truth, that priests who should have been the real 
custodians of religion have been jnstru,mental in 
destroying the religion_ of which they have been 
custodians. I see before my eyes the Brahman 
priests in Travancore and also elsewhere de~troy
ing the very religion of which they are supposed 
to be custodians, from their ignorance or worse. 
All their learning, wh~n it is utilised in order to 
sustain a hideous superstition, a. terrible wrong, 
turns to dust. I wish, therefore, that they will 
recognise before it is too late the signs of the 
times and march with the events which are taking 
them and us voluntarily or involuntarily · along the 
path of truth. All the religions of the world. 
while they may differ in other respects, unitedly 
proclaim that nothing lives in this world but truth. 

The Path of the Reformer 

Let me also warn the impatient reformer that 
unless he keeps himself on the dght, straight and 
narrow path, he will hurt himself and hinder th~ 

·- ---------
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reform about which •he is rightly impatient. I 
venture to claim that I have placed in the hands of 
the reformer a matchless and priceless weapon in 
the form of Satyagraha. But then the conditions 
of successful Satyagraha are fairly hard. n he 
has faith in God, faith in himself, faith in his 
cause, he will never be violent, nor even against 
his most fierce opponent whom he would accuse 
rightly of injustice, · ignorance and even. violence. 
I state without fear of contradiction that truth has 
never been vindicated by violence. A Satyagrahi 
therefore expects to conquer his opponents or his 
so-called enemies not by violent force· but by force 
of love, by process of conversion. His methods 
will be always gentle and gentlemanly. He will 
never exaggerate. And since non-violence is other· 
wise known as love it has no weapon but that of 
self-suffering. And above all in a movement like 
that of the removal of untouchability, which in my 
opinion is essentially religious and one of self
purification, there is no room for l1afe, tiD room for 
nasi,, tiO room for tho11ghtlrssntss, and tiD room for 
r:r:aggf'ralion. Since Satyagraha is one of the most 
powerful methods of direct action, a Satyagrahi 
exhausts all other means before he resorts to 
Satyagraha. He will therefore constantly and con· 
tinully approach the constituted authority, he will 
appeal to public opinion, educate public opinion. 
state his case calmly and coolly before everybody 
who wants to listen to him, and only after he bas 
exhausted all these a,·enues will he resort to Satya
graha. But when he has found the impelling call 
of the inner voice within him and launches out 
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upon Saytagraha he has burnt his boats and there 
is no receding. Let me, however, hope that it 
will not be necessary in this land for people to 
undergo all the suffering for removing a wrong 
which is so patent. 
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( 9-lo-27) 

HiDduiam aDd Uutouchability 

As at Nagercoil, .here too the best part of the 
day has been devoted to discussing .this problem. 
Though it was partly a social call that I paid to 
the Dewan we naturally began to discuss this 
thorny question. And if yo.u found me coming to 
the meeting a few minutes late, it was because I 
had gone to pay my respects to Her Highness the 
Maharani Regent, and I found myself again discuss
ing this very question. with her. I have always, 
after having paid the first visit to Travancore, 
looked forward to a series of visits to this enchant· 
ing land. Its most beautiful scenery, the location 
of Kanyakumari in Travancore, and the simplicity 
and freedom of the women of Travancore captivated 
me when I first came here. But the pleasure that 
all these thoughts and associations always gave 
me has been seriously marred by the thought that 
untouchability had assumed iis most terrible shape 
in Travancore, and it has pained me to think that 
this evil has existed in that terrible form in a 
most ancient Hindu State, which has the privilege 
of occupying the first plaee in all India in edu
cational progress. And this existence of untouch
ability in its extreme form has always caused me 
so much pain, because I consider myself to be a 
Hindu of Hindus staturated with the spirit of 
Hinduism. . I have· failed to find a single warrant 

7 
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for the existence bf untouchability as we believe 
and practise it today in all those books which we 
call as Hindu shastras. But as I have repeatedly 
said in other places, if I found that Hinduism 
really , countenanced untouchability I should have 
no hesitation in renouncing Hinduism itself. For I 
bold that religion, to be worthy of the name, must 
not be inconsistent with the fundamental truths of 
ethics and morality. But as I believe that untouch
.ability is no part of Hinduism, I cling to Hinduism, 
but daily become more and more impatient of this 
hideous wrong. So, when I found that this question 
was agitating Tra\'ancore, l had no hesitation in 
plunging myself into it. H I have taken up this 

.question, I have done so not in any way to 
·embarrass the State. For I believe that Her 
Highness the Maharani Regent is solicitous about 
the welfare of her people. She ·also claims to be 
<t reformer along these lines, and I fancy that I 
commit no breach of confidence when I tell you 
that she is eager to see that this wrong is removed· 

.at the earliest possible mpment. 

Duty.~f State and People 

But then Govenirnents cannot afford to lead 
·in matters of reform.· By their very nature 
Governments are but interpreters and executors of 
the expressed will of the people whom they govern. 
and even a most autocratic Government will find 
itself unable to impose a rerorm which it$ people 
cannot assimilate. So, if I was a subject of 
Travancore State, l should be entirely satisfied to 
know that my Govemment was willing to carry 
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forward this reform as speedily as the people were 
willing to assimilate it. But having satisfied myself 
of that one thing, I should not rest contmt for one 
single mommt till I had ca1'Tied the messa~e of 
reform from mouth to mouth anrJ village lo village. 
W ell·ordered, persistent agitation is the soul of 
healthy progress, and so if I were you, I would 
not let the Government rest till this reform was 
carried through. Not allowing the Go,•ernment ta 
rest does not by any means mean embarrassing the 
Government. A wise Government welcomes and
needs the support and warmth and encouragement 
of such an agitation in order to achie\•e a reform 
which the Government itself wants. I know that· 
when I was here last, I was told that the Savarna 
~ Caste ) Hindus were all most anxious for this 
reform of the abolition of untouchability in every 
shape and form. But i am afraid that the Sa,·arna 
Hindus ha\'e slept O\'er their wish. They have 
not- given a concrete form to their wish, and I 
bel ie\·e that it is the bounden duty of every Hindu 
in the State to wake up to a sense of his· duty 
and to wake up his lethargic brethren also to a 
sense of their duty. And I have not a shadow of 
doubt that if the Savama Hindus could with one 
voice express their wish, this monster of 
untouchability would go. It would be wrong. 
the1-efore, to ascribe our own lethargy and slothful
ness to the Government. 

The Secret of Satyqraha 

Rut refot·mers in ~\·ery community and e-very 
rountry are to b~ counted on one's hngff·tips; 
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and I know that the brunt of all such reform falls 
upon the devoted heads of that small band of 
reformers. What are the ·reformers then to do in 
"the face of this evil of such long standing, is really 
the question one has to solve. The reformers all 
over the world have resorted to one or the other 
of the two methods that I am about to mention. 
The vast majority of them have drawn attention to 
evils by creating wild agitation and resorting to 
violence. They have resorted to agitation that 
embarrasses the Government, that embarrasses the 
people, and that disturbs the even tenor of the
life of the citizens.. The other school of reformers, 
which I would call the non-violent school, resorts 
to agitation of the gentle type. It disdains to draw 
attention by doing violence in thought, word or 

' deed; but it draws attention by simple self-suffering. 
It never exaggerates. It never departs by a hair's 
breadth from truth, ar:d whilst impatient of evil 
does not mean ill even to the evil-doer. I have 
given that a short name and I have placed it 
before this country as befpre South Africa in the 
name of Satyagraha. Do not for one moment 
mix up Satyagrah~ :with civrl disobedience. Civil 
disobedience is no doubt a branch of Satya· 
grana.. It comes not af the beginning but at the 
fag end. It presupposes immense discipline. It 
presupposes great self-restraint. It is based upon 
charity, and it n~r<Jer puts an unfavourable or un
•arranted construction even upon the motives of 
its opponents. For it seeks not to coerce but to 
convert. You may, therefore, imagine my painful 
.surprise when I found the whole of my doctrine 
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.and my remarks grossly misinterpreted by a friend 
who visited me in Virudhunagar. I saw in the 
Trivandrum Express a report given by him of 
·what had occurred between him and myself. It 
was a distortion from start to finish of the conver
sation that I had with him (A voice : "Shame"). 
But there is no· warrant for crying "shame''. The 
gentleman who cried shame evidently does not 
know the virtue or meaning of ·charity. For I do 
not fo1· one moment suggest that the friend who 
saw lilt' has consciously or deliberately dis
torted my meaning. I am prepared to believe the 
explanation that he gave me this morning. But I 
have drawn your attention to this prominently in 
order to illustrate what I mean by Satyagraha, and 
also to show you the danger of those who do not 
know this finr. weapon trifling with it. I am simply 
giving this example in order to warn the would-be 
~eformer against undertaking this method unless he 
is absolutely sure of his ground and unless be has 
got more than the ordinary measure of self-control. 
And seeing that I am enamoured of tlus method of 
Satyagraha, which I consider to be a matcbles.~ 

·weapon, I do not want it to be misu!>ed or abused, 
so long as I can prevent it. I therefore advised 
thi" friend to keep out of this problem until he had 
understood what Satyagraha really was, and unless 
he had assimilated the true spirit of it. 

But this again is not intended to damp the 
.:eal of even a single reformer. I am going into 
the problem so much in detail. for .the simple 
reason that I \\-ant you to work at it in order t~ 
&et the quirke~t possible solutioiL I want, there fore.,. 

• 

• 
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humbly to suggest that those of you who hrwe hatl 
.some. experience of public life should take t<p this 
movement and make it their mvn and harness the · 
ffllrgy and the. will of /he youths who are interestea 
in this problem hut do not know how to solve it
And I suggest also that you place yourselves in 
touch with the authorities and day .after day worry 
the life, out of them until this reform is achieved.. 
For I am free to tell you that not only is Her 
Highness desirous of carrying out this reform but 
so is the Dewan himself. But, belonging as he does 
to a different faith, you and I .Hindus can appre· 
ciate his .limitation. In my opinion, so far as the 
Government is concerned, it is on the side 
of r~form; only the initiative will have to
come from you and not· from the Government. 
You will forgive me for having· dealt with this 
very important questi?n in a highly technical 
manner. I. could not do otherwise as I have no
other time at my disposal so that I could have' 
convened a few of the !eiders at a conference and 
discussed the pros and cons. I felt therefore that 
you would over]oQk. the heaviness of my speech 
in connection with unt?uchability before a big 
audience as this. 

Varaa and Aahrama 

One question was put to me arising out of 
this question this morning, and that was what was 
the bearing of Varnashrama Dharma upon un
te\l,chability. That means that I should say a 
few··. words about ·my conception of Varnashrama 
J)hlln~UJ. So far as I. . know anything at all · of. 

• 
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Hinduism, the meaning of varna is incredibly 
simple. It simply means the following on the part 
~f us all the hereditary and traditional calling of 
our forefathers, in so far as that traditional calling 
is not inconsistent with fundamental ethics, and 
this only for the purpose of earning one's liveli· 
hood. I regard this as the law · of our being, if 
we would accept the definition of man given in 
all religions. Of all the animal creation of God, 
man is the only animal who has been created in 
order that he may know his Maker. Man's aim in 
life is not, therefore, to add from day to day to his 
material prospects and to his material possessions, 
but his predominant calling is from day to day to 
come nearer his own Maker, and from this 
definition it was that the rishis of old discovered 
this law of our being. Yon will realise that if all 
of us follow this law of mr11a we would limit our 
material ambition, and our energy would be set 
tree for exploring those vast fields whereby and 
wherethrough we can know God. You will at one!" 
then see that nine-tenths of the activities that arf" 
today going on throughout the world · and which 
arf" engrossing our attention would fall into 
disuse. You will then be entitled to say that 
7JOnuJ as we observe it today is a travesty of the 
varna that I have described to you. And so it 
undoubtedly is, but just as we do not hate truth 
&ecause untruth pa1·ades itself as truth, but WI" 

silt untruth from truth and ding to the latter, so 
also we can destroy the distortion that passes as. 
•~•rna, and purify the state to which tfl<,· Hindu 
society has been reduced today. 
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Ashrama is a necessary corollary to what I 
have stated to you, and if varna today has become 
distorted, askrama has altogether disappeared. 
Ashrama means the four stages in one's life. and 
I wish the students . who have kindly presented 
their purses to me - the Arts and Science students 
.and the Law College students-were able to assure 
me that they were· living according to the laa'S of 
the first ashrama, and that they were hrahmacluzris 
in thought, word and deed. The Bralrmacltarva 
Ashrama enjoins that only those who live the life 
(){ a hrahmacluzri, at least up to 25 years, are 
entitled to enter upon the second Ashrama, i. e. 
GnJ.asthasl•rama (Householder's Life); · And 
because the whole conception of Hindusim is to 

make man better than he is and draw him nearer 
to his Maker, the rishis set a limit even to the 
Griltastltasltrama stage and imposed on us the 
-obligation of J 'attaprasiluz and Sannyasa. But todaY: 
you will vainly search throughout the length and 
breadth o( India for a tru~ hrakmacluzri. for a true 
.griltastlttz. not to talk of a vtmaprasilta and sa~ 
•yasi. We may, i~ ~ur elongated wisdom, laugh 
at this scheme of life, if ~e wish to. But l have 
no doubt whatsoever that. this is the secret or the 
great success of Hinduism. The Hindu civilization 
has survived the Egyptian, the Assyrian and the 
Babylonian. The Christian is but two thousand 
years old. The lslamic is but of yesterday. Great 
as both these are. they · are still in my bumble 
opinion in the making; Christian Europe is not at· 

all Christian, but is groping, and so in my opinioa 
is lslam still groping for its great secret, and l:bet"e 
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is today a competition, healthy as also extremely un
healthy and ugly, between these three great religions. 
As years go by, the conviction is daily growing 
upon ·me that wrna is the law of man's being and, 
therefore, as necessary for Christianity and Islam, 
as it has been necessary for Hinduism. and has 
been its saving. I refuse, therefore, to believe that· 
NnJashrama has been the curse of Hinduism, as 
it is the fashion nowadays in the south .on the part 
of some Hindus to say. But that does not meaa 
that you and I ·may tolerate for one moment 
or be gentle towards the hideous travesty 'of 
YJarnashrama that we see about us today. The1·e 
is nothing in common between YJanta and caste. 
Caste, if you will, is undoubtedly a drag upon 
Hindu progress, and untouchability is, as I ha•·e 
already called it or described it, an excrescence 
upon va,"ftaslwama. It is a weedy growth fit only 
to be weeded out, as we remove the weeds that 
we see growing in wheat fields or rice fields. In 
this conception of varna, there is absolutely no 
idea of superiority and inferiority. If I again 
interpret the Hindu spirit rightly, all life 1s 

absolutely equal and one. It is th~refore an 
arrogant assumption on the part of the Brahman 
when he says, ' I am superior to the other 
three varnas.' That is not what the Brahmans 
of old said. They commanded homage not because 
they claimed superiority, but because they claimed 
the right of service through and through without 
the slightest expectation of a reward. The priests. 
who today arrogate to themselves the function e( 

the Brahman and distort religion. are no custodians 
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of Hinduism or Brahmanism. Consciously or 
unconsciously they are laying the .axe at the root 
of the very tree on which they are sitting, and 
when they tell you that shastras enjoin untouch
ability and when they talk of distance pollution, 
I have no hesitation in saying that they are 
belying their creed and that they are misinter
preting the spirit · of Hinduism. Yon will now 
perhaps understand why it is absolutely necessary 
for you Hindus who are here- and listening to. 
me to energise yourselves and rid yourselves. 
of this curse. Yon should take pride in leading 
the way of reform, belonging as you do to an. 
ancient Hindu State. So far as I can read the 
atmoSphere around you here, the moment is 
certainly propitious for you ii you will sincerely 
and energetically undertake this reform. 



QUJLON 

· { II-Io-<!7 ) 

I " Untouchability poisons Hindui!;m as a drop of 
... nenic poioona · milk," ~aid Gandhiji at Quilon, and 
aade an impauiont'd appeal to the Caste Hindus to 
.. tstroy the poison.] 

Knowing the quality of milk and the use of 
milk, and knowing the quality of arsenic, we should 
be impatient with the man sitting near a pitcher 
of milk and trying to remove arsenic grain by 
I!Tain, and Wt' should throw the whole pitcher 
4:1Verboard. El'en so do I as a Hi11du ful tltat 
Jlle ntrse of tmfo11cltahiiity is rn~drri11g the milk 
•I Jlilld11ism allog~tner poisoued aJtti impure. I 
f<:el therefore that patience in a matter of this 
charactt'r is not a virtue. It is impossible to 
restrain ourseh·es. Patience with evil · is really 
trifling with evil and with ourselves. I have there
fore not hesitated to say that the State of Travancore 
>hould lead in the matter of the reform and blot 
t>Ut the evil at a single stroke. But I know also 
that it was not possible even for a Hindu State to. 
do away with this evil, unless it was backed, and 
• al·ti\'ely ba,·kt'd, by its Hindu population. And so 
my appeal must be mostly to you rather than to 
tilt' h.-ad of the State, and to every Hindu in this 
lll<"eting I wish to make a definite pt'rsonal appeal. 
You and I have long neglt'cted our duty to the 
so-railed untouchables and unapproachabii"S, and to 
t.his tXt<'nt you and I havt' bt'en false Tt'pn·st'ntatives 
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of Hinduism. I ask you without the slightest 
hesitation summarily to reject the _advance of every 
person who comes to you in defence of untouch
ability. Remember that in this age whatever one 
man or group of men and women do does not 
remain secret for any length of time, and we are 
daily .being weighed and found wanting so long as 
we nurse untouchability in our bosom.. You must 
remember tha.t all the great religions of the world 
are at the present time in the melting pot. Let 
us not ostrich~like hide our heads and ignore the 
danger that lies at the back of us. I have not a 
shadow of doubt that in the great turmoil now 
taking place either untouchability has to die or 
Hinduism has to disappear. But I do know that 
Hinduism is not dying, is not going to die, because 
I see untouchability is a corpse . struggling with 
its last breath to hold on for a little while. 



PALLURUTHI 

( 1&-1-34) 

TO HARIJAN SCEPTICS 

[ The lollowillg is the full text of Gandhiji's speech 
ck:livered at Palluruthi in reply to an address presented 
~ the members of Shri Dharma Paripalana Vogam.] 

Purification Only Motive 

I am thankful to the organisers for having 
taken me 'through the school building and the 
t.rmple. I am thankful also for the frankness with 
which your opinion is exprt'ssed in this address. I 
am glad that this address is really more in the 
nature of advice to me than anything else. The 
bt'st way to rt'ciprocate is to t .. lt you frankly what 
views I hold. You have advised me not to conduct 
this campaign in the name of Hindu religion. I 
am very sorry I cannot t'ndorse your advice. It is 
a•lw/ly rvrong to say or •t•m tJJink tlrat this movemtlll 
is ronducttd ;,. order to consolidat• Hindtl religiON 
•r consolidal# anytlri,g. If I commit sin and want 
to· do penance, I do it not to consolidate myself 
but to purify myself. For me, this untouchability 
is a sin tliat Hinduism · commits against the 
untouchables. It becomes and remains a s1n 
inasmuch as the Savama Hindus consider the 
untouchables, whom I now call Harijans, as 
untouchable Hindus. Therefore I can only call this 
a movement of reformation and purification in 
Hinduism. I become a debtor only to those who 
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call themselves Hindus. I do not become a debt<tr 
to those who have nothing to do with Hinduism. 
You just now took me to the temple and there 
showed me everything including the worship that 
is done according to the Hindu traditions. If your 
form of worship is the.same as mine, my heart 
naturally goes out to you. But if you say you are 
no longer Hindus and you have adopted some other 
faith, my obligation to you as Hindus ceases. My 
obligation to you as fellow-beings, of course, does 
not cease. 

There is that fine and necessary distinction 
which you cannot get over-. God ·has made 
Nature so that we are one in many. There are 
different faiths in this world. I believe them all 
to be true. But so long as there are different 
faiths and we belong to one faith. there are 
special obligations attached to that faith.. That 
does not mean that. I would not work fat;" 
Mussalman fellow-men or Christian fellow-men or 
Parsis or Jews or any other. But I can realise 
unity with no one, if I "lose my foot-hold "frono 
the platform on which I am standing. I believe ia 
God much more ~ I believe in the fact that 
you and I are alive an~ that I am speaking ta 
you. I may give you .an illustration of what I 
mean. In appearance, I am speaking· to you and 
you are listening to me. In reality, your hearts 
and minds may be somewhere else. My heart 
also may be somewhere else and my mind may 
be in something else. Then my speaking ..
your listening would be a deception. Therefoce 
my speaking and your listening. though they are 
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.an appearance, may not be· a reality. But my 
heart, word and deed are pledged to the Being 
1:alled God, Allah, Raina or Krishna. Y 011 will 
now easily recognise that it is true whea I say 
that my belief in God is far more a reality to me 
than this meeting which I am addressing. 

Aoti-humbac 

But I must not take you into deeper waters. 
The sum and substance of what I say is this. If 
I appear to yo'\1 as a Hindu, I do so in order to 
discharge an obligation I owe to you. I am 
supposed to have been born in a Savarna family. 
As a Savama Hindu, whrn I sec t/Jat tAere a•·e 
som• Hindus call~d Avamas, it offends my sntse 
of justice and frulli, aJtd il c1ds .,., lo tlu quick. 
It is an abhorrent thought to tne that in the faith 
in which I was born and nurtured there should be 
a single human being considered lower than mysel( 
Therefore I have become an untouchable by choice, 
and if I discover that Hindu shastras really coun
tenance untouchability as it is seen today, I will 
l'enounce and denounce Hinduism. As a student 
uf Hindu religion and of comparative religion, I 
see no such warrant in Hindu shastras.. But 
Hindus today practise untouchability. Therefore it 
becomes my duty to warn them against that eYil. 
If, however, you embrace any other faith o~ have 
no faith whatso.ever, I can have no appeal for you.. 
You cea!ie to be untouchable Hindus. If you want 
to cut adrift from Hinduism, yo• are absolutely 
free to do so. I cannot hold y011 to Hind11ism by 
force. I can only hold yo11 by the f'orce of love. 
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l · may so endear myself to you by my service 
that 'you may feel that although you have been 
classed ·as untouchables by certain Hindus, there 
is no untouchability in Hinduism. It may be in 
God's dispensation that I have come to 'you too. 
late. But God will not punish me for that, 
because He knows that for the last fifty years I 
have rebelled against untouchability. Now, I think. 
you fairly understand what I stand for. The 
movement is not anti·Mussalman, anti·Christian, 
or anti-Jew. It is anti-humbug. That is what I 
.stand for. 

Harijan -An Unoffending Name 

A conduding remark as to the use of the word 
• Harijan'. It is not a word of my coinage. It 
was suggested by an untouchable. Untouchability 
is a hateful and detestable thing; but, so long as 
one has to talk of those who are· considered today 
untouchables, it is surely better to use an unoffend
ing name than an offending one. I give you an 
illustration from life. In South Africa, Indians were 
not called Indians but coolies. I was called not an 
lndian lawyer but a coolie lawyer. To the Whites, 
the words ' coolie ' .and • Indian ' were synonymous. 
I protested against the word coolie, just as this 
untouchable brother protested against the word 
untouchable, and I suggested that the word Indian 
should: be used to designate the inhabitants of 
India. So long as men were known by their 
eountries,-;: some name was necessary to signify 
the inhabitants of India. 'Indians' was an unoffend
ing designation. Precisely in the same manner the 
·word • Harijan • ·is used. 
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LiftiDC Thoae Who Are iD Mire 

Lastly, let me in all humility tell you that I 
have not come to help those who feel their 
strength. I know that no word of offence which 
you use against the Savama Hindus will be too 
strong. I know also that, if your resentment ex
presses itself in acts, Savama Hindus will deserve 
those acts. But I know infinitely more than you 
llo what Harijans are, where they live, what their 
number is, and to what condition they have been 
reduced. You can speak of this place, possibly 
of the wnole of Cochin, possibly of Cochin and 
Travancore, still more possibly of Malabar. 
But I claim to be able to speak of Harijans 
from Lhe North, the South, the East and the 
W e!>t of India, and I know their abject pos1t1oq. 
My only business is, if it is at all possible, to lilt 
those who are in the mire. I want to do it because 
I want to lift myself. With their abjectness I feel 
myself also abject. I know that, if Hindus were 
freed from the coil of untouchability, you would 
lind that all the corroding distinctions, not between 
Hindus and Hindus only but also between Hindus 
and non·Hindus, will disappear as if by a magic 
\ouch. 1 have delivered during the brief period at 
my disposal the whole of my message. The choice 
is entirely yours. You may accept this reparation 
•r it is perfectly open to you to reject it. 

U you still fail to understand me, I can only 
,pra,y. in the lines of a celebrated English hymn : 

... We shall .know each other better 
When .the millla haue rolled -ay.• 

I 
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( I8-I-:J4) 

[The foUowing is the full text of Gandhiji's ~ a 
.AUeppey delivered during the Harijan Tour.] 

Ia Religioa am Obatacle 1 

Instead of dealing with the several addresses 
.presented here, I deal '\'l.ith the addresses or 
letters not presented here but showered on ~ 
from outside this audience. I hold two letters ill 
my hand. One is a printed letter written fr0111 
Shertalai; the other, a typewritten one, frmw 
Alleppey. Now this is how the printed letter 
starts : " We· beg to state that your present 
.attempt to strengthen the Hindu religion by 
removing the evil of untouchability will end in 
utter failure. " Then follows the advice after thi,s 
.introduction. The second letter has this: " You are. 
well aware of the fact that the greatest obstacle U. 
the way of the creation of a united Indian nation·is 
religion." I am ncit ·a stranger to this kind of advice. 
I, had had letters from ·Travancore and Cochin evea · 
when I was in Poona, ailing. They were all nicely 
.and courteously worded, but strong in their empha
sis on their belief that religion was the greatest 
obstacle in the way of the country's progress.. 
Ever since I have set foot on the Cochin-Travan
core soil, I have been flooded with communications 
of this sort. I cannot po5Sibly disregard all these 
letters. · . I know that for this belief, which is 
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-evidently growing upon some young men in Cochin 
and Travancore, the Savarna Hindus are primarily 
responsible. They have dignified irreligion in the 
name of religion. They have defended sin as if 
it was virtue with divine sanction. These young 
.men have felt, in their impatience, that, if religion 
is as Savarna Hindus describe it to be and practise 
.it, religion is an evil. Having become impatient 
.and angered, they have not stopped to think 
out the question and condemned religion whole
sale. If 1 have real religion in me, I have got 
to be patient and gentle to these brethren of 
mine. 1 have reasoned with them by corres
pondence, and reasoned with them today at 
Palluruthi. 

Cultivate Faith ia God aad Relicioll 

I must tell these friends that my pres..U 
attempt has Kotlling to do with the strmgthmiHg 
()/ Hsi1d11ism. I ask you to take me ·at my word 
when I say that I am wholly indifferent whether 
!-lindu religion is strengthened or weakened or 
perishes; that is to say, I have so much faith in 
the correctness of the position I have taken up 
that, if my taking up that position results in 
weakening Hinduism, I cannot help it and I must 
not care. I tell you what I want to do with 
Hindu religion. I want to purify it of the sin of 
untouchability. I want to exorcise the devil of 
untouchability which has today distorted and 
disfigured Hinduism out of all recognition. 1 know 
that, if this evil can be removed root and branch. 
those \·ery friends who say religion is the greatest 
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obs'tade to 'the progress of India will immediately 
~h 3nge their minds. But if it is any consolation 
to these friends, I tell them that, if I came to the· 
~oilclusion that Hinduism sanctioned untouchability, 
i should denounce it. But even ·then I would not 
•go ·so far with them as to say that religion itself 
1s 'useless and that God is not God but devil. For 
me the result will be that I shall lose faith in 
'Hindus and Hinduism, but my faith in God win 
be strengthened. And I want to tell you why it 
'Will" be strengthened. Faith is not a deJicate 
flower which would wither under the slightest 
'stdrmy weather. Faith is like the Himalaya 
'tnountains which cannot possibly change: No storm 
can possibly remove the Himalaya mountains from 
their foundations. I am daily praying for strength 
from God to be able to say to God; when Hindus 
'disappoint me, ' Although Thy own creation has 
disappointed me, I still' cling to Thee as a babe 
<clings to the mother's breast.' And I want every . 
·one of you to cultivate· that faith in God· and 
'religion. It is my conviction that all the great 
'faiths of the world are true, are God-ordained, and 
'that they serve the· purpose of God and of those 
·who have been brought up in those surroundings 
'and those faiths. I do not believe that the time 
will ever come when we shall be able to say there 
is •only one· religion in the world. In a sense, 
·~ven today there is one fundamental religion 
'in 'the world. But there is no such thing as a 
'stnright line in Nature. Religion is one tree with 
'many 'branches. As branches you may say reli· 
'giotls are :many; as tree Religion is one. 
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AbolitioD Will Knit AU Tosether 
What is at the bottom of this movemelll ~ 

purification in Hinduism? It is not designed &S: 

a movement hostile to any religion. It is designed 
to bring all faiths nearer together. Do you for oae 
moment suppose that, if Savama Hindus make 
reparation in the terms that I have suggested and 
if they forget th(' distinctions of high and low, they 
will forget those distinctions only in regard to 

Harijans and not in regard to others ? Today' this 
position of untouchability ha!l overtaken the whole 
of Indian soci('ty. Harijans are · not the only 
untouchables. They are on the extreme fringe. 
But all Hindus are untouchable to themselves, and 
all Hindus to non-Hindus. Non-Hindus have noted 
this fact; and I suggt-st "to you that our differmc~s 

at1d quarrels todn_v hnt•t thl'ir main root in tllis 
canker of tmloucha/Jilit_,v. I ask you to believe me 
implicitly when I say that, if untouchability is 
remov('d, it must result in bringing all Indians 
together and, if I may say in .an humility, all 
humanity nearer. It is not a small movement, but 
a big movement fraught with great consequences. 
Can you imagine that, if it were otherwise, as a 
wise man, which I consider myself to be, I would 
ceasde~sly wander from place to place in the 
('Vening of my li(e to deliver a message which has 
the consequen('es of strengthening Hindus for 
fighting against Mussulmans, Christians, Jews and 
Parsis, among whom I ha\·e friends as dear as 
blood brothf"rs? [ have that implicit faith in my 
mission that, if it suc('eeds - as it will succeed, it 
is bound to succf"f"d - hislory wiU r«ord il - • 

• 
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movnnenl designed to /mit all people in tlze world 
logetlter, 1101 as hosto1e to one another but as paris 
of one whole. · 

I think I have given sufficient answer to those 
who have sent me these letters.. 



TRlVANDRUM 

(22-I-34) 

[ The following are extrac~ from the speech delivered 
by Gandhiji at a VerY largely attended public meeting in 
T rivandrum. ] 

What It Meaa• to Be a Veta 
I am' no stranger to Travancore or Trivandrum. 

If you will permit me, 1 should say I am with yow 
a fellow citizen of Travancore. And I shall teU 
you why I would love to become a citizen of 
Travancore. I have had the audacity, if you like 
lo call it, or courage, as I would call it, to say 
that Malabar, which includes Travancore and 
Coehin, was the blackest spot in the untouchability 
map of India. The worst forms of untouchability 
are to be found in Malabar, And Malabar is the 
borne of Shankaracharya, the teacher of the 
.&voila doctrine. How untouchability of the worst 
type can be consistent with the teaching of 
Shankara passes my comprehension. But, since [ 
have become a Harijan by choice, I should love
to suffer with the Harijans who are supposed· t«> 
occupy the lowest rung of the ladder even in the 
llarijan scale. 1 cannot possibly do so unless l 
can take out a naluralization certincate and 
become a citizen of Travancore. For, do you. 
know what 1 saw this morning when I went to a 
llarijan school? There I saw two Harijan boys. 
~onging to what are called the Veta class. One 
lives and learns on this earth. 1 learnt then and. 
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there that V etas are invisible like the Nayadis -
synonymous terms. In the note that· was passed 
to me, it was statEd that, Vetas had the greatest 
<lifficulty in finding pure <irinking water. Once 
<luring the Boer War, as a humble member of the 
Ambulance Corps that I was, I found myself in 
the position of the · Vetas. Not that there was any 
prqhibition against the soldiers and ambulance mea 
who were marching threugb that scorching country, 
but it happened to be a waterless desert; it '''as 
a decree of prohibition from Providence itself. 
The mid-day sun shone scorching overhead. We 
were all white soldiers and brown ambulance mea 
parched with thirst. Suddenly we came upon a 
little pool filled with dirty water. That was *" 
serve .as drinking water for us. Tbis morning I 
immediately recalled that scene and said to myself 
how infinitely. worse the Vetas must feel whes 
4ay iR and day Out they are consigned to dirty 
pools for drinking water, not in a waterless desert, 
but in a place where ample fresh water is perea
nial. Are you now sur-Prised that I should lo~ 
to identify myself with a Veta and feel with hi-. 
~ living with him. and seeing what you feel wheR 
you see fresh water all ·around and are debarred 
from using is? If God wills it, He will give IlK' 

the strengtb and the will to ga through tbe fire. 
You now ·understand the nature of the message 
that I want 101 deli.vt:r ta you this evening. 

Aboliah State RecopitioQ 

BI.H there is always a ray of · light e
Jhrougl'l 3f!Pal'ently · impenetrable darkness. ~ 
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~ommunique of thP. Maharajah's Government in con. 
nection with this untouchability business was this. 
morning placed in my hands. I was able, at the 
meeting where I saw the order of His Highness. 
the Maharajah's Government, to tender my congl'a· 
tulations. As I then read this order, it seemed t~ 

me in short that there would be no State recogni
tion for those public institutions which debarred 
untouchables from their use. Whilst it was possible 
for me to tender my congratulations, you must not 
run away with the belief that such relief of a very 
modifiPd type can give me satisfaction. This deep
seated disease requires not a temporizing but a 
<lrastic remedy. If the Hindu patient is to live, 
then this disease has to be removed root and 
branch. I wish that the young Maharajah and his 
advisers may take courage into their hands and 
.apply the only remedy that can undo this mischief. 
The remedy is incredibly simple. They have 
simply to say that there will be no State recognition 
in any shape Ol' form of untouchability, unapprG
achability or invisibility. As an ex-lawyer, wha 
still has some memory of legal lore, I make bold 
to say that such a legislation or such a proclama
tion will not amount to any interference with any 
&ingle individual's religious bE-lief or practice. It 
is the bounden duty of a State which has subjects 
4!ntertaining different faiths to take llll impartial 
and detached view in matters of religion. · B:J 
iJNtlil,ving its'lf f!Jilh 1ra.-tic•s preualmt -.mg • 
$«/ion o.f il.• slObpcls and bJv git•i•.g legal Jrol«· 
h'on to thos11 ;racticts. lltt SltJII ilftwjwlfs 'witll 

~he progrrss of rfl,ftwlft IJHd in.lwf-s .,'//, 0.. fr-
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plll)f of people's conscience. Ali that the State has. 
got to do is to say to its subjects, " The State has. 
nothing to do with your religious beliefs and, 
practices. We will interfere when you, in prose-
cuting your religious practices, · will interfere
with common law rights or with the peace o£ 
the State." But the existing State recognition of 
untouchability makes it a current coin. 

I feet' that an extremely heavy responsibility 
n:sts upon Hindu princes when, as I feel, the very 
Hindu religion runs the risk of being utterly des
troyed if this virus of untouchability is not expelled. 
from the Hindu body. Those 'who feel as deeply 
·as I do about this matter cannot possibly rest 
until the so-called Harijans are clothed with, 
precisely the same rights as non-Harijan Hindus. 
possess today. 

'My One Conatant Prayer' 

Now one or two words only with reference tO> 
the individual duty oi everyone in this audience~ 
man or woman. This is a movement essentially 
of sell-purification, of Savama Hindus frankly 
acknowledging the debt that they owe to Harijans. 
and rendering full reparation to them. This can. 
only be brought about by a complete change o[ 
heart on our part. As I have already described. 
to you, the State aid can only be of a negative 
c:baracter. The State cannot possibly change the
individual heart. That can only be made by 
prayer to the Almighty. It is not possible for a 
single human being to change the heart of a 
fellow being. I know that I ~;annot do it. I can onl)r 
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make an appeal to your reason and to your heart. 
But it is God alone who can arm the word that t 
speak to you with the power to shoot like an arrow 
aod make a lodgment in your heart. If you can. 
l"lie1•e the word of a man who is pt'rpdually seeking' 
•fler truth, believe me that t!Jrollgl•ouf all "!Y 
fiJ41li"g hours and, if I can say so, dttri11g my 
•• leep also, "!Y one cor1slant prayer /o God is tlmt 
Jle may give that power to my words, so that the 
1/indu /teart can be lo11clted l(nd it may be purged 
of the virus of untouchability and J/ind11s and 
Hinduism mny be saved from the impmding doo,n. 

Please remember that your duty and my duty 
does not end with merely recognizing the Harijans 
as blood brothers and blood sisters. That is the 
beginning of the end. The end is that we should 
rid ourselves of every form of untouchability that 
is eating into the vitals of Hindu society. As an 
address reminded me only this morning, it was 
not enough to treat Pulayas, Nayadis and others as 
blood brothers; for, untouchability existed among 
Savarna Hindus themselves, caste against caste. 
It is true that the poison has gone so det>p 
that it ha!l rorrupted the wbole of society. It has · 
t'Wn affected our fdlow·countrym<"n- Mussalmans,, 
Christians and others. What, therefore, you and 
I have to do is to forget that there is anybody 
high or low on this earth; that, being the 
ehildren of the same Creator, the same God, no 
matter to what faith we may belong, no matter 
what hue we may have, we are all l"qUal in the 
ryes of our Maker. Do you not see that when 
we have been able to purge ourst'lves of thi$ 
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virus, not only shall we, Hindus, be able to looe 
"the world in the face, but we shall also be al>le
to live in peace with our neighbours, be they 
.Mussalmans, be they Christians, Jews, Parsis gc 

.others? 



GANDHJJI'S ARTICLES ON 

THE PROCLAMATION 



• 
AN EXAMPLE FOR HINDU PRINCES 

AND THEIR ADVISERS 

( 21-n-s6) 

The Travancore Durbar have earned the con
.gratulations of the whole Hindu world, and aJt 
thoughtful men, by issuing the following Proclamation: 

" Profoundly convinced of the truth and validity of 
.our religion, believing that it is based on divine guidaltce 
.and on aU-comprehending toleration, knowing that in ils 
_practice it has throughout the centuries adapted ilself to 

the need of the changing times, solicitous that none of 
.our Hindu subjects should, by reason of birth, caste or 
community, be denied the consolation and solace of the 
Hindu faith, we have decided and hereby declare, ordaia 
and command that, subject to such rules and conditions 
as may be laid down and imposed by us for preserving 
tl'eir proper atmosphere and maintainihg their rituals and 
·observances, there should hencefortb be no restriction 
placed on any Hindu by birth or religion on entering or 
worshipping at temples controlled by us and .,..... 
:Govemntent." 

The action has been long overdue. But better 
late than never. It may be said without pride that 
the way for the great step was prepared by dte 
gentle but persistent effort of the TravanCOI'e 
branch of the Harijan Sevak Sangh headed by Sbri 
C. K. Parameswaran Pillai. The workers of the Sangh 
had awakened the conscience of the Savama Hindus 
who had sent numerous petitions to the Durbar 
praying for the opening of the State temples to 

. Harijaus on the same terms as they· w~ to Caste 
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Hindus. Untouchability, though an excrescence, has 
taken such hold of the Hindu world that whenever . . 
a Hindn breaks through it and declares against it. 
he excites admiration among reformers and becomes. 
the object of fierce criticism from the orthodox. 
This is much more so when the action is taken by 
cne in high authority as H. H. the Maharajah of 
Travancore, an ancient orthodox Hindu State. Let 
us hope all criticism will be hushed before this well 
thought out, deliberate act of piety and justice. 

Let us hope, too, that no attempt will be made to. 
whittle away the hard-earned freedom of Harijans. 
by hedging it round by any the least distinction 
between one Hindu and another. If the Proclamation 
means anything it means that in the temples conducted 
under the State aegis Harijans will offer worship 
precisely on the same terms as the highest Caste 
Hindu so called. In other words,· in the house of 
God in Travancore henceforth there will be no. 
distinction between man and man, there will be no
Harijan and no high caste,_ all will be Harij~
-children of God. If these are not the implications 
of the great Proclamation, it is nothing but a mere 
-scrap ,of paper. But we have no reason to doubt 
-its sincerity or suspect any mental reservations. 

Travancore has a large and important Christian 
community. Christian missions are flirting with 
Harijans, rightly no doubt from their own stand
peint; 'they 'are spending ·money on them and 
"holding out hope of real .freedom and equality of 
social status. It -is beside .the present discussion 
chat fOr Harijans there is no social equality, no 
weal freedom anywhere exo:pt when .it is first 
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obtained in Hinduism. I am not thinking of 
individuals. I am thinking of the whole mass. 
The latter are so intertwined with the other Hindus 
that unless they become brothers with them instead 
of remaining serfs wh'ich they are, no · change of 
lable can avail anything. But this apart, let us. 
realize that the working of the Proclamation will 
be narrowly watched and criticized by the sister 
communities. It therefore behoves the State 
authorities as well as the Caste Hindus to give 
full effect to the letter and the spirit of the 
Proclamation. 

The main duty of working the Proclamation~ 

however, devolves in a way upon the reformers 
and Harijans. They should avail themselves of the 
freedom in a religious,. becoming and humble spiriL 
Reformers should see to it that Harijans enter these 
temples after proper ablutions and in a clean condition. 
I know that this primarY rule is observed more in 
the breach than in the performance by the vast 
majority of temple-going Caste Hindus. Harijans. 
may not copy the bad manners of Caste Hindtts.. 
They should take pride in setting a good e:r.ample 
in cleanliness both of body and heart. 

The Proclamation should have no political 
significance, as it bas none. 1· regard it as the 
performance of a purely religious duty of the State. 
And it should be so taken and so treated by all 
the Hindus of the State. To give it any other colour 
will be to destroy its great spiritual purpose and 
~ffect. 

Let us hope that the e:r.ampl; of Travancore 
'Will prove infectious and all the other Hindu Stale$ 
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will follow suit. There is no reason why they 
should not. It is the privilege and duty of a Hindu 
prince to propound religious codes which are not 
inconsistent with the fundamental principles of 
Hinduism as derived from th'e Vedas and which are 
-demanded by the spirit of the times. This must be true 
•Of all the progressive and living religions. This rule 
·.accounts for apparent inconsistencies of the different 
.Smritis and also obvious departures from the original 
·tenets, as even a careless student will detect even 
:in the same Smriti. H the Hindu princes do not 
,perform this primary function, it is not so much 
.their fault . as of the lost Brahmanhood. I£ the 
Brahmauical spirit was restored, princes would be 
rishis, who would take from the revenues the honest 
minimum necessary ~ support them as a commissioa 
for their labours on behalf of the ryots, and hold 
.their revenues in trust for the cyots. They would 
not have private property as they possess today 
,and feel independent of their ryots and their wishes. 

But whether we rea~h the ideal State O!ltlined 
.here during the present generation or ever, surely 
'there is nothing to prevent the Hindu princes from 
following the example set by Travancore, and thus. 
!hastening the day of the total removal of untouchabi
lity from Hinduism, and helping to save it from 
.certain destruction. I would advise the responsible 
Hindus in every Hindu State to approach their 
princes and their advisers to initiate the overdue 
Teform. 



GOD IS GREAT 

( 1:1-12"'"36 ) 

The following telegram was received at Poona 
'from the Harijan Sevak Sangh, Trivandrum, on 
the 3rd instant : 

" Actu:1l working ( of the ) Proclamation most 
aucceasful (It ) has disproved aU fears entertained ( in) 
certain quarters. No part of ( the ) temple open to any 
devotee is barred against Ezhavas and Harijans now. 
Excepting ( the ) · innermost chamber which has been 
always used only by { the } officiating priest, all other 
places including mattdaps, enclosured platforms ( and ) 
corridors are as freely used by newly admitted devotees 
as by Caste Hindus. What is of the greatest importance 
is that waters in sacred tanks attached to temples are also 
freely used now by Ezhavas and Harijans. ( The) sense 
of horror at ( the ) approach of Harijans seems completely 
-overcome. Harijan devotees do not seem to excite any 
special reaction in devotees of other castes who are 
engaged in worship at the same time. (It is) hardly 
necessary to say that no special hour (has been fixed ) or 
any other distinction ( has been ) made against new 
entrants. A hopeful feature is ( that ) priests and other 
temple ofliciala ( ane ) genuinely I and ) whole-heartedly 
co-operating. They do not seem to . suffer any mental 
strain. ( The ) Irto!AN SociAL Ruoa11ER's inferential statement 
that Trivandrum Ananthapadmanabha temple ( is} not 
covered by the Proclamation ( is ) incorrect. In fact this 
temple being near the palace ( and ) daily attended by 
( the ) Maharajah, ( the ) Proclamation is given completest 
eftect in it· Forty boys of ( the ) Harijan hostel, including 
Pulayas, Parayas, Kuravas had privilege ( of ) tlarsAa. 
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and worship in Ananthapadmanabha temple yesterday
They were permitted to go up to ( the ) chamber of 
( the ) great image ul! . to the point ( that ) any devotee of 
'( the ) highest caste can go to. 

· On second December one of our workers took a 
hundred and fifty Harijans from (a ) village thirtyseven. 

miles off to the same Ananthapadmanabha temple without 
any notice to us. He came yesterday to our office with 
his party and reported ( that) he had been received very 
kindly and had been allowed darshan { and ) worship
without any restriction. He said also in answer ( to ) 
particular inquiries that he had darshan from the single· 
slab mandaP, the maximum point of approach for all 
devotees even of ( the ) highest caste. He and his group 
were fortunate to have darshan of His Highness near the 
precincts of the temple. Again a batch of our Harijan 
students visited the local important SlJbramaniaswami 
temple.. They had ( a ) bath in the sacred tank and had 
<iarshan without (the) slightest objection (or) restriction 
(and) the priests were .most sympathetic and kind, In 
fact it may be said they were enthusiastic and joined (sic) 
snapshots tsken by (a ) photographer at the time. Presi- · 
dent Parameshwaran Pillai, · .M. Govindan, District · Sangh. 
President, and Sjt. C. Rajagopalachari were at V arkala en 
( the ) second. They. "!ade personal enquiries of priests. 
there and the reports were very satisfactory, It was learnt· 
that numbers of Ezavas I wd ) Harijans were voluntan1y 
going to janardan temple ·and enjoying benefit of the 
Proclamation without any difficulty. 

The Proclamation covers I ,sa6 temples managed or 
controlled by ( the ) State. Of these ISS are major temples,; 
including 12 wide-famed shrines of all-India importance, like 
1bose of Cape Comorin, Sucbindrarn, Ananthapadmanabha,. 
Janardan of Vaikala, Haripad, Ambalapuzha, Vaikam. 
Aranmula, Chengannoor, Ettumanoor, Neyyattinkara, (and) 
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Kalady. The fact is there are few temples of an:r 
importance outside Government control in Travancore. 
Reports received from mofussil centres show satisfactory 
peaceful working of ( the ) Proclamation in the same 
faithful manner as at Trivandrum, Such reports (have 
been) already received from Cape Comorin, Suchindram, 
Neyyattinkara, Qullon, Haripad, Alleppey, Vaikam, Aranmula, • Ettumanoor, Ambalapuzha (and ) Parur. The reaction 
among Ezhavas is very satisfactory. Their jubilation is 
'!{realer than ( that of ) all others, both among ordinary folk 
and educated sections. Reports indicate that even Ezhavas 
who were bitter and sceptical about Hinduism' are dis
playing great enthusiasm and ( a ) spirit of genuine co
operation. Orthodox people including Nambudiris have 
as groups or individuals displayed no hostility, most of 
them expressing themselves in terms of full approval of 
( the ) Proclamation. We see no sig~ whatever of resent· 
ment. Their behaviour is such as if nothing extraordinary 
had happened, which from what we know of previous 
orthodoxy is an astonishing achievement. The noble 
Proclamation has been followed up by thorough execution. 

Changanachery K. Parameshwaran Pillai, President. 
1\erala Harijan Sevak Sangb; M. Govindan, President. 
Trivandrum District Harijan Sevak Sangb, G. Ramachandran, 
Secretary, Kerala Harijan Sevak Sangh." 

The telegram was received too late :for publi
. cation in the last issue. That is the handicap 
or having dilf~rent places of printing and editing. 

When the Temple Entry Proclamation was 
issued, I had misgivings which I could not and 
would not suppress. Was· it a political document 
wit" loopholes and reservations 1 What would be 
its effect on the Caste Hindus, if it was a super-
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imposed thing? What would be its c:ffect om 
Harijans? Would it not leave them cold? 

Friends took me to task for not sharing their· 
enthusiasm. I could not help it. Not that I had 
any doubt about the genuine desire of H. H. the 
Maharani, or the Maharajah, or the Dewan Sir 
C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar. Indeed I had the •privi
lege of meeting the Maharani and her young 
hope,. the present Maharajah, when I was iJ} 
Travancore years ago. The Maharani had even 
then professed her belief in the reform. I had 
even jokingly asked the boy, as the Maharajah then 
was, whether he would reinove untouchability and 
throw open temples when he mounted the gadi of 
Travancore. He had enthusiastically. said, 'Of 
rourse.' Have I.not known Sir C. P. R~maswami 
Aiyar since 1915 or 1916 as .a reformer? My 
misgivings had a deeper meaning which I had 
tried to express. It may be that it was my want 
of faith in the people. There certainly was in the . 
adequacy of the effort .and purity of reformers 
working under the aegis of the Harijan Seva}c 
Sang h. 

But the latest happening described in the fore
going telegram with such wealth of detail has 
dispelled all doubt. Tlie rules reproduced last 
week have lost their formidableness. The actuality 
bas surpassed all expectations. The enthusiasm 
of the Harijans, the absence of all opposition to 
their entrance to the· farthest limit permissible to 
the highest caste, and the willing, nay the hearty 
co-operation of the. officiating priests, show the 
utter genuineness of the great and sweeping· 
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reform. What seemed impossible fo~ man has 
been made possible by God. Royal proclamations 
cannot convert tens of thousands of people. Here, 
therefore, is an instance of mass conversion of 
Caste Hindus. It is real because it is spontaneous. 

Only a few years ago in Vaikam the Caste 
Hindus had threatened violence if Harijans cross~
even certain roads leading to the Vaikam temple. 
Now that very temple has been opened to. 
Harijans on absolutely the same terms as to any 
Caste Hindu. And all this without the slightest 
pressure from anybody. What was quoted to me
as the Shankara Smriti has given place to the 
Maharajah Smriti whose validity is proved by the 
unequivocal response of the Caste Hindus as a 
whole and the equally unequivocal response in 
another sense by the Harijans. Truly, God is. 
great, if we would but open the eyes of our
understanding. My congratulations to the Maharajah 
and his good mother and his great Dewan, as. 
also the Hindus of Travancore. Let us hope that 
~11 caste distinctions, in so far as they connote 
high and low grades, are things of the past in 
Travancore. If we garner the enthusiasm of 
Travancore, it c:annot be long before the whole of 
India catches the Travancore spirit. 



TRA V ANCORE PILGRIMAGE 

( 23-1-37) 

I am writing this at the Cape in front of the 
sea where three waters meet and furnish a sight 
unequalled in the world. For this is no port of 
-call for vessels. Like the goddess the waters 
around are virgin. The Cape has no population 
worth the name. The place is therefore eminently 
fitted for contemplation. This is the third day of 
the pilgrimage. Having mentally and voluntarily 
become an untouchable and therefore shunned the 
temples which were barred against fellow un-

• touchables, I feel like them the joy of the removal 
of the bar. I approached the .great temple in 
Trivandrum with awe and due veneration. Curio
sity had given way to the incoming of something 
that was to fill the void of years. As I write 
these lines I am reminded. of the peace I felt in 
the Cathedral in Madras to which Bishop White7 
head had taken me now over twenty years ago. 
In that Cathedral on the particular morning, so far 
as I remember, we were· the onl;y two pel'sons 
present. In the Trivandrnm Temple there were 
thousands awaiting the arrival of my party. But 
there was no noise, no bustle. Untouchables of 
yesterday were in the silent concourse in perhaps 
-equal numbers. I· could not distinguish between 
the two. All had almost the same marks on their 
bodies, all had the same kind of garments. 
Evidently the custom is to have only seamless 
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·wear which need not be more than a Jungi, never 
·more than a ·wrapper added to it. The majority 
including the priests were bare-bodied. In the 
midst of this vast assemblage, I seemed to enjoy 
the kind of peace . I had felt in the Madras 

·Cathedral. And yet the two were quite different. 
The Madras peace had no background. This in 
Padmanabha Temple had. And I would not have 

· experienced it, if the crowd had been boisterous 
or at all in a non·spiritual mood. All those bare 
bodies in spotlessly white lungis standing row 
upon row in perfectly silent and reverent attitude 
produced an impression upon me which will 

· endure till life lasts. The entry into the very 
spacious temple crowded with images, which the 
guiding priest in his choice Hindi made almost to 
speak, was no less soul-stirring. Then we reached 
the great central image. It was all like a day 
ilream. The knowledge that I was visiting the 
temple designed specially for the Maharajahs of 
Travancore and that too in the company of the 
h_itherto despised untouchables, heightened the 
effect which the images and the surroundings had 
produced upon me. The silence and the attitude 
of worship have continued at the three temples I 
visited between Trivandrum and the Cape. And 
this morning I visited the famous temple at the 
Cape, dedicated to the Virgin. Accompanied by a 
large party of Harijans who were singing bhajans, 
we passed through the street leading to the 
temple. The street like the temple was forbidden 
to the untouchables. But now, without any 

.. opposition from anywhere, we walked through it 
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7md then into the temple as if we had never been. 
-prohibited. it is a dream realized in a manner
and in a place where the realization seemed 
almost unthinkable before it was realized else
where. "You inay have temples opened in the 
North, but you will never succeed in having them 
opened in Cochin and Travancore-the citadels of 
orthodoxy," used to be told before. Now one· 
citadel has yielded with rare generosity and grace •. 
The genuineness of the generosity and grace 
seems to have disarmed all opposition. The legend 
attached to the acts of the Maharajahs of 
Travancore had perhaps its due share in the 
conversion of the people. The Maharajahs are 
c:alled 'Padmanabhadas ', meaning servants of 
Padmanabha i.e. God. The Maharajahs are sup-
posed to visit the temple every morning { and I 
understand they do whilst in Trivandrum) and· 
receive instructions for· the day's work from God.. 
The Proclamation is therefore an act of God . 
through His servant, ·~he present Maharajah. 
Whatever may be the cause, the fact of tl!e· 
Proclamation being given effect to by an over
whelming number 'of Savarnas and being freely · 
availed of by Avarnas stands out as a miracle. 

But the very miracle weighs me down with a 
sense of responsibility which chastens me and. 
affects my elation. If what is going on today is 
to be consolidated, there must be continued effort 
by all true Harijan workers for the education ot 
both Savarnas and Avarnas on the meaning of 
the Proclamation. But a few months ago it was. 
the fashion on the part of Savarnas to say that. 
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Avarnas did not want temple entry. It was 
equally the fashion on the part of some vocal 
members among the Avarnas to say that they did 
not care for temple entry and that they cared only 
for economic uplift. Both mistook the meaning of 
the anti·untouchability campaign. The Travancore 
experience has opened their eyes. The right of 
entering temples abolishes untouchability at a 
stroke - untouchability that prevented a large 
section of Hindus from sharing with the rest the 
privilege of worship in the same manner as the 
latter. Economic uplift was there. But the best 

• among the A varnas felt the sting of the depri· 
vation. It soured them and angered them against 
the haughty Savarnas. Now all that bas changed. 
The Avarnas feel the glow of freedom which theY" 
had never felt before. 

All this marvellous result may easily be 
nulJified if it is not followed out to its logical 
conclusion. Before Avarnas can forget the past~ 

they must be made conscious of what they have 
come to. The message of freedom must be 
carried to the humblest hut. The minds of the 
Pulayas and the Pariahs should be opened to the 
implications of the suddenly acquired freedom •. 
This does not need an elaborate programme of 
of literacy. That must come. But what is needed 
is immediate human contact. For this an army 
of volunteer workers of the right type is needed. 
And just as the message of freedom has to b~ 
taken to the Avarna huts, so has it to be taken 
to the Savarna homes. 
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Then there is the question of reform of 
temples from within. Here I cannot do better 
than quote from a long letter from a Mussalman 
friend who believes in Hinduism as much as he 
believes in Islam : " You will soon be going to 
Travancore to celebrate tae entry of Harijans into 
the temples thrown open to them. It is indeed a 
step forward. But what we need most is the 
restoration of the temples to their p;istine purity 
and sanctity. The ideal lying behind temples is 
most holy. In the temples of ancient India resided 
great rishis who imparted divine wisdom. Today 
the priest sits there barring the way to those who 
need instruction and help to solve the problem of 
life. Alas ! the priests of all religions are more in 
need of instruction than the poor masses." 

These words are true. Never was the need 
for temple reform more urgent than today. Fortu
nately in Travancore "the vast majority of temples 
belong to the State and are under special manage
ment. They are kept clean and often undergo 
improvement and addition." They are never empty_. 
They supply a felt want. If the priests had better 
education alld would be custodians of the spiritua· 
lity of the people, the temples would be houses 
both of worship and spiritual instruction ·as they 
were before. 



NAMES OF TEMPLES VISITED BY GANDHUI 

DuruNGTHEPaGruMAGE 

I. Ananthapadmanabha Temple 
:a. Neyyattinkara Krishnaswami Temple 
3· Thiruvattar Temple 
4· Padmanabhapuram Temple 
5· Nagercoil Temple 
6. Kanyakumari Temple 
7· Suchindram Temple 
8. Janardana Temple, Varkala 
9· Anandavaliswaram Temple 

zo. Shri Rama Vilasam Bhajan Mutt 
II. Haripad Temple 
x:a. Ambalapuzha Temple 
13. Thakazhi Temple (Private) 
I+ Vaikam Temple 
15. Ettumanoor Temple 
16. Kumaranelloor Temple (Private } 
17. Thiruvarpu Temple 
18. Thirunakkara Temple 
19. Perunna Temple (Private) 
20. Thiruvella Temple 
ai. Chenganoor Temple 
aa. Thazamon Madom ( Private) 
23- Aranmula Temple 
24· Kottarakara ( Private ) 



TRIVANDRUM 

( 12-I-37) 

[ A mammoth meeting of the citizens of T ravancore
welcomed Gandhiji at the T rivandrum Station, .where the 
City Municipality presented Gandhiji with an address of 
welcome. The following words in the address were 
particularly happy': 

" Few have made· such sacrifices for the land of· 
their birth; fewer still have dedicated their lives to. 
the cause of the poor and the down-trodden. The
poor are always with us; but your dynamic person·. 
ality and your heart, abounding with sympathy, have
enabled us to visualise a continent where villages. 
will function as economic entities and social disabilities 
will cease to mar essential huinan values. Then"· 
has been no greater unifying influence in this. 
country than the ~thusiasm you have evoked in. 
the heart of every Indian to work actively to remove ·• 
social and economic evils. 

u Our joy in welco~ing you on this occasio.n, 
is enhanced by the fact that your present visit is to

guide the celebrations organised to express the . 
genuine and universal ·satisfaction of the people at 
the epoch-making Temple Entry Proclamation of His. 
Gracious Highness the Maharajah." 
In replying to the address, Gandhiji said : ] 

A Humble Pilgrim 

As you have in your address very properly· 
said, this is not my first visit to Travancore or· 
its capital Trivandrum. Every time I have come 
to Travancore, I have come almost as a crusader
trying to wean Savarna Hindus from the curse:-
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.of untouchability. I have had many occasions 
to address Savarna Hindus and Avarna ,Hindus 
( miscalled untouchables or depressed classes) 
also on this .subjecL This time, however, I have 
come as a humble pilgrim to tender my congra· 
tulations to H. H. the Maharajah and his 
good mother Her Highness the Maharani and 
his able Dewan. With the co:operation of thi~ 

.trinity, if I might so describe the distinguished 
persons, the great Proclamation has been a 
settled fact and has now been working with 
.success. The temple~ have been sealed to me SG 

far, perhaps voluntarily, and I do not know that 
if I had made the attempt to enter them I should 

.not have been thrown out of them. But even if 
1 had the liberty, having made common cause with 
the Harijans, I could not avail myself of iL But 
now that the doors have been flung open to the 
Harijans also, I shall for the first time take the 
opportunity of entering your beautiful temple. I 
take your address as a token of your good-will. 
l· shall have several occasions to speak on the 
great act of the Maharajah, and I shall therefore 
refrain from making anything like a speech ht!te. 

Prodamatioa Throwa a Tremeadoua 
Reapoaaibillt7 

This Proclamation throws a tremendous 
responsibility on the people of Travancore. Rajahs. 
and Maharajahs can make good laws, but they can
not make the people give proper effect to them. 
Even tyrants cannot control the hearts of those 
over whom they hold sway. It all depends on 

10 • 
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your hearts to give proper effect to the Procla
mation. I would ask you to go to the temples 
not as curiosity mongers, but in a proper prayerful 
spirit. If Savarnas went there with mental- rese~

vations, the Proclamation will not be properly 
carried out. Let the Proclamation proclaim the 
fact that henceforth in Travancore there is '"' 
distinction between Savarnas and Avarnas, fouch
a6les and untouchables. Having said this much. 
I do not propose to tax your patience any more. 
I do hope that your good wishes will fit me for 
my pilgrimage through Travancore. I thank you. 



AT THE HINDI CONVOCATION 

( I:J-1""37 ) 

Remember India Your Motherland 

I am glad to have been asked to distributll 
"the certificates and prizes to those who hava . 
passed the examination. I do not know whetber 
you will follow even my simple Hindi. I sea 
that some of those who have received their certi· 
ficates today do not follow it. But that is 
nothing to be ashamed of. Not living in the midst 
of a Hindi-speaking public, it is quite natural 
that you should find it difficult to follow spokea 
Hindi. What is gratifying is that you are ta,k,ing. ' 
some pains over learning Hindi in this Southe~ 
most part of India. But please remember that 
your objective is not to win certificates but to 
obtain a working knowledge of Hindi. A certi· 
l'icate can but stimulate you to further effort, in 
order that you may be induced to put up a 
serious endeavour for an ever-increasing knowledge 
of Hindi. The first thing that you have to bear 
in mind is that you belong to India, that India is as 
much your motherland as of those whose mother 
tongue is Hindi. You have therefore to think of 
your country not as extending up to a part of 
the Arabian sea on the West and to the Ghauts 
on the East but t9 the Hindukush on the North. 
Karachi on the West and Assam on the East. 
If you went to those remote parts of your country 
·where other languages are spoken, what will yoll 
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speak there but Hindi? You will not find many-
people capable of understanding English. The· 
temple priest in the great Ananthapadmanabha 
temple here was speaking perfect Hindi this
morning when I was shown over by him through 
the precincts of that vast temple. His Hindi was 
certainly more flawless than mine and he made 
ine forget for a moment that I was in Travancore, 
The uppermost feeling in my mind is not that l 
am a Gujarati but that I belong to the whole o£ 
India. . 

I would appeal to H. H. the Maharajah and 
Her Highness the Maharani to promote the 
development of Hindi studies in Travancore and 
encourage those who are going in for the study 
of Hindi. Let the objective of Travancore be to
make every literate man and woman here 
Hindi· knowing. 



THE TRIV AND RUM SPEECH 

( rs-1-37) 

A PuRELY RELIGIOUS REVIVAL 

[ The following is the full text of Gandhiji's speech 
'-At the mammoth public meeting at Trivandrum.] 

I wish I were able to speak to you in your 
-own mother tongue. I am sorry that I have not 
yet been able to learn the very musical language 
'that you speak, and it is a matter of equal sorrow 
'to me that you do not understand the national 
language of lndia-Hindi·Hindustani. Therefore we 
have to fall back on the cumbrous process of 
translation, But it is inevitable if I am at all to 
reach your hearts somewhat. I assure you I do 
not want to make here an idle speech, nor am I 
fond of hearing my own voice. I know that silence 
is often better than speech. But I know also from 
experience that there are occasions when speech 
becomes a necessity, 'and probably this is one of 
-those occasions. 

Tbaobprina 

I thank you very much for having asked me 
to preside over this celebrations meeting. I thank 
you also for presenting me with this address. You 
have already tendered your hearty congratulations 
to His Highness the Maharajah and Maharani and 
.Sachivottama Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar. I want 
-to associate myself fully with the expression of 
_your joy and congratulations. The joy is written. 
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on the numerous faces of this assembly over the
restoration of a right which was taken away from 
you, no one knows how many years ago. You 
have done well also . in tracing the historical 
sequence of the agitation for opening all the temples
to the Avarna Hindus in Travancorl', and I again 
associate myself with you in the praise you have
bestowed upon His Holiness the late Narayanaswami 
Guru and also upon that brave soul Madhavan. 
You will also let me recall in this connection two 
names-! mean the late Krishnaswami who at the 
lime of the Vaikam Satyagraha used to lead the 
prayer in his own inimitable manner with recitations. 
of verses from 'Gita Govinda'. Though a sfaunch 
Brahman and lover of his religion, he made common 
cause with all the Avamas. An<). I may_ not forget 
also one who is still in our midst-Sjt. Kelappan 
Nair. These brave men laid the foundation of the 
thing we see today in our midst. 

But I think that we -~ay not forget the ·ortho
doxy which has come to our assistance at this 
hour, and in this connection I suppose I may not 
omit to mention the Nambudiri orthodox people· 
whom I had found to my great regret very difficult 
to convert to the obvious truth. If they and the 
other orthodox people had not recognized the spirit 
of the times, it might be that they would have 
tendered the task of their Highnl'sses well-nigh 
impossible or, at least, ineffective. 

L~t the Senior Maharaa~ also Rejoice 

In this connection .let me recall also a meeting
) had. with the Senior Maharani years ago. Tha~ 
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meeting took place when the Vaikam Satyagraha 
was going on, and I appealed to her, with all the 
earnestness at my command, to come to the 
assistance of all those who were fighting a forlorn 
battle, to issue a new Smriti and to declare all the 
temples open. She and her husband who was 
present at the interview expressed their sympathy 
with this movement. They both welcomed the 
movement that was going on in Travancore for .the 
liberation of the Avarnas. But they felt burdened 
with the responsibility of a great State and told 
me that the time had not come for taking that 
great step. She then thought that it was ·still 
necessary to sound Savarna opinion and to convert 
it to the reform. Several years have passed by 
since that interview. Thanks be to God that you 
did not remain idle during all these years, and but 
for' tns sustained t./forts on your pa,.t to arOI4S6 
both Avarna a11d Savarna public opinion, evrn 1116 
Mallaraja/1 wilil all lilt good-will in Inc world woultl 
~e found il impossib/1 to issu1 till Proclamation. 
I hope that the Senior Maharani is today rejoicing 
over the great change that has come over Travancore 
and over the fact that the Proclamation is being 
welcomed by all and sundry- both A varnas and 
Savarnas. 

Efficac, of Temples EDhaDced 

I am hoping also that with the incoming of 
this great change over the State of Travancore the 
Savama Hindus are as enthusiastic in visiting 
temples as the Avarna Hindus. I want to tell all 
Savama men and women, who have from day ~ 
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day gone to these temples in search of blessings 
and in the hope that their prayers will be answered: 
I want to assure them that the temples have gained 
in efficacy and not lost one whit from the efficacy 
they enjoyed. Our shastras teach us - I am not 
giving you any new truth - that efficacy lies in 
our hearts, not in stone however well carved it 
may be, and I do hope that your faith will not 
fail you because a large part of your co-religionists 
have had an ancient right restored to them of 
offering their prayers in the same manner and on 
the same conditions as you offer them. 

' 

· One Sorrow 

I would like to mention one sorrow that has 
oppressed me, ever since I came here. I have 
wondered why you have called these celebrations 
Ezhava Temple Entry Proclamatio!l Celebrations. I. 
wonder if presently we shall have all-Travancore 
Pulaya and Pariah Celebrations I I know and I 
grant that Ezhavas are a great and growing and 
important community in Travancore, but have I 
not seen the Pulayas and Pariahs of Travancore ~ 
When I have met them I have not been able t() 
stare them straight" in their faces. I have felt 
deeply humiliated. I shall never forget the sight 
of an old Nayadi shaking with fear, as he was 
brought to me, and as he tried to hand me a 
sheet of paper which had been put ·into his hands. 
He was brought to me in Cochin as I was passing 
through the crowds in the streets. I was told 
that he held in his hand an address· to be given: 
me on hehalf of the Nayadis. His withered hands. 
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as they were shaking, could not deliver that 
address in my hands. There was no lustre in his 
-eyes. I do not know that I saw even a ray of 
-hope in those deep sunken eyes. He did not know. 
what he was being called upon to do. I do not 
·know that he could understand the choice Malaya
·lam which the Nambudiri volunteer was speaking. 
I seized the situation at a glance. I hung my 
bead in shame and sorrow, and I felt it my duty 
to snatch that precious paper from his hands. 
Why is he not a member of today's Celebration 
<Committee ? I know that he is nameless. Most 
probably he is dead. If he is alive, perhaps he 

·does not know what is happening in Travancore 
today. And so I asked myself whether you 
members of this Celebration Committee, you members 
-of this vast gathering, do or do not. represent 
such men. And I must tell you with all respect 
and humility that if this vast assembly does not 
t"epresent these people, then I am certain that 
there is no place in your midst for me. If this 
is a pur1ly religious movement, if this is a purely 
"'ligious revival, if it has r~o tai;,t of base 'self'• 
in if, tAm you will h1 tienyt"ng yourself G8ti -lli· 
fying the tJIIcl of this great Proclamation if you 
Jo HOI r'flresent the lowest alfti the least itt o Uf" 

midst. 

Carry out New Smritl 

You heard with what force Sir C. P. Rama
swami Aiyar spoke to this meeting. The Maharajah 
·bas given you a Smriti, but it is for you to CIUTf 
~t out and breathe life into it, and you wiU 
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hopelessly fail to do that unless you rise to the 
occasion and see to it that this religious spirit. 
pervades the whole of ·Travancore-both Avarnas. 
and Savarnas. I tell you if you approach this 
great step, each with his 0"'-"11 mental reservation,_ 
and not give effect to it whole-heartedly, you will 
find this Proclamation . a nine days' wonder. 
Therefore, I want you to understand, whilst you 
are properly rejoicing over this Proclamation and· 
celebrating it with the joy and zeal that I see 011 

your faces, that you will not be doing your duty 
if you do not realize your responsibility to the 
whole of the community that had been so far 
excluded. 

I see that yon are now getting restless. I do>. 
not propose to keep you longer than is absolutely 
necessary. I am speaking to you from the fulness. 
of my heart, and when heart is speaking to. 

hearts, it expects to find a lodgment in those hearts •. 
I do not want to kee~ you more than perhaps tell 

minutes now. 1 shall try to omit many of the . 
things I wanted to say. this evening, and. shall 

·seek another occasion for doing so. 

Temples,- Links with God 

I must mention what I saw at the great 
Padmanabha temple. It will perhaps best illustrate 
what I am saying about the purely religious and 
spiritual revival. In the days of my youth I went 
to many temples with the faith and devotion with 
which my parents had fired me. But of late 
years I have not been visiting temples, and ever
ISinc:e I have been engaged in anti-untouchability" 
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work, I have refrained from going to temple~ 

unless they were open to everyone called untouch
able. So what I saw this· morning at the temples. 
dawned upon me with the same newness with 
which it must have dawned upon so many Avarna 
Hindus who must have gone to the temple after 
the Proclamation. In imagination my mind travelled 
back to the pre-historic centuries when they began 
to convey the message of God in stone and metal. 
I saw quite clearly that the priest who was inter
preting each figure in his own choice Hindi did 
not want to tell me that each of those figures. 
was God. But without giving me that particular 
int~rpretation he made me realise that these temples 
were so many bridges belu•un the Unseen, Invisible 
t1Hti /ntlrfinablt• God and ourselves wiJo are ;,zfinil,_. 
si,al drops in II" hzfinile Ocean. We the human 
family are not all philosophers. We are of the 
earth very earthy, and we are not satisfied with 
contemplating the Invisible God. Somehow or 
other we want som~:"thing which we can touch. 
something which we can see, something before 
~hicb we can kneel down. It does not matter 
whether it is a book, or an empty stone building. 
or a stone building inhabited by nUJilerous figures. 
A book will satisfy some, an empty building will 
satisfy others, and many others will not be 
satisfied unless they see something inhabiting: 
these empty buildings. Then I ask you to.. 
approach these temples not as if they represented 
a body of superstitions. If you will approach 
these temples with faith in them, you' will know 
each time you visit them you will come away-
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from them purified, and with your faith more and 
.more in the living God. 

Abolish All Diatinctiona 

Anyway I have looked upon this Proclamation 
-as a purely religious act. I have regarded this visit 
to Travancore in the spirit of a pilgrimage, and 
l am going to these temples as an untouchable 
suddenly made touchable. If all of you will 

-approach this Proclamation in this spirit, you 
-will abolish all distinctions between Savarnas and 
Avarnas as also all those distinctions which un· 
fortunately still exist between Avarnas and 
.Avarnas. Finally you will not be satisfied until 
_you have lifted up your brothers and sisters- who 
-are supposed to be the least and the lowest, to 
-heights which you have attained yourselves. True 
spiritual regeneration must in;clude economic 
uplift and the removal of ignorance and everything 
-that goes to retard human progress. 

May God enable you to realize to the full 
·.the possibilities that are embedded in this Procla· 
mation of the Maharajah. · I thank you for giving 
.me this patient hearing. 



. . 

VENGANOOR 

( l.J-l-37) 

[ Venganoor is a Pulaya centre. The Pulayas had 
must~ed in their thousands under their leader Ayyan 
Kali, who has been working amongst them for thirty· 
years, to listen to Gandhiji. ] 

Make a Wiae and Relicioua U1e 
It gives me great pleasure to be in your 

midst and greater pleasure still to realise under 
what auspices I am touring Travancore today. I 
have in mind the great Proclamation that bas 
practically removed untouchability from Travan
core. I say • practically removed ' because the 
Proclamation cannot do everything, although it has 
worked wonders. To remove untouchability rooL 
and branch from this soil and for that m'atter from 
India, rests with you and me. 

In Ayyan Kali, whom you half in jest and half 
in endearment call the Pulaya Rajah, you have an 
indefatigable worker. I understand that under his 
readership you have been making steady progress 
and I have no doubt that this gracious Procla
mation will quicken the progress you are making. 
I must not keep you or keep myself long as I 
have a heavy day in front of me. If I had the 
time, I would love to pass a whole day with you 
and know many of you intimately. As it is, I 
have to be satisfied with having seen your 
beaming faces and making such acquaintance as I 
can within the few minutes I have in your midst. 
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J would like to leave just one thought with you 
.before I go. I hope you will make a wise and 
religious use of this opportunity to go to the 
temples. It depends upon our mental condition 
whether we gain something or do not gain any
thing by going to the temples. We have to 

approach these temples in a humble penitent 
mood. They are so many houses of God. Of 
.course God resides in every human form, indeed 
in every particle of His creation, in everything 
that is on this earth. But since we very fallible 
mortals do not appreciate the fact that God is 
~verywhere, we impute special sanctity to temples 
.and think that God resides there. And so whm 
we approach these temples we must cleanse our 
hodies, our minds and our hearts, and we should 
mter them in a prayerful mood and ask God Ia 
make us purer men and purer women for having 
.entered their portals. And if you will take this 
advice of an old man, this physical deliverance 
that you have secured will be a deliverance of 
the soul. 



TECKALAf 

( 14•1•37) 

[ T eckalai ia another big Pulaya centre in the hiUF 
-districts of South Travancore. ] 

Learn and Teach Art of Wonhip 
1 thank you for the addresses, but I must 

remind you that they should be brief, to the point 
and written either in Hindi or in Malayalam. 
Surely an address written in English cannot be 
understood by larg~ masses of people whom we 
want to serve. If they were written in Hindi, they 
-could catch at least a few words common to both 
Hindi and Malayalam. You will perhaps say that 
just as the masses do not understand English. 
neither do they understand Hindi. But I tell you it 
-does not come to the same thing. Those who are 
innocent of English surely can pick up a few words 
of Hindi. And then why should you enclose these 
addresses in hideous frames? How am I to take 
all these home? The glass is sure to be damaged. 
.S indeed this one has been damaged and it has 
thus become a dangerous article to carry. 

One word .about the Proclamation which has 
brought . me here. I know that your presence 
here is a sign that you are sharing the celebra
tions going on in Travancore. Every one of you 
should understand the significance of the Proclama· 
tion. If all men and women here think or harbour 
untouchability in their hearts, they have not givea 
effect to the Proclamation. That Proclamatioa 
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tells you-every man and woman or child that 
henceforth there is no untouchability in Travancore. 
that in the . sight of God and man, Nairs and 
Nambudiris, Ezavas and Pulayas and Pariah and 
what not are all equal children of God. And when. 

1they .get entrance to the Holy of Holies, naturally 
all other distinctions fall to the ground. Therefore~ 

those who are better off will take care to see 
.that they will raise those who are worse off 
economically and socially. And if you have flattered 
yourself with the belief that you are Savarnas, you 
should bring the Avarnas out of their houses and . 

. teach them the art of worship. But I know that 
even the Savamas have forgotten the art of worship~ 
However, now that the Proclamation has purified 
the:atmosphere, you must learn the art and teach. 
it to the Avarnas. I hope and pray that you. 
will do so. 



NEY ATTINKARAI 

[ Neyattinkarai haa a fine temple with the image of 
.Bala-Krishna. Near the temple is a jack tree, several 
anturies old, which, under the shadow of the Deity, 
afforded protection to Raja Marthanda Varma, in its capa· 
cioua hollow, while the enemies were pursuing him. A 
large gathering of Nairs and Avamas listened to 
Gandbiji's message.] 

Let Travancore Save Hinduiam 

I thank you for the three addresses you have 
read or partially read here. I wish there was 
time to listen to all the addresses in full. I have 
read the Hindi address in full and the second, 
which is really a report of the Harijan work, I 
promise to read in full. Needless to say that I 
associate myself with you in your congratulations 
to the trinity responsible for the Proclamation 
over which Travancore is rejoicing, and I congra
tulate the Savarnas of this place who unanimously 
and heartily endorsed the Proclamation. Of course, 
it is open to the Savarnas and Avamas to make 
the iracious Proclamation perfectly useless,- the 
Savarnas may be sullenly discontented and not 
purify their hearts of untouchability, and the . 
Avamas can make it perfectly ineffective by 
misunderstanding the grace of the Proclamation 
and by not going to temples in the right spirit. 
The Maharajah, the Maharani and the Dewan 
have done their duty by issuing the Proclamation 
which has no reservation, mental or otherwise, 

II 
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behind it; and if both Savarnas and Avamas prove 
by their real religious conduct that they were 
worthy of this high act of State, believe m;r 

Travancore will go down in history as the savio11r 
'Of Hindu r~li'gion which was in danger of 
perishing. For I have seen nothing during these 
.long years of struggle against untouchability, m 
modify my opinion that if untouchability lives 
Hinduism dies. I wish I could infect all of you 
with the same belief and that in every one of 
your acts you will show that the taint of untouch
ability has been removed from your hearts. 



THIRUV ATTAR 

[ Thiruvattar is famous for its ancient temple, perhaps 
more ancient than even the great temple in Trivandrum.· 
Thousands liotened to Gandhiii in solemn stillness. } 

Be Harijan1 amoug1t Harijana 

I was at this place not many years ago whe11 
the forbidding-looking walls of this temple seemed 
to say, "not yet for you this place". Nobody had 
thought some months ago that there would be a 
Proclamation of H. H. the Maharajah of Travancore 
and that all temples would be flung open to the. 
untouchables. The sins of past ages have been 
obliterated by literally a stroke of the pen. 
Though it was the hand of the Maharajah that 
traced the signature over the Procla.;..ation, the 
spirit behind was that of the Lord Padmanabha
swami. I understood only today the beautiful 
legend that passes current in Travancore about 
the Maharajah. As you all know-1 suppose every 
child in Travancore knows-that the Maharajahs in. 
Travancore are known as Padmanabhadas. They 
are so many Viceroys of Padmanabhaswami, and 
as I understood yesterday the Maharajah has to. 
go from day to day to that temple and to receive. 
instructions about the day's work from 
Padmanabhaswami. That the thing does not 
happen as I have described to you as between 
man and man, is true, but the spirit behind the 
legend is an excellent spirit. It means that the 
Maharajah may not do anything. that is wrong or 
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sinful and has not the stamp of God's approvaL 
And so, as I said, it is the spirit of God that 
muved Ike Maharajah to take the great step ke has 
laken, and I wish to congratulate you who are the 
beneficiaries under the great Proclamation. It is. 
a great act whose significance we are yet too 
near in time to realise. During my last tour I 
addressed a gathering outside the forbidding
lOOking temple walls as they then appeared to me. 
I regard myself voluntarily as a Pulaya or a 
Pariah, the l<?west amongst the low, a Harijan 
amongst Harijans. But the Maharajah himself as 
I have now learnt bears the title of servant of 
God, i. e. Harijan, and proudly signs himself as 
s'uch. No doubt he is the first among God's 
servants, let us hope by right of service. He is 
JIOt the first lord among lords and masters. In 
Service there is always open and meritorious 
competition. It demands no reward, no distinction. 
Let us look at the Proclamation in this light. Let 
Nambudiris and other Brahmans and the so·called 
bigh caste people of Travancore rise tp the 
ctccasion and be voluntarily Harijans amongst 
Harijans, "servants of God, and let all the world 
lmow by their action that in virtue of the Procla
mation the're is . none high and none low but all 
.:lr'e equal in the eyes of ·God. 



NAGER COIL 

( l.j.-l-37 l 

[ A gathering of nothing less than so,ooo people 
made an attempt to listen to Gandh iji's message, which the 
partial failure of the loud-speakers and inadequate trans
lation made it well·nigh impossible. The two addresses tq. 
the Hindi-loving public were, as we ascertained ~. 
from the Malayali and the Tamil sections.] 

A Penitent Piltrrim 

I am not a stranger to Nagercoil and for that 
matter to the whole of Travancore. You have mofe 
than once made me acquainted with the Nagerco,il 
<'rowds. You have on more than one occasion sho.wn 
your boundless enthusiasm, if it was only in point of 
attendance. You do not expect me to give you 
lengthy replies to the addresses you have been 
good enough to present to me. Indeed you need not 
have presented me with" any address at all on this 
()Ccasion. No doubt I have come to share in yoiU" 
rejoicings over the Proclamation. But I have co~e 
more as a penitent pilgrim than anything else. And 
my mind just now is so fuU of the duty that lies 
in front of you in virtue of that Proclamation that 
I cannot divide my attention among other things. 
Nevertheless I must express my astonishment at 
getting double addresses from those who are eng~ 
in carrying on Hindi propaganda. I have not been 
.able to find out the reason for this overlapping of 
~nergy, but I dare not give time to unra'<eU~ 
this mystery. · 
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Realise Duty Ariaimg from Proclamation 
Let us consider the duty devolvuig on those 

for whom the Proclamation has been designed. 
You may take this Proclamation as an ordinary 
act of the State to which for the most part people 
are indifferent, or you may regard it as an extra
ordinary act of the State on which the future of 
Hinduism depends; and if you assimilate the spirit 
.Qf the Proclamation, the result will be astonishing 
not only for Travancore but lor the whole of 
India. This untouchability was, and I suppo;;e I 
must still say it is, a weedy growth upon Hinduism, 
so much so that it threatened to smother the 
fmest flowers of Hinduism. I regard this Pro
'damation as a very brave attempt-an outstanding 
attempt-to rid Hinduism of the curse of un
. touchability, and in issuing the Proclamation the 
·Maharajah and his advisers ha~·e laid the axe at 
· ihe root of untouchability. But the Proclamation 
will be of no use if there is no response on the part 
of the Savarna and A varna Hindus. Ever since my 
coming to Travancore, I have been doing nothing but · 
visiting temples which ; were until a little while ag<> 

'forbidden ground to .m~ by my own choice. So long 
·as these temples were b11rred against the major part' 
of the Hindu population. of Travancore, the temples
could go on as they liked. The Proclamation is 
the· beginning of thP. process of purification of 

'Hinduism, and in the process both Savarnas and 
Avarnas have to play their due part. It would be 

·a . great reflection on Savarna Hindus if the 
tmtouchables of yesterday were to be left to their 
own resources. I~ is therefore absolutely necessary 
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for you and me to find out the place temples have 
in the growth of Hinduism. You and I have to 
lind ·out whether a living God resides in these 
temples. I assure you that our search will be in 
yain unless we put our hearts into it and apply 
our minds to it. In all humility I fancy that I 
know how that search is to be made. But during 
this hurried tour and hurriedly got up meeting, it 
is not possible to dilate on the search. I must 
seek some other and better opportunity for making 
that enquiry. It may be sufficient for the time 
being if I have succeeded in stimulating your 
appetite for that search. It will give me great 
aati~action if I have succeeded in convincing you 
that we may not take this Proclamation in the 
ordinary way. It will be enough if every man and 
woman realises his and her duty with "reference 
to the working of this Proclamation. With this. 
thought I propose to leave you tonight 



SH!VAGIRI MATH IN VARKALA 

( t6-x-:l7) 

[ Gandhiji worshipped at the famous shrine of 
janardana Swami at Varkala, an easy distance from the 
Shivagiri Math. The shrine is one of the most beauti
fully situated in India on a high plateau, of which the 
foot is washed by the waves of the sea. The shrine 
attractS pilgrims from ali parts of India. An inscriptiort 
dating 1252 A. D. shows that the shrine was rebuilt in 
that year. There is a temple bell, evidently pre;ented 
by the Dutch as the Latin inscription thereon shows. 

At Shivagiri Math, the Ezhavas accorded Gandhiji a 
warm welcome. The Swami in charge of the Math in his 
.speech of welcome observed that Gandhiji had visited the 
Math on two previous occasions and that the Swami was 
sure that Gandhiji had always taken away some inspira
tion from their· Guru Narayanaswami, and that he had 
helped in . spreading the doctrine, one religion, one caste 

and one God. Their Gum Narayanaswami had come to 
reconstnlct society. His desire was to annihilate cas~e. 
He was the Maharajah Ashoka of their caste. • Gandhijj, 
suggested the speaker, Should spend a little of his 
time to understand the life and teaching of the Guru 
Narayanaswami, ape! that he would find as a result ~f 

his study, there was anol;ber Mahatma who had devoted· 
his life to reconstruct India, The Swami described 
the Math as a mount of ideas and the fittest place for 
Gandhiji to reside and from which to carry on his 
work for India. 

Replying to the Swami, Gandhiji said : ] 

A Physical and Spiritaal Scavenger 
It gives me very great pleasure to be m • 
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your midst for the third time. The first time I 
was here, I had the pleasure of paying my respects 
to your Guru, the great Swami. You have invited 
me to study his work in your midst. WeU, I did sa 
as fervently as I could even on the first occasiOQ 
I was here. I had long and serious discussions 
with him over matters of common interest, and I 
had no difficulty in agreeing with him on many 
subjects of which we spoke. 1 had discussilm!a 
.also at that time • with his first and learned 
disciples. After his lamented death, his disciples 
sent me many things including a collection of the 
Swami's sayings. I studied them with the respect 
that the work of such a great man demanded, 

You are quite right in s:1ying that every time I 
have come here, I have taken away something for 
myself. I admit that 1 have no title whatsoever to 
the title of • Mahatm:J. '. That title has ofteq 
embarrassed me, sometimes it has stunk in m)' 
nostrils. This has happene9 whenever with the 
name of • Mahatma • on their lips people have done 
something unworthy. I have no new . religion ta. 
gi_ve, no new truth to expound. My humbl• roll 
is that of a scavenger 6oth lil6rally and sliritua/1)1. 
1 know the outward art of cleaning the streets. 
commodes and latrines, and I am endeavouring to 
the extent of my ability to clean my inside also, sa 
that I may become a faithful interpreter of the 
truth as I may see it. 

Caate aad Varaa 

Of course 1 had many things in commM with 
tbe teachings of the Swa!lli. I d<1 believe th.t 
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there is only one Religion in the world, but 1 alsD 
believe that although it is one mighty tree, it has 
many branches. I tried to explain this thing to 
the Swami as I recollect even today. And even as 
all the branches take their sap from one source, 
even so all religions derive their essence from one 
fountain-source. Of course there can be only one
God if there is one religion, and God who is one 
complete whole cannot have many branches. But 
He is invisible and indefmable and, therefore, one 
might literally say that He has as many names as 
there are human beings on earth. No matter by 
what name we describe Him, He is the same 
without a second and if we are all children of the 
5ame Creator, naturally there cannot be any caste 
amongst us. We are one brotherhood and sisterhood, 
and therefore there cannot be any distinction of 
high and low -amongst us. There are Savamas 
and Avamas, or all are Savamas or all are 
Avarnas. • 

But each one of us has his or her occupation. 
c:ut out for himself or he!"self. This occupation is 
not caste, but it is known in Hinduism as vant{l~ 

'fJtinra which has nothing in common with caste as 
we understand tod~y. Caste is a man-made insti- · 
•tution, only fit to be d~stroyed, but varna is a 
divine law. We may disregard it to our harm, and
we will profit by it if we follow it. A carpenter, 
a blacksmith, 'a mason, a scavenger, a brick-layer, a 
teacher, a soldier- these have different occupations, 
but none is high and none is low among them. 
"A--nd If we begin to overlap one another, we create 
a sankara - (confusion) of all vanlas. Therefore~ 
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immediately yoQ take away the sting of distinction 
from different vanras, it becomes not only a law, 
but it gives us an opportunity of doing what we 
are particularly fitted for. That is what Hinduism 
teaches us. That is my interpretation of all true 
religions. That is my interpretation of Hinduism 
pure and undefiled. So far as I understood the 
great Swami, he did not dissent from the view I 
have just expounded to you. 

You have tickled me by inviting me to come 
and settle down here. The temptation is really 
greaL This is one of the pleasantest spots in 
India and the weather here is magnificenL I know 
that if I should come here, I should be surrounded 
by friends who would provide me with all my 
needs. But the path of life, if taken religiously, 
is straight and narrow. It has been described as 
sharp as the edge of a sword. You cannot look 
this side or that side without stumbling into an 
abyss. And the Gita says. that better by far is 
the religion which is cut out _for you rather than 
cme for which you are not born. Therefore, 
although the temptation you have held forth is 
very great, I must resist it just now. 



PARIPALU 

( 16-117) 

[ This is a centre of the hill-tribes in the north. 
Thousands had gathered here under their leader Raman 
Pillai. Their most beautifully artistic arches testified to 

their sense of art, and some of them had walked miles 
to attend the meeting. ] 

You Have Deserved the Proclamation 

It gives me great pleasure to be in your 
midst. I see from your address which I have. 
already read that many of you have walked 
nearly 22 miles to come to this meeting. I am 
sorry that it was not possible for the managers 
of this tour to enable me to go to your places in 
the hills. 

I have heard something of the great work 
that is being done ainong the hill tribes of 
Kadakal and Paripalli by Sjt. Raman Pillai. 
Evidently from his hoary·. beard he appears to be 
as old as I, if not older. But from the energy. 
with which he addressed this meeting, I thought 
he was a young old man. It gives me great joy 
to know that in him you have an indefatigable 
worker, guide and friend. · I am glad to find that 
several activities are being conducted for your 
benefit. You are right in saying that this Procla· 
mation is epoch-making and glorious. It is like a 
gift suddenly come in possession of a man who
is not fit to receive it. The suddenness of it 
shows that it is something for which neither you 
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nor I were prepared. Not that what has been 
given was not due to· us. But the deprivation of 
many long years seemed to make the recipient of 
the gift unfit for the reception. But what I have 
been witnessing round me shows that you were 
fit for the gift, and having got the gift it appears 
you were never deprived of it. For I know that 
wherever I have visited temples - where there 
were Harijans and non·Harijans - I fail to see any 
distinction between the two. The demeanour and 
attitude of the Harijans seemed to be as if they 
were to the manner .born. They were spotlessly 
clean and their attitude of reverence left nothing 
to be desired. There was among all these men 
and women a dignity that was truly captivating. . 

But we should be making. a serious mistake 
if we thought that nothing now remains to be 
done. The present gives the promise of a bright 
future if we take the full advantage of the 
opportunities given to us by reason of the Procla
mation. I do hope that many Savarna Hindu 
workers will come forward to carry the message 
of the Proclamation to the Avarnas, to take them 
'liut of their huts, accustom them to going to the 
temples, and explain to them the implications of 
the Proclamation. For sceptics and hertics the 
'temples have no meaning but for one who has 
believed in temples there is n.o mistaking the fact 
that constant temple-going changes the whole out
look on life of temple·goers. May this be realised 
among all the$e so-called A varnas. 



QUILON 

{ !6-1""37) 

[ Quilon is one of the most ancient places ill 
·Travancore, and the meeting place of several faiths and 
also the place of several foreign factories. Durga, teo 
whom the temple here is dedicated, is known as Ananda
val!eeshwari, and the temple knawn after that name.] 

A God-Inspired Act 

I am deeply grateful to you for having waived 
your undoubted right of reading your address. You 
have been good enough to save your time and my 
time. I am no stranger to this place. I have many 
a happy recollectioq of my stay here. When I came 
here last it was thought a presumption for an 
A varna to enter a temple, but now I have come to_ 
share with you your rejoicing over· the Proclamation. 
It is a brave, generous and gracious act· an!f it 
combines the enthusiasm of the young Maharajah 
with the wisdom and courage of Her Highness the 
Maharani, his mother. As you may be awa~, I 
had the pleasure and privilege , of waiting upon 
them in their palace and renewing their acquaintance. 
The Maharani's queenly heart was full of joy over 
.the manner in which the Avarnas and the Savamas 
:had received the Proclaml!tion, and I saw the 
young Maharajah nodding his assent to everything 
.that his gracious mother was saying to him. And 
every lover of the State, from one end of India to 
the other has testified to the fact that the Pro&/(; 
mation lacks nothing in completeness. By a stroke 
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.of the pen, it opens all State temples to all those 
who call themselves Hindus without the slightest 
reservation. As I have said so often such . an act. 
could not be prompted by any purely worldly 
considerations. There must have been the spirit 
<lf God inspiring both the wise mother and the 
brave son. 

Vieible Demonstration of Revival 
A!< I have been going from temple to temple 

and looking at the beaming faces of perhaps tens 
of thpusands of men and women, mingling together 
without the slightest distinction, I confess I have 
not bet>n able to restrain my joy at the sight. I 
have called it a great religious revival that is 
going on in Travancore. That religious revival 
began some years ago, but we had no visible sign, 
no· visible demonstration of it. But this Proclamatiors 
is a visible demonstration of the revival which /u 
who runs may read. To me it is a great sign of 
purification of our ancient faith. I have held for 
now close on half a century that untouchability 
is the greatest blot on Hinduism, and therefore 
you can only imagine-1 cannot describe it fully
my joy over the Proclamation. I congratulate an 
·the Travancorians on this signal gift which you 
have received from your prince. l only hope that 
you, who have begun so well, will also end weB, 
till th1~ li'gllt that lias bu11 lit in Trava~~eore utili 
spr1ad throughout Bharatvarsha. The Maharani 
and the Maharajah and the Dewan have done their 
duty. They can do no more. But if this light is 
to spread throughout India, it will be purely as a 
result of your response to the Proclamation. Y oa 
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have to understand the implications of this great 
ad and your response must not be purely formal, 

• but must come from the bottom of your heart and 
tben, and not till then, will be manifested the 
great change of heart for which I have been 
pining all these years and for which I have 
always been fervently praying. 

The Eaaenc:e of Hinduism 

Let me for a few moments consider what 
Hinduism consists of, what it is that has fired so 
many saints about whom w~ have historical record. 
Why has it contributed so many philosophers to · 
the world ? What is it in Hinduism that has so 
enthused its devotees for centuries? Did they see 
m~touchability in Hinduism and still enthuse over 
it ? In the midst of my struggle against untouch
ability I have been asked by sevE;ral workers as to 
the essence of Hinduism. We have no simple 
Kalema, they said, that we find in Islam, nor have 
we 3.16 john of the Bible. Have we or have we . 
not something that will answer the demands pf the 
most philosophic among the Hindus or the most 
11iatter·of·fact among them ? Some have said, ana 
not without good reason, that the Gayatri answers . 
that purpose. I have perhaps recited the Gayatri 
Mantra thousands of times, having understood the 
o;reaning of it. But still it seems to me that it did 
not answer the whole of my aspirations. Then as 
::~ou are aware I have, for years past, been swearing 
by the Bltagawatigita, and have said that it 
answers all my difficulties and has been my 
&matlhmu ( the Cow of plenty ), my guide, my 
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-open sesame, on hundreds of moments of doubt 
and difficulty. I cannot recall a single occasion 
-when it has failed me. But it is not a book that 
I c:an place before the whole of this audience. It 
nquires a prayerful study before the Kamadhenu 
yields the rich milk she holds in her udders. 

But 1 have fixed upon one mantra that I am 
coing to recite to you, as containing the whole 
essence of Hinduism. Many of you, I think, know 
the lshopanishad. I read it years ago with 
translation and commentary. I learnt it by heart 
iD Yeravda Jail. But it did not ·then captivate me, 
as it has done during the past few months, and I 
have now come to the final conclusion that if all 
the Upanishads and all the other scriptures 
happened all of a sudden to be reduced to ashes, 
,and if only the first verse in the l.>hopanishaJ 
were left intact in the memory of Hindus, 
Hinduism would live for ever. 

Thia Mantra Satiafiea All Cravinga 

Now this mantra divides itself in four parts. 
The first part is hi4Mfil<t d 'flffA 'f1l<U 'ifllit. 
Jt' means, as I would translate : All this that we 
see in this great Universe is pervaded by God. 
Tben come the second and third parts which read 
together, as I read them: 6;r ~~ 5<il'l11r... 
I divide these into two and translate them thus: 
Renounce it and enjoy it. There is another 
rendering which means the same thing, though: 
Enjoy what He gives you. Even so you caa 
divide it into two parts. Then follows the final 
and most important part, Ill "l" ;. mit.~ 
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which means: Do not covet anybody's wealth or 
possession. All the other mantras of. that ancient 
Upanishad are a commentary or an attempt to 

· give us the full meaning of the first mantra. As 
I read the ma .. tra in the light of the Gita or the 
Gita in the light of the mantra, I find that the 
Gita is a commentary on this mantra. It seems 
to me to satisfy the cravings of the socialist and 
the communist, of the philosopher and the 
economist. I venture to suggest to all who do 
not beiong to the Hindu faith that it satisfies their 
cravings also. And if it is true - and I hold it 
to be true - you need not take anything in 
Hinduism which is inconsistent with .or contrary 
to the meaning of this mantra. What more caa 
a ·man in the street want to learn than this that 
the one God and Creator and Master of all that 
lives pervades the Universe? 

If All WiD Be Truatea-

The three other parts of the mantra follow 
directly from the first. If you believe that God· 
pervades everything tliat He has created; you 
must believe that you cannot enjoy anything that 
is riot.given by Him, And seeing that He is the 
Creator of His numb~rless children, it follows · 
that you cannot covet .anybody's possession. If 
you think that you are one of His numerous 
·creatures, it behoves you to renounce everything 
and lay it at His feet. That means that the act 
of renunciation of everything is not a mere 
physical renunciation but represents a second or 
new birth. It is a 'ileliberate act, not done .in 
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Ignorance. It is therefore a regeneration. And 
then, since he who holds the body must eat and 
drink and clothe himself, he· must naturally seek 
all that he needs from Him. And he gets it as a 
natural reward of that renunciation. As if this 
was not enough, the fnantra closes with this 
magnificent thought: Do not covet anybody's 
possession. The moment you carry out these 
precepts you become a wise citizen of the world, 
living at peace with all .that lives. It satisfies 
one's highest aspirations on this earth and here
after. No doubt it will not satisfy the aspiration 
of him who does not believe in God and His 
undisputed sovereignty. It is no idle thing that 
the Maharajah of Travancore is called Padmanablia
das. It is a great thought. We know that Go<J 
Himself has taken the title of Dasanudas-servant 
of servants. If all the princes would call them
selves servants of God, they would be correctly 
describing themselves, but they cannot be servants 
of God unless they are servants of the people. And 
if zamindars and monied men and all .who have 
possessions would treat themselves as trustees 
and perform the act of renunciation that I have 
described, this world would indeed be a blessed 
world to live in. 

Carry Maatra to E•ery Home 

I must not labour the meaning of this mantra 
any longer. I know that many ,•of you here are 
learned men. My knowledge of Sanskrit is poor 
and I am a man of the street having no pretentioa 
to learning, but what little I have r~ad and what 

• 
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little has commended itself to me I have assimilated. 
I suggest to you that this mantra has nothing 
abstruse in it. Anybody can understand its meaning 
and follow it out in daily life. Therefore I want 
to suggest to the whole of this audience that they 
should carry the whole of this mantra in Malayalam 
to every home and help everyone to shape their 
lives in accordance with this mantra; and I make 
bold to say that having done so they may, without 
reading any other scriptures, call themselves Hindus. 
Disputes and differences arise when you begin to 
read big tomes and discuss interpretations of 
varying dictums contained in them. But now that, 
in virtue of this Proclamation, the distinction 
between high and low is abolished in Travancore, 
and there are no Avarnas and Savarnas, you will 
see that this mantra will satisfy all your wants. 
You will model your conduct in the spirit of this 
mantra and you will not find it difficult to live in 
the spirit of this Proclamation. I am saying this 
with a full sense of my responsibility. It is for. 
you the people of Trav'!ncore to make or Ullliiake 
this act of the great king. The opportunity for 
serving one's faith or one's fellowmen does not easily 
occur. That oppottnnity has come to you all of a. 
sudden. May God grant you the measure of 
understanding that is necessary to live up to the 
spirit of this Proclamation. 



THATHARAMPALLI 
( 17•1•37 ) 

Bearioa of Hindi on Proclamatiou 

As a matter of fact I am ill able to speak to 
you this morning. Ever since my arrival in 
Travancore I have been suffering from a bad cold 
and I am afraid I cannot give you a settled speech. 
I am glad Hindi is making steady progress. I 
wish everyone knowing English will hold it a 
i:rying shame not to be able to speak Hindi as wen 
as English. I tell you it will not take as many 
years as the study of English does. One reason 
why it is easier than English is that it has a voca· 
bulary which is common to Malayalam and, even 
like geographical and climatic conditions, the 
religious conditions of this great country make an 
the tongues of India in many respects common. 
The sound of different languages does not S!rike 
as. strange to our ears. When I hear Kannada, 
Tamil, Malayalam, Ooriya or Bengali, I assure you 
my ears do not notice any foreign element in that 
sound and although I do not know these languages 
I can very often gather the drift because of the 
common words in these languages: Now if I were 
to read this Hindi address to you, I am sure you 
will notice that many words in it are common to 
Malayalam. Addressing a meeting in Bangalore, I 
showed that the majority of words in Hindi were 
.quite common to Kannada. 
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Now I have not said all these things in order 
to worry you for nothing. · From an. all-India 
point of view, it is a foregone conclusion that you 
must know Hindi. But it has something to do 
with the· Proclamation also. If the Savarnas are 
to give effect to .the Proclamation, they must be 
blood-brothers with the Avarnas, and for that you 
must spread yourself amongst Avarnas. And if 
there is any spiritualiy in you, it will overflow in 
many directions. I had a Pulaya girl coming to 
me this morning with a petition in her hand. She 
was a very good ·specimen of humanity, but she 
presented her petition in bad English. She wanted 
some help for her English studies. The ·person 
who wrote the petition for her had .misrepresented 
things, but I could not ascertailf the correct position 
from her as she could neither talk Hindi nor English. 
I have of course handed over h.er petition to the 
local Harijan Sevak Sangh. But if this girl had 
been taught Hindi, I am sure she would have been 
able to talk to me fluently. I must tell you that a, 
girl of thirteen should be able to call herself an 
Indian, not merely a Travimcorian. Had she kno"!n 
Hindi, she wo~ld have been able to travel from 
one end of India to another without much difficulty.· 
Now fly with me on the wings of your imagination 
to the Hindukush. What would happen to the girl 
there ? She would be as much at horne in Kashmir 
as here. Here is the point I am trying to make. 
Supposing you have understood the point of my 
remark and decided to go about amongst A varnas, 
you will teach them not English but Hindi, and 
thereby you will enrich yourself and enrich the 
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boys and girls you will take up, and you will 
broaden your outlook and theirs, and not commit 
the atrocious blunder of giving them a modicum 
of bad English, but straightaway you will give 
them the treasures hidden in Tulsidas. For 
believe me the Proclamation can become a· dead 
letter not through any fault of the Maharajah but 
through sins of omissions and commissions on 
)'OUT part. 



HARIPAD 

( I7-I""37) 

[ Hanpad is known for its famous temple .x· 
Subrahmanyam, fufi of some exquisite wood carvings. J 

Renunciation Essential for Enjoyment 

At this meeting I would love to detain yml 
for a few minutes on the message of Hinduism I 
gave to the meeting in Quilon last night. I 
ventured at that meeting to say that the whole of 
Hinduism could be summed up in the first verse 
of lshopanishatl. I suggested then that if all other 
Hindu scriptures happened to b~ reduced to ashes 
and to go out of the memory of men and if only 
that one verse were to abide with us, the destruc
tion would be no loss. Hinduism would even then 
remain with us. The_ original Sanskrit of the 
mantra is perhaps as easy as anybody learning 
Sanskrit could possibly wish. This Upanishad enjoys · 
the reputation of being part of the original Vedas. 
It is the shortest Upanishad known to us. But as 
I have said if we had only the first verse of that 
Upanishad remaining with us, it would be enough 
to supply all our wants. L~=:t me repeat that mantr• 
in my faulty Sanskrit pronunciation : 

tulil'rm<f ~i ~ ~ ~ 1 . 
U;r ~ t~: if! 'l'r. 'I>Eil~'W{ II 

Those who know a little bit of Sanskrit will 
find that there is nothing abstruse there that yo11 
find in other Vedic mantras, and its meaning is 
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simply this: All that there is in this Universe. 
great or small, including the tiniest atom, is pervaded 
by God, known as Creator or Lord. lsha means 
the Ruler, and He who is the Creator naturally by 
very right becomes the Ruler too. And here in this 
verse the seer has chosen no other epithet for the 
Deity but that of the Ruler, and he has excepted 
nothing from His jurisdiction. He says everything 
that we see is pervaded by the Peity, and from 
that naturally the other parts of the mantra follow. 
Thus he says, renounce everything, i. e. everything 
that is on this Universe, the whole of the Universe, 
and not only this tiny globe of ours, renounce it. 
He asks us to renounce it as we are such insigni· 
ficant atoms that if we had any idea of possession 
it would seem ludicrous. And then, says the Rishi, 
the reward of renunciation is ~: i. 1. enjoyment 
of all you need. But there is a meaning about the 
word 'enjoy' -you might as well say use, etc.
but:it means that you may not take more than is 
necessary for your growth. Therefore this enjoy
ment or use is limited by two conditions. One is 
~e act of r~nunciation or, as the author of the 
Bhagavata would say, enjoy in the spirit of 
puquntE~ ~li. ( AO is dedicated to Hi.; ). And 
every day in the morning, everyone who believes 
in Bhagavata Dharma has to dedicate his thoughts, 
words and deeds to Krishna, and not until he 
has performed that daily act of renunciation or 
dedication has he the right of touching anything 
or drinking even a cup of water. And when a 
man has performed that act of renunciation and 
dedication, he derives from that act the right of 
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eating, drinking, clothing and housing himself t~ 

the extent necessary for his daily life. Therefore 
take it as you like, either in the sense that the 
enjoyment or use is the reward of renunciation, 
or that the renunciation is the condition of enjoy
ment, renunci'atiou is essmtial for our very existence. 
for our soul. And as if that ; condition given in 
the mantra was incomplete, the Rishi took care 
to complete it by adding : ' Do not . covet what 
belongs to another.' Now I suggest to you that 
the whole of the philosophy or religion found in 
any part of the world is contained in this mantra, 
and it excludes everything contrary to it. According. 
to the canons of interpretation, anything that is 
inconsistent with Shruti-and the lshopanisllad i!> 
a Shruti- is to be rejected altogether. 

T emplea Purified 

Now I should like to apply this maufra t~ 

our own condition in virtue of the Proclamation.. 
Whilst I have unstintingly associated myself in 
your rejoicings over this great Proclamation · and 
in tendering my thanks ·and congratulations tO; 
His Highness, Her Highness and their Dewan, in 
terms of this nzattlra "I am obliged also to say 
that this Proclamation is a tardy carrying out 
of the behest contained· jn this verse of the 
lslwpanishad that I have recited. Only yesterday 
we were unfit to call ourselves Hindus. For if all 
that there is in the Universe is pervaded by God, 
that is to say if the Brahman and the Bhangi, the 
learned man and the scavenger, the Ezhava and 
the Pariah, no matter what caste they belong to-
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if all these are pervaded by Lord God, in the light 
of this mantra, ·there is none that is high and none 
that is low, all are absolutely equal, equal because 
all are the creatures of that Creator. And this is not 
a philosophical thing to be dished out for Brahmans 
or Kshatriyas, but it enunciates an eternal truth 
which admits of no reduction, no palliation. 
Therefore the Maharajah himself and the Maharani 
are not one whit superior to the lowliest being in 
Travancore. We are all creatures and servants of 
one God. If the Maharajah is the first among 
equals, as he is, he is so not by right of overlord
ship but by right of service. And, therefore, how 
nice, how noble it is that every Maharajah is 
called ' Padmanabhadas' I It is a proud title, and 
I congratulate those who bestowed that title on 
the Maharajah of Travancore. Therefore when I 
told you that the Maharajah or the Maharani 
were not one whit superior to any one of us, I 
told you what was the actual truth accepted by 
their Highnesses themselves. And if that is so, 
bow can anyone here dare to arrogate superiority 
to himself or herself over any other human being? 
I tell you, therefore, that if this mantra holds 
cood, if there is any man or woman here who 
believes that the temples are defiled by those called 
A varnas, that person I declare would be guilty 
of a grave sin. I tell you that the Proclamation 
has purified our temples of the taint that had 
attached to them. 

I would like the ma11tra I have recited to be 
enshrined in the hearts of all our men and women 
and children, and if this contains, as I hold, the 
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essence of I:Jinduism, it should be inscribed on the 
portals of every temple. Don't you then think 
that we should be belying that mantra at every 
step if we excluded anyone from those temples? 
Therefore, if you will prove yourselves deserving 
of the gracious Proclamation and if you will be 
loyal to yourselves and to those who preside over 
your destinies, you will carry out the letter and 
spirit of this Proclamation. I regard it as such a 
great spiritual act that it ought to remove scepticism 
from the hearts of sceptics or doubts from the 
hearts of those who doubted the truth of Hinduism 
or Religion itself. Rightly understood this Procla
mation should dispel the ignorant atheism of so
called atheists. From the .date of the Proclamatioa 
the Travancore temples, which as I once said were 
not abodes of God, have beco!Ile abodes of God. 
since no one who used to be regarded as untouchable 
is any more to be excluded from them. I therefore 
hope and pray that throughout Travancore there 
may be no man or woman who will abstain from 
going to the temples for the reason that they have 
been opened . to those who were regarded as. 
Pariahs of society. 



SHERTHALAI 

( IB-x-a7) 

[ A special Proclamation Celebration Session of the 
S. N. D. P. Yogam, the principal Ezbava organisation, 
waa held at Sherthalai. Gandhiji addressed this session 
which was attended by thousands of Ezhavas.] 

Proclamation-A Divine Gift 

It is a matter of the greatest pleasure to me to 
be in your midst this afternoon. It is unnecessary 
for me now to say that I associate myself entirely 
in the expression of gratefulness to the Maharajah 
of Travancore. There can be no doubt that but 
for his solicitude for the faith of his ancestors and 
but for the wise guidance of Her Highness the 
Maharani and the able assistance of Sachivottama 
Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar, we should not have 
seen this Proclamation. But I would like to repeat 
to you what I have said on other occasions that 
if the hand that traced the signature . to the 
Proclamation was that of the Maharajah, the spirit 
which actuated the hand to sign the Proclamation 
was that of God. In spite of the brave guidance 
of his wise mother, the youthful ruler of Travan· 
core might well have quailed before taking the 
1lllprecedented step of removing, by one stroke of 
the pen, untouchability which was double-distilled 
in Travancore. But whilst many tltings ar• 
impossibl• jol' "'"' man, Plollting is impossible for 
God. And in pursuance of the divine voice 
within, the Maharajah bravely took up the pen and 
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signed the Proclamation which was drafted for 
him by the Sachivottama. I would like you to 
look on the Proclamation a:s a divine gift and 
therefore respond to it in the spirit in which it 
has been given to you. 

A Universal Law 

My interpretation of the Proclamation is that 
it removes the age-long, and yet irreligious, distinc
tion of high and low. There is before God, whose 
creatures we are all, absolute equality of alL It 
is man who in his arrogance has disturbed the 
even justice of his great Deity. The Maharajah 
has now removed the taint of untouchability and 
declared once for all to all his subjects that all 
have equal rights in the matter of temple entry, 
and it follows that if they have equality in the 
matter of temple entry, they should have equality 
in all other matters of W:e. And as I have begun 
to say for the last two .or three days, the Procla
mation . is wholly consistent with the essence of 
Hinduism which is very briefly, but eq~;~ally 

brilliantly, given in the first mantra of lshopanishad. 
I commend that Upanishad, or at least its firsf 
mantra, to the attention of every one of you here.. 
I will give you only a .free translation of that 
mantra. It means this: Goo the Ruler and Creator 
pervades everything that is in the Universe down 
to the tiniest atom. There is nothing, without 
a single exception, where God is not. And 
naturally therefr~m follows what the seer has said 
in the other part of this mantra, viz. Dedicate 
all at the feet of the Almighty or, in the 
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language of the Gita, renounce everything. But 
renunctatton cannot, must not, mean suicide. 
Therefore, the Rishi or the seer says in the same 
breath, renounce or dedicate and then use or 
enjoy. But he felt that he had still not given the 
whole essence so that even a small child could 
understand it. Therefore, he wound up by 
saying: " Do not covet anybody' s riches." There
fore your use and enjoyment is limited in two 
ways. The first condition is that we should con
sider nothing, not even our bodies, as our own, 
because we have got to dedicate or surrender 
everything to God the Ruler. The second con
dition is that we must not steal what belongs to 
others. That does not mean that we will not 
merely physically help ourseives to what belongs 
to our neighbours, but that we will not even cast 
hungry ·eyes on it. If we really want to enjoy 
the things we eat or the clothes we wear or the 
hous~s w~ live in, we must make up our minds 
definitely that these things are not more than we 
need for our sustenance and for the praise of our 
Maker. Then as creatures or children of God we 
realise that what we eat or clothe ourselves with 
or live in, does not belong to us but to God. And 
this advice is not given to a few chosen creatures 
of God, but to everyone in the world. You will 
see that the dominant part of the mantra is that 
every atom is pervaded by God. Therefore, the 
advice as to the renunciation or dedicati011 or 
surrender is given to all his creatures. It is, 
therefore, not as if it was a command given to a 
few people, but the enunciation of a universal 
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·law or universal truth. Just imagine if all 
of us were to live faithfully in accordance witb 
the great law of our being, what a happy world 
'it would be in which we should be living. Then 
there would. be no mutual jealousies, no mutual 
strife. And those who are blessed, if I might say 
so, witb certain possessions · would constitute 
'themselves trustees for such of those as · might 
want them. In virtue of the law that I have 
endeavoured to·explain to you, those who have 
much possession will use it only to the extent 
of their own limited requirements. And evidently 
because· the traditions among the Maharajahs of 
Travancore is that they are to constitute them
·selves servants of . Padrnanabha, the practice 
that is in vogue today is that the Maharajah goes 
to the temple and dedicates himself to the 
Deity and as His agent and viceroy takes definite 
instructions to conduct his affairs ·from day to day. 
It is perfectly true tha~ these instructions are not 
given and taken as from man to man, but even as 
I suggested to you that it was the spirit of God · 
which moved the Maharajah to take this. action. 
similarly if .he goes to the temple for instructions. 
in a spirit of prayer .and humility, he clothes him
self with the spirit of God. I do not want, there
fore, to deceive myself or you into a false belief 
or superstition. Far be it from me to suggest 
that the Maharajah is an infallible being or that 
he never commits any error of judgment. I d() 
not know what errors of judgment he has com
mitted if any, but assuming that he is a mortal 
being and like any one of us liable to commit 
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errors of judgment, the fact is that be bas got to live 
·up to this manlra, and had it is recognised in the blue 
blood of Travancore that tradition requires the . . 

Maharajah from day to day to perform this act of 
dedication, and to the extent that he does so 
his acts must become infallible. Whatever may be 
the fact about the acts of the Maharajah, I have 
used the thing as an illustration to show bow this 
law operates with us in India. Consciously or 
unconsciously, however imperfectly, it must express 
itself in our acts and our lives. Your temple
going means that and nothing else or nothing 
less. If you approach the temples in that spirit, 
you will renew yourself day by day as you go to 
the temples. And hitherto a large part of the 
Hindus who were deprived of the opportunities 
of daily surrender and dedication will get that 
opportunity. The Proclamation has now removed 
this very great and serious discrepancy or defect. 

Raiae the Loweat to Your Level 

You have done right in rejoicing over this 
Proclamation. It was undoubtedly your duty to 
tender your loyal congratulations to their Highnesses, 
but that is merely the beginning of your response 
to the Proclamation. You must now realise the 
fullest significance and implication of this Procla
mation. You have to make a spiritual use of the 
opportunity given to you, and I assure you if you 
realise the deep spirituality of this Proclamation 
everything else will follow from it as day follows 
night. The winter of your despair is over, the 
-5pring of your hope is now in front of you, and if 

• 
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you will really blossom forth and fully enjoy the 
fruits of the Proclamation, you will not sit idle 
hut you will live up to the meaning I have given 
you of the first mantra of lshopanishad, and what 
is equally important is that you will take the 
message of hope to those who do no~ even realise 
what the Proclamation means. Heaven knows there 
may be thousands who do not realise this. It is 
your duty to take the message to those Jess 
fortunate than you ara. Whatever you may have 
done in the past, I do hope you will not commit· 
the fatal mistake of making any distinction between 
Ezhava and Pu!aya and Paraya, but you will 
resolutely make up your minds to think and act in 
such a manner that you will raise them to the 
same common platform. 

I want you to believe me when I tell you that 
the essence of. Hinduism is contained in the single 
ma11tra which I have given you. · I want you tG 

believe me when I tell _you that anything that is 
inconsistent with the meaning of that mantra is 
not Hinduism. It does not matter in the least · 
what other things inconsistent with the mantra are 
to be found in what is known as Hinduism. .I 
suggest to you that. if you believe in this mantra. 
it ought to satisfy your J:tighest aspirations. 

The last time when .I passed through Cochin. 
cand Travancore, I had the pleasure of meetin.g 
several Ezhava friends. Many of them were very 
bitter against Hinduism and Hindus. They took pride 
in describing themselves as atheists and not 
Hindus. They were prepared to burn the books 
which passed under the name of Hindu scriptures. 
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I know that this Proclamation has steadied those 
unbelievers. I sympathiseii with them at that 
moment as those who discussed with me will bear 
testimony. They could not help being bitter and 
atheistic when they believed that it was the hand 
{)f the Savarna that was held against the reform. 
They were bound to take the Savarna belief and 
conduct as a correct expression of the true Hind11 
belief, but now they know that the Savama's 
heart is changed. Therefore, in passing through 
so many places in Travancore I have found no 
opposition among Savarnas. I have met during 
this tour tens of thousands of people and I have 
not known any distinction being made between 
man and man. If these crowds contained 
thousands of erstwhile untouchables they also 
contained thousands of so·called Savamas. But 
assume for one moment that the Savarna's heart 
is not changed. Our religion ought to be t,ptally 
indrpmdmt of tile conduct of ollter peop/11 towards 
us. For its source is derived from God within, 
and if we will be true to our God, we will never 
forsake the faith we derive from him. With God 
as· our Guide, Master, Ruler in everything that 
we do, we !flay defy the whole world's opposition 
and stick to our faith. And 1 dare say that the 
mantra whose meaning I have given you is 
calculated to satisfy the highest aspiration of any 
being on earth. May it satisfy your aspiration 
also and may God ~ve you the strength to live 
up to it. I thank you. 



VAIKAM 

( 18-1""37) 

[ Vaikam, made famous throughout India by the 
Sacyagraha, has one of the most ancient temples in 
Travancore, the image of Shiva being believed to be 
c:onsecrated by Saint V l;aghrapada. Thousands lined the 
streets to the Satyagraha Camp and the temple, standing 
in exemplary order and silence, and over twentyfive 
thousand people listened to Gandhiji on the old 
Satyagraha Ashram ground in perfect silence. ] 

Those Who Fought and Died 

I suppose you can better imagine than I can 
describe my joy for being a second time in your 
midst and under such happy auspices as you all 
know. Only a few years ago one had to struggle 
hard l.to get the roads leading to the great temple 
thrown open to A varna Hindus. Good Madhavan 
-assisted by Krishnaswami of revered memory and. 
·by Kelappan laid the foundation of that struggle. 
lt is a matter of deep sorrow .to me - as it m~st 
'be to you - that ·neither Madhavan nor Krishna
swarm IS here tO share your rejoicings. 

A CaU to. Purification 

Now I am on a pilgrimage, as I have called 
the present tour of Travancore. Throughout the 
whole course of my life I do not remember having 
entered so many temples as I have during these 
few days of pilgrimage, and only an hour more 
.and I shall have the privilege of entering the 
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forbidding-looking walls, as they then were, which 
surround the great temple of this place. And all 
these good things have come to pass because the 
Maharajah and the Maharani resolved to carry out 
the sacred resolve under the inspiration of 
Padmanabhaswami. But the Proclamation can be 
rendered fully ineffective if the Savarnas and 
Avarnas of Travancore do not make an adequate 
response to this Proclamation. It is not enougll 
that the Savarnas and the Avarnas continue· to go 
to the temples just as they are doing now. 
Hitherto people have gone to the temples more 
by way of formality than from conviction. They 
had not reasoned out for themselves why they 
needed to go to the temples. Largely throughout 
India the temples have been popular more with 
women than men, and they have gone there in 
order to ask some boon of the God residing in 
those temples. But now if you have rightly 
understood the Proclamation and all it means, I 
expect much more from you than a mere formal 
going to the temples. In my opinion the Procla
mation is a call to purification addressed to every 
Hindu in Travancore, whether Savarna or Avama. 
It was the Savarnas who for a thousand years
may be several thousand years-had deprived their 
own fellow-religionists of the right of worshipping 
the same God in the same manner in which they 
worshipped, And in order to justify such an 
atrocious irijustice -no matter for what causes
a whole class of human beings were held as 
untouchables. Now that the sinful distinction has 
been abolished by a stroke of the pen, in order 
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that you may render some reparation to A varna 
Hindus, you have got to adopt some measure to. 
let them know that you are no longer the superior 
beings that you have claimed to be all these 
years. Therefore I would expect all Savarnas to 
lake the glorious message of liberation to every 
Avarna home. It can be done very easily and 
without much effort on your part. Only one 
eondition is indispensable. You should believe 
from the bottom of your heart in the necessity· of 
the Proclamation, and every Hindu-Savarna and 
Avarna, man and woman-should make it his or 
her individual work to get hold of some Avarnas, 
to take to them the message of the Proclamation, 
and take them to the temples. And since the 
spiritual regeneration of an individual or a nation 
must include all the departments of life - economic, 
religious, social -, uplift in those departments is 
bound to follow. You. will be vastly mistaken if 
you labour under the delusion that ·all these things. 
are going to be done by the Proclamation. 

A Hiatorical Fact 

I think that th~ ~Iabarajah's and the Maharani's 
task is finished, so far as untouchability is · 
concerned, by issuing ~his Proclamation. That 
there would be financial aid by the State for the 
education of these classes is a foregone conclusion. 
But that can never bring about the regeneration 
that I am picturing to myself. That requires a 
hearty and willing co-operation of the Savarna 
Hindus as a class. You can therefore understand 
my sorrow when I heard - I do not know with 
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what truth-that some women and even men were 
hesitating to enter the temple as they used to 
do regul!lrly. In order to disabuse such doubters, 
if there are any here, of their doubts I want to 
quote one historical fact that took place when I 
was here in connection with the Vaikam Satyagraha. 
Some of you may remember that I had more than 
one serious discussion with the shastris who were 
then residing within the temple precincts, and who 
were attached, if I remember rightly, to the temple 
in some shape or other. I am trying to give you 
as correct a version of that discussion as I can 
recall at the present moment. In support of the 
proposition that even toads leading to the temples 
were barred against Avarna Hindus although they 
were not barred against non-Hindus, they produced 
a book called Shankara Srnriti. I had never heard 
of such a Srnriti before I came to Vaikam and 
beard it quoted. You will be astonished to find 
that when I had that Smriti translated for me, I 
could not find in it any authority for closing the 
roads. But I grant that it was enough for them 
&hat they believed that the Shankara Srnriti 
supported their contention. Then, as I was nego
tiating through the then Commissioner of Police 
and with the Senior Maharani, I just asked the 
question that supposing as a rt"sult of the nego
tiations the Maharani issued orders to open the 
roads to the Avarna Hindus, what would be 
&heir attitude to them ? Then without the slightest 
hesitation they said : • Oh I that is a different 
&bing altogether; a Hindu Prince or Princess has 
enry right to issue an orde"r which has the 
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authority of a Smriti !' They said that was implied
in Hinduism as Hindu kings are repositories of 
Hindu faith and they ·have every right to issue. 
orders which are not inconsistent with Shruti. [ 
asked them whether the same thing applied to the 
openmg of the temples. The;r said, ' Most 
decidedly.' Let me tell you that these shastris 
were not the only shastris that gave this reply. l 
asked the same question to shastris in Cochin and 
Tamilnad and they gave the same answer. As ·a 
matter of fact that is the historical evolution of 
Smritis and for that matter of the eighteell 
Puranas. They were all produced or inspired in 
response to the want of those times. They de 
not always express eternal verities. The eternal 
verity is summed up in one verse of the 
lshopanishad as I have been saying. And without 
fear of· contradiction I am here to. say that every 
believer in this verse is wholly a Hindu, and if he 
acts up to what is taught by this mantra he will 
find his freedom here and hereafter. I know no 
other road or better road to happiness than is 
contained in this first tnantra of /shopanishad •. 
And if a Hindu Prince, in conformity with the 
implications and teachings of this mantra, issued 
a proclamation such as · l:ias been issued by the 
Maharajah of Travancore; it would carry such 
authority. And I invite those who . know anything 
of the lshopanisltad to tell me whether this 
Proclamation is in any way inconsistent with this 
mantra. If they will make a prayerful search 
within and examine it, they will find that the 
Proclamation is a tardy fulfilment of its requirements. 
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Therefore with all the earnestness that I cau 
command I want to ask every doubter-man and 
woman - to throw away those doubts and heartily 
respond to the Proclamation. I must not take this 
theme any further, as I want to introduce another 
subject. I shall conclude this part by hoping that 
the Proclamation will have your hearty, not 
·lukewarm, support and that you will carry it out 
in letter and spirit. 

An Appeal to the Cochia Maharajah 

And now I want to take you all on the wings· 
-of your imagination to Cochin. I :ttave come to 
the borders of Cochin, as far as it was possible, 
and I understand on the other side of the waters 
at a distance of less than ten miles lies Cochin. I 
suppose the last time I came to Vaikam I came 
through Cochin. But since I am not going to Coch.in, 
I may permit myself to refer to Cochin which is 
so intimately connected with Travancore. Cond~ 

tions in both ·the States are identical aud the 
practices and usages in the two States are the 
same. I understand that the Maharajah of Cochin 
·bas even some rights and privileges with regard 
to the Vaikam temple. I must confess to you 
that I am impatient to see that the Cochin 
:Maharajah follows in the footsteps -of the 
Maharajah of Travancore. I have- no desire what
soever to embarrass His Highness. I am myself 
an old man - awaiting any day the warrant of 
Yama,·nja. The Maharajah is older than I by six 
years. I assure you that whilst I am overjoyed 
-over the Proclamation and the celebrations im. 
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Travancore, I am oppressed by the resP<>nsibility 
which touches every Savarna Hindu - not that it 
devolves any the less on the devoted , heads of 
Avarna Hindus. Only just now what I want to be 
done bas got to be done, and can only be done, 
by the Savarna Hindus. I want you to adopt a 
respectful and prayerful attitude towards the old 
Maharajah of Cochin. But with due regard to his 
age and rank, we should be false to the faith we 
bold in common with him, we should be false to 
truth, if we did not convey to him our deepest 
wishes. I claim to have understood the tenets of 
Hinduism and for an unbroken period of so years 
followed them as far as an imperfect being like 
me can. And when I have repeated from e\·ery 
platform that untouchability is a blot on Hinduism 
I have weighed every word of it and I have based 
my oppos1t10n to untouchability on the Hindu 
shastras and nothing else. Therefore I venture to 
t;onvey to the Maharajah of Cochin that what the 
Maharajah of Travancore guided by his mother .. 
has done is no new-fangled venture of a youthful 
sovereign. , I verily believe that when all els~ 
about T ravancore is forgotten, this one act of the 
:Maharajah will be remembered by future generations 
with gratitude. I hold tliat this Proclamation must 
not begin and end with the border of Travancore. < 

Touch His Heart 
Then let me give you a little tip. I want you 

to be at Cochin in imagination. That means 
that your conduct should affect the decision of 
the Maharajah of Cochin. How can this be done ? 
By prayerful and religious spirit, as expressed 
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in your own individual conduct, you can 
influence His Highness. I do not suggest sending 
petitions to the Maharajah of Cochin. Petitions 
·may be submitted by the ; people of Cochin, but 
you the people of Travancore c·an do something 
better. Old men are never moved from their 
purpose by appeals to the intellect. I tell you 
there are many young men after me to convert 
me to their views, and they find that they 
cannot t.>asily take me with tht.>m. But the hearts 
of old mt.>n become increasingly responsive with 
age, and so whenever young men or young 
·women want me to do anything thE"y have to 
get round not my intellect or reason but my 
heart. So also must it happen to the old 
Maharajah of Cochin, and you can touch his 
heart, not through any newspaper propaganda, 
but by becoming better Hindus under the 
liberties granted by the Proclamation, by show
ing that you Savarna Hindus have not lost a 
tittle of your religious fervour, nor have the 
tl"mples a tittle of the sanctity attached to them, 
by the readmission of Avarnas to them. 

I have so often said and certainly held the 
belief that our temples WE're losing their sanc
tity by reason of our criminal neglect of our 
untouchable brethren. If you realize your responsi· 
bility under the Proclamation, you will at once 
think with me that you cannot be indifft·rent to 
what temples mean to you and whether you go 
there or not. And when the best of you continue 
to go to the temples and see to it that temples 
11ndergo a process of Tl"generation and the life of the 
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Avamas becomes purified, no Maharajah can help 
being moved by such a spectacle. I tell you if 
you have really understood the spirit of the Procla
mation, the silent revolution that the Hindu life 
will undergo in 11-avancore. will be ~irresistible and 
will overtake not ·only Cochin but every corner of 
Hindu stan. 

May God grant that even as the foundation of 
temple entry in Travancore was laid in this place 
by humble workers like Madhavan and the late 
Krishnaswami and Kelappan, may God grant that 
you people of Vaikam will lay the foundation of 
the purification of Hinduism, and thus induce the 
Maharajah of Cochin to open all the temples ia 
his State and thus render an equally great service 
to Hinduism with the Maharajah of Travancore. · 
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( 19-1""37 ) 

Are of Miradea Not Cone 

I am deeply grateful to you for your beautifully 
worded Sanskrit address and the gift of the.._bark 
tree cloth. 1 cannot say that 1 am going to wear 
this cloth. For one thing it is too dear for me t() 
wear, but it will adorn the museum that we have 
set up in Mag·anwadi containing specimens of 
village crafts. 

As I was being taken round the temple and 
as I approached the centre part of the temple, 1 
had a Pulaya boy shown to me, and be boldly 
mounted up the steps with me. A few months ago, 
I should not have considered such a thing possible 
in my lifetime, but what often is impossible for man 
is easily possible for God to fulfil. And as I said 
last night and have repeated at several meetings. 
I see in this Proclamation the spirit of God work· 
ing through the hand of the Maharajah. As a 
man, however, highly placed he was, be ·could 
not have possibly worked the wonders that I see 
about me in Travancore. Ii he was a perfect 
autocrat, heedless of the feelings of his people he 
could have issued this Proclamation, but he could 
by that act no more have touched your hearts than 
I could have by sending this Proclamation to you. 
He could not have made tens· of thousands of 
Savarnas brush shoulders with the so-called 
Avamas and go to the temples in a prayerful 
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mood. For this change of heart-for I cannot 
call this thing by any other name-only God is 
responsible. \Vas I not here only a few years 
ago and did I not see the hardened features of 
thousands of people whom I could not move from 
the citadel of untouchability '7 That citadel at that 
time seemed to me to be harder than the hardest 
steel. And had I not a living faith in God, I 
should have despaired of having your hearts ever 
being touched. But evidently the age of miracles 
is not gone. And I see today those very hard: 
hearts having melted. I met last night a Nambu~ 
diri shastri, intimately connected with. the V aikam 
temple, who, as I saw during our conversation, 
was the old friend with whom I had discussions 
during the Temple Entry Satyagraha at Vaikam. 
And I asked him whether he could confirm the 
conversation betwet>n him and me which took place 
then and which I recalled during · my speech last 
evening. Well, in a few years' time, that old 
man's heart has melted like snow under the 
Travancore Sun, and he and I instead of finding . . 
ourselves in opposite camps found ourselves last 
night· congratulating the Government upon the· 
Proclamation. 

Wanted a Heartf~lt Acceptance 

But congratulations are not enough. It would 
be monstrous if you had not tendered congratula~ 

tions to both the Maharajah and the Maharani. 
It is not enough that on an occasion like this 
thousands of you gather together and without any 
distinction go to the temple. This expressioa of 
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joy, this meeting of Savamas' and Avamas' hearts 
must not be a matter of momentary enthusiasm. 
The process must be continued with redoubled 
vigour so that nobody would have the misfortune 
of describing Travancore as a land possessing 
unapproachables, invisibl~s and what noL The 
literature dealing with Pulaya and Pariah should 
be a thing of the past, to be recalled, if it is ever 
to be recalled, as relics of the past. And I assure 
you that this Proclamation . will fail of its purpose, 
if this change is not brought about in every 
department of life. The Maharajah and the 
Maharani have done their task. It is now reserved 
for you, the Sa varna men and women of Travancore, 
to go down to them whom we have persecuted 
as the outcastes of society, to fraternize with 
them and own them as members of our fami!ies. 
It must be heart-felt, real, genuine acceptance, 
without mental reservation, oi the Proclamation. .. 
lt must not be allowed to become a dead letter. 
It is not meant to be a dead letter. From 
the heart to heart conversations that I had 
the privilege of having with the Maharani and 
the Maharajah. and the Dewan, I know they 
wanted it to be given full effect to. Take this. 
therefore, as an honest and herculean effort to 
purify Hinduism. That process of purification is 
no one man's concern. It is the individual concern 
of evf'ry one of you here. May God give you 
enough strength for fulfilling the purpose behind 
the Proclamation. 
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( 19-I-37) 

[ Kumaranelloor has ail ancient temple said to be 
about two thousand years old. It is a private Nambudiri 
tempie situated in the heart of a thickly populated 
Nambudiri locality. Gandhiji was specially invited by 
the Nambudiri trustee of the temple to visit it along 
with a party of Pulayas and Pariah.] 

A Unique· Phenomenon 

There is a· special joy that I am experiencing 
this morning having come to this temple and 
having seen what I have seen. I was duly prepared 
for this upliftment. I was told that this was one 
of the oldest and most important of private temples, 
that it was the · sole property of Nambudiris, and 
that when this temple was declared open, people 
thought that there remained nothing now to be 

• 
done in connection with temple entry. But when 
I came here and saw what I did see, the joy 
which was re!'erved for me -was considerably 
enhanced. Here behind ·me is the trustee of the 
temple who took me to the temple with great 
affection. For this .I .was not unprepared, because 
-it has been my rare go.od fortune to experience 
.that personal affection throughout this pilgrimage. 
But what gladdened my heart was to see that he 
invited the so-called A varnas to come and enter 
.the gates before he took me. And it did not 
appear to me an artificial act, but perfectly 
Datura!. Nowhere else has it happened like that 
during these seven days of my pilgrimage. 
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Of course I do not notice the omission anywhere, 
for the so-called A vamas, or as I call them by the 
term of endearment 'Harijans ', mixed freely with 
the others, and there was nothing more required by 
way of coaxing them to go into the temples. But 
it was most striking for me to observe that here 
our friend the trustee would not be satisfied until 
be drew the hesitating Avarnas and brought them 
to my notice. I felt then that this was really the 
proper manner of giving effect to the Procla
mation. The Proclamation does not say that the 
hitherto proud Nambudiris should take A varnas 
by their arms and give them the place of 
preference in the temples. Of course I own that 
the spirit of the Proclamation demands what this 
friend has done this morning, bu~ then no prince 
can possibly dictate to the hearts of his people. 
All responses from the heart must be in their 
Yery nature spontaneous, and in this, for him, 
very natural act of expression of brotherhood I 
saw a proper fulfilment of the spirit of the 
Proclamation. My joy was further enhanced by 
my knowledge that Nambudiris occupy in this 
State, as in Coc;hin, a place of pride and privilege. 
If they even showed secret sullen opposition to 
the Proclamation, it could be rendered ineffective. 
But here in this private temple, the stronghold 
of orthodox Nambudiris, the Proclamation is 
evidently being carried out both in letter and spirit. 

May Yc.u Be Liberator& of Hinduiam 
I must here tell you a little secret. I tell 

you that I was most disinclined to visit Travan
core and it required much effort on the part of 

~-~ 
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Sjts. Govindan and Ramachandran to draw me oat 
of Segaon, and at one time it seemed as though 
all their labours would be in vain. But things 
happened to melt my heart and I am being led. 
as a .docile man or woman may be led, by the 
nose by Ramachandran and company. But the 
heartening experience that I have undergone here 
tells me that it would have been a stupid act of 
.foolishness on my part if I had not visited 
Travancore, if only to see this temple and to see 
Harijans being led into it. Let this be an example 
to all Nambudiris and other Savarnas to follow. 
That is a very fair illustration of what I mean 
when I say at so many meetings that the Procla
mation is to be carried out in its full elfect by 
the Savamas. You must Jmow that the Avama 
Hindus, except those who have undergone training, 

. do not know .what the Proclamation is and what 
it means for them. The burden of drawing them 
-out of the ghettoes, tq which our ignorance and 
folly have confined them, and let them see the 
sunlight which is meant for all, and let their · 
hearts be warmed up by· being led to the temples. 
lies on the Savamas.. Let it not be said of 
Travancoreans that . what Nambudiris who are 
supposed to be the highest caste in Travancore 
did, others failed to do. . This burden of drawing 
-the Avarna brethren and sisters out of their dens 
depends no less on S:tvarna women than on men. 
I do hope and pray that all Savarna Hindus of 
Travancore will carry out the Proclamation to 
the fullest extent and deserve to be called the 
liberators of Hinduism, if not its saviours.. 



TIDRUVARPPU 

( 19-1-37) 

[ This is a place which was the scene of Satyagraba. 
and beatings by the police. We reached this small 
village by boat. Both the banks of the canal were 
studded with men, women and children. As our boat 
passed along, a number of joy boats followed us, and 
thousands had gathered at the temple which Gandhiji 
visited along with a number of Pulayas and Pariahs. A 
gentleman of the place distributed khadi to a number of. 
these poor Harijans. It gave Gandhiji the greale3t joy 
to distribute these pieces of khadi to half-naked men. 
women and children who perhaps had never in their 
lives before had come within the shadow of the temple.] 

A Charter of Freedom 
I am told that this place was the scene of 

Satyagraha and suffering. Whatever sufferings were 
gone through can be recalled with pleasure, now 
that the Proclamation has brought delight which 
the Satyagrahis had not expected at the time they 
were going through suffering. I have no time today 
to" give you a long speech nor do you need a long 
speech from me. All I had to say, all I could say, 
has been mostly said already, but this I cannot 
help saying that if you are to reap the rich fruit 
c( the Proclamation, ev~ry on1 of yo11 individually 
'IJ)i/l ltav1 to work for it. This Proclamation ought 
not be allowed to remain. as many rules and 
regulations are allowed to remain, in their portfolios. 
Tn~ Proclamr~lion is a t:harlttr of frudom to all 

.A.uarnas and il waslaiS olll 1118 sins of Saua¥714S· 
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against Avarnas. But it can only wash out these 
sins, if the Savarnas realize the full significance of 
the Proclamation. Therefore the Savarnas should 
fraternize with the Avarnas, not for demonstrations 
but from their very hearts. You will then find 
that Travancore will be a place ·of pilgrimage for 
all the Hindus of India and it will also be a great 
landmark in the history of Hinduism. The burden 
of taking the message of Hinduism to everyone 
rests on the broad shoulders of Savarnas; and 
remember that you will fail to do so unless your 
hearts respond to the Proclamation. May God 
give you the wisdom and strength to do so. 



KOTTAYAM 
WoMEN's MEETING 

( lg'-1""37 ) 

Speaking in Hindi Gandhiji said: I am delighted 
to address for the first time during my pilgrimage 
a women's meeting. I should therefore have givell 
you much longer time and tried to make fulleF 
acquaintance of you who have gathered together 
in such a large number and where, for the first 
time, a sister has made her reception speech in 
Hindi. I thank you both for the welcome and for 
the Hindi address. I shall rest content with saying 
a few words on the Proclamation. Rajkumari Amrit 
Kaur, who will speak to you after I have done; 
will a<ldr .. ss hersl"lf to women's problems as you 
may know that she is the Secretary of the AI 
India 'Women's Conference. 

I have often said that untouchability is a great 
blot on Hinduism and that it threatened the very 
life of Hinduism. The Proclamation has come in 
very good time to enable us to wipe out the blot. 
But by itself it cannot do so. The Maharajah's 
work was finished with the Proclamation. It is for 
you to root out untouchability by carrying the 
Proclamation into the {ull effect. This work of 
.c.-arrying through the process or purificatiou 
devolves principally on Savama Hindus. I have 
often said that it is women alone who can be 
protl"dors of rdigion inasmuch as they are the 
~ustodians of the purity of the people. It i& 
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particularly women's work, because the purification 
of religion is ultimately a matter of the purification 
of one's heart. And if the women have realized 

• the true spirit of the Proclamation, they can give 
better effect to it than men. We have up to now 
regarded Avarnas as untouchables, .not only in 
our homes and our temples, but in our hearts. 
We have to regard them as our own kith and kin. 
H, therefore, there is anyone amongst you who 
thinks that the Maharajah has defiled the Hindu 
religion and the temples by issuing this Procla
mation, she will err against humanity and her 
Maker. I must tell you that these temples were 
impure so long as the temple doors were closed 
against Harijans. This Proclamation has purified 
them all. None of you will, therefore, cease to go 
m these temples in the belief that they have been 
defiled. I hope that you will discard that supersti
tion and fraternize with Harijan women and 
actively help. in raising them to a level of social 
equality with you. 



KOTTAYAM 
( 19 1-a7) 

( A mammoth gathering of Hindus and Christians 
liskned to Gandhiji in exemplary silence, outside the 
IP"eat temple of the place.] 

Stoop to Raiae 

I know that this great assemblage is one of 
the many signs of rejoicings over the Proclama· 
tion which H. H. the Maharajah has given to the 
people of Travancore. Whilst it was but natural 
and your duty to tender congratulations to their 
Highnesses and the Dewan, it wopld be wholly 
wrong if you exhausted your effort with these 
celebrations. Let your congratulations to their 
Highnesses be an earnest of your determination 
to make every effort to make the Proclamation 
as success{ul as human effort can make it. As I 
have suggested at various gatherings the main 
burden of successfully working out the Proclama· 
tion must fall on the ~boulders of those who have 
been regprded as Savarnas. It is they who have 
to carry the message of liberation and hope to the 
desolate homes of those who are miscalled A varnas.. 
It is their privilege and their duty to approach the 
humble huts of the so·called Avarna brothers and 
sisters and take the message to them in a humble 
and prayerful mood. That would be some 
measure, howe\•er tardy, of reparation for wrongs 
done to those whom we have suppressed. It is 
:.nd should be their proud privilege to stoop in 
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order to raise those whom they have helped to 
sink lower and lower from day to day. So much. 
today for the Savama Hindus. 

Christians M11st Help in Reparation 

I know· Kottayam is a stronghold of the 
Christians of Travancore. Christians know there 
is between them and me an invisible but unbreak
able bond. I venture, therefore, to suggest to 
Indian Christians, whether they are born Christians 
or have been converted to Christianity, that the}' 
too may not stand aside but take part in advanc
ing the cause that the Proclamation implies. 
And as briefly as possible I propose to tell y011 
what I mean. That document abolishes all distinctionli • 
between high and low that reigned supreme ill 
Travancore as in other parts of India. If a hum.an 
document can raise by a stroke . of the pen all 
Avarnas to the status of the Savamas- and thi.$ 
Proclamation does really do so- then the' Christians. 
in the State owe a duty to the Hindus which theJ' 
dare not neglect. If you believe with me, as I imGVf 

a large body of Chl'istian opinion . today · doel! 
believe, that all the principal religions of .the worl4 
are true, then you will aid Savama Hindus in the 
process of peniteace and reparation they are ex
pected to go through unde'r the Proclamation. 

My Grief 

It undoubtedly grieved me when some of th¢ 
Depressed Classes felt in disgust towards Hinduis• 
like going out of • Hinduism and embracing spm• 
other faith, It was a matter of eq~al grief to ~!IJ 
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to hear of efforts made by people . belonging to 
different faiths to catch, as it were, the Depressed 
Classes and remove them from the faith to which 
they have belonged for centuries. If you believe, 
as I know some do, that Hinduism is nothing but 
a body of hedious usages and superstitions, that 
Hinduism is a fraud upon humanity, then you 
cannot render better service to the Avarna and 
Sa varna. Hindus than by exposing this 'fraud '. 
In the estimation of those who so believe, this 
Proclamation is an act which it would be their 
duty to resist and to show to the Maharajah that 
by issuing the Proclamation of liberation he is 
simply prolonging the agony and giving a new 
lease of life to a body of superstitions. which 
were bound to die their · natural death. But I 
know many Christians throughout the length and 
breadth of India do not regard Hinduism as a 
fraud upon humanity or a body of bad usages and 
superstitiOns. A religion which has produced· 
Ramakrishna, Chaitanya, Shankara and Vivekanand 
·cannot be a body of superstitions. As you know, 
a~d if you do not know it I want to declare, that 
I personally hold all principal religions of the 
world to be not only true but also to be ~ual. 

AU-compreheuive Mantra 

I have endeavoured to study the Bible with 
the eyes of a devout Christian and the . Koran 
with the eyes of a devout Mussalman, and I haYe 
not hesitated to assimilate whatever I have fount~ 

to be good in both these scriptures. I have 
studied other scriptures of the world also, but I 
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have singled these out for the sake of illustration_ 
But, you might well ask, H I declare all these· 
religions to be equally true and equally demand
ing my respect, what is the meaning of my 
remaining a Hindu? I shall tell you why. 
Latterly I have been endeavouring to describe to 
vast assemblages of men and women I have 
addressed what I regard as the essence of Hinduism, 
and I have been suggesting to them one incredibly 
simple mantra of the lskopanishad, and as you 
know it is one of the Upanishads that enjoy the 
sanctity of the Vedas. The very first verse Q( the 
lshopanishad ·means simply this: God pervades 
everything that is to be found in this universe 
down to the tiniest atom. The mantra describes 
God as the Creator, the Ruler, and the Lord. The 
seer to whom this mantra or verse was revealed 
was not satisfied with the magnificent statement 
that God was to be found everywhere. But he 
went further and said: ' Since God pervades every
thing nothing belongs to you, not even your own 
J;,ody. God is the undisputed, unchallengeable Master 
of everything you possess."' ·And so when a persol): 
who calls himself a Hindu goes through the 
process of regeneration or a second birth, as Chri
stians would call it, he has to perform a dedication 
or renunciation of all that "he has in ignorance called 
JUs own property. And then when he has perform
ed this act of dedication or renunciation, he is 
told that he will win a reward in the shape of God 
taking good care of what he will require for food; 
clothing or housing. Therefore the condition of 
enjoyment or use of the necessaries of life is their 
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dedication or renunciation. And that dedication or 
renunciation has got to be done from day to day. 
lest we may in this busy world forget the central 
fact of. life. And to crown all, the seer says: 
• Covet not anybody's riches.' I suggest to you 
that the truth that is embedded in this very 
short mantra is calculated to satisfy the highest 
oravings of every human being - whether they 
have reference to this world or to the next~ 

I have in my search of the scriptures of the 
world found · nothing to add to this mantra. 
Looking back upon all the little I have read of 
the scriptures- it is precious little I confess-
1 feel that everything good in all the scriptures 
is derived from this mantra. If it is universal 
brotherhood ~.not only brotherhood of all human 
beings, but of all living beings - I find it in 
this mantra. If it is unshakable faith in the 
Lord and Master - and all the adjectives you 
can think of- I find it in this mantra. If it is 
the idea of complete surrender to God and of 
the faith that He will supply all that I need, 
tl)en again I say I find it in this mantra. Since 
He pervades evP.ry fibre of my being and of all 
of you, I derive from it the doctrine of equality 
of all creatures on earth and it should satisfy 
the cravings of all _philosophical communists. 
This mantra tells me that I cannot hold as mine 
anything that belongs to God, and if my life 
and that of all who believe in this mantra has 

· to be a life of perfc.ct dedication, it follows that 
it will have to be a life of continual service of 
<~Ur fellow creatures. 
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This, I say, is my faith and should be the 
faith of all who call themselves Hindus. And I 
venture to suggest to my Christian and Mussal
man friends that they will find nothing more in 
their scriptures if they will search them, and I 
want the aid of everybody on earth - whether he 
is a Christian or a Mussalman or what else - to 
help the Hindus of Travancore to realize the 
lofty purpose that lies in this ma11tra. I do nol 
wish to hide from you the fact that I am not 
unaware of many superstitions that go under the 
name of Hinduism. I am most painfully conscious 
of all superstitions that are to be found masquerad
ing as Hinduism, and I have no hesitation to call 
a spade a spade. I have not hesitated to descri~ 
untouchability as the greatest of these superstitions. 
But in spite of them all, I remain a Hindu. For 
I do not believe that these superstitions form 
part of Hinduism. The very canons of . interpreta
tion laid down by Hinduism teach me that whatevtW 
is inconsistent with the truth I have expounded t<JI 
you and what is hiddea in the mantra I have 
mimed, must be summarily rejected as not belongin~ 
to Hinduism. And I want you non-Hindus to help 
the so-called Savarna Hindus to spread this trutlt> 
in the midst of ·those whom they have hitherto 
regarded as untouchables, unapproachables, invisibles. 

An Appeal 

I felt that I could not do justice to this great 
meeting, especially a meeting that is held in a 
Christian stronghold, unless I was prepared to utter 
a truth I held dear as life itself. We all 
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consciously or unconsciously pine and strive for 
peace on earth and goodwill amongst mankind. 
l am convinced that we shall find neither peace 
nor goodwill among men and women through 
strife among men of different religions, through 
disputation among them. We shall find truth and 
peace and goodwill if we approach the humblest 
of mankind in a prayerful spirit. Anyway that is 
my humble appeal to Christians who may be 
present in this great meeting. It is a privilege 
that may not occur again to any of you in your life
time. As I have said so often elsewhere, whilst the 
hand that traced the signature on the Proclamation 
was that of the Maharajah, the spirit that moved 
him to do so was that of God. Would to God that 
that spirit might also fire everyone in Travancore 
to realize the implications of this Proclamation, and 
to fire every one of you to advance the cause that 
tbe Proclamation enunciates. 

I thank you from the bottom of my heart for 
the exemplary silence with which you have 
listened to my speech. 



CHANGANACHERI 

( 20-z-s1) 

[ The temple here belonging to the Nambudiris wa& 

the first private temple in Travancore to be opened to 

the Harijans. ] 

Justify Your Auertioua 

It is the partiality of the President of the 
Travancore Harijan Sevak Sangh that has made it 
possible for you to read Of!e of your addresses. I 
do not wonder at his partiality, because Changa
nacheri is his place. But then I see that this 
address is an entrapping addresss, because if it 
really represents your views, the partiality of the 
President can be easily excused. This is the very 
comforting statement that you hav:e made in your 
address: "Our religion has been purified." Then 
you proceed to say: "All social inequalities have 
been removed. Fatherhood of God and brother
hood of man has been e~tablished, and we are in 
the happy land of Rama1'ajya in every sense of 
the term." Well, if I was an inhabitant of 
Changanacheri, and this address was read in my 
name and I had been asked to sign it, I should 
have to undergo various nights of vigils before I 
could subscribe to the statements therein. If you 
had rested content with saying that all these 
tllings had been implied in the Proclamation, of 
which you have spoken in enthusiastic terms, it 
would have been quite in place and I should have 
said that you were right in reading all these 
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implications in the Proclamation and that God might 
help you to live up to those implications. B11t 
you have witll a due sense of responsibility gone 
forward to make the bold assertions I have read 
-out to you. I know you have made them in pardon
able enthusiasm. But now I would ask you to 
abide by your statements and prove the validity 
-of the assertions made here by your worthy con
duct. I should not wonder if you were to prove 
equal to the assertions you have made here, 
because as you have given me the informatioa 
this is a Nambudiri stronghold and this a private 
Nambudiri temple that ·they have generously and 
whole-heartedly opened to the Harijans. The 
way to live up to every assertion is by every 
individual doing these very things in his or her 
own life, and I tell you that a life of spirituality 
truly lived is far more infectious than all the 
microbes put together can prove on this earth. 
And whereas we dread all these infections and 
would rather escape them, this is an infection 
which we would all welcome. • 

Let me hope and pray that all that you have 
said in this address may prove true in Travancore; 
and if it does so, I promise that it will pro..-e 
true in the. whole of India. 



THIRUVALLA 

(20-1-37} 

[ In reply to many addresses given at this place, 
Gandhiji said in a brief speech : ] 

Lest I should forget them, you have been 
good enough to remind me of my many virtues. 
H I had them, really they would have taken care 
of themselves without your reminding me of them. 
And I am none the wiser for having been 
reminded of them. But one thing you have 
omitted to do which was really necessary. After 
reminding me of my virtues, you have gone into 
rapture over the Proclamation, but you have 
failed to tell me what you propose to do with 
the Proclamation. As I have been telling at 
every meeting, it is not the Maharajah's work, it is 
the work of every man and woman in Travancore, 
to do his or her dutY, viz. to go down to the 
dens of Harijans, pull them out of them and raise 
them to the same status ~d level that you octupy 
in society. Not till then will you have done your. 
duty in terms of tl;e Proclamation. 



CHENGANOOR 

( 2o-1 37) 

( There were sights for the gods to see at the 
Tazhman Matham, a private Nambudiri temple of this 
place. Pulayaa went right into the residential 1l01:Se and 
lhe temple aituated in the midst of the house, Nambudiri 
Jadiea caat off their purdah and asked for Gandhiji'a 
blesainga.] 

Conviace Orthodozy of Your Converaioa 

I am grateful to you for the address that you 
have given to me. Of course it is all very well 
for you to present me with the addresses. They 
have their value if they are properly coined and 
presented with the proper spirit behind them. When 
I say that they should be properly coined, I say 
that they should express the sentiment you really 
cherish. They should not contain fulsome praise 

• Clf those whom you present the address, but what 
you have done or about to do should be stated 
therein for the information of the person whom 
you present the address. And today as the 
central theme of our rejoicing is the graceful 
Proclamation issued by the Maharajah, naturally 
you will express your aspirations and actions 
in terms of this Proclamation. And it does 
not matter in the least whether it is from the 
little children or from the Hindu public or the 
]·outh league. You have not really drafted your 
address in that way but that does not matter. I 
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am here to remind you of things that are expected 
of you not only by the Maharajah and the Maharani, 
but of the things that the whole of India expects 
you to do. At the present moment the whole of 
India is really dumbfounded. It does not know 
whether such a thing could happen in this age. 
Orthodoxy is shaken to its foundation. It trembles 
to think of the consequences, not in a spirit of 
hostility by any means, but it is no doubt filled 
with suspicion and amazement. It wonders 
whether untouchability was not after all a sin and 
a crime against humanity. Now I can tell you 
what can be the net result of this doubt having 
entered the orthodox mind. One of the results is 
bound to follow, and it will wholly depend upoa 
the condition of the Savarna Hindus. The doubts 
of the orthodoxy will be dispelled like the morning 
mist at sunrise if the orthodoxy can really see 
that the Savarnas of Travancore have washed 
themselves of the ,sin. of untouchability. On the 
contrary if. they come to know or feel that you 
are not playing the game and that you are· 
secretly harbouring untouchability in . your 
hearts, then the orthodoxy will also harden their 
hearts. You will admit that such a result will be 
worse than that in which we are. Therefore let 
not the enthusiasm that . I have seen vanish like 
smoke immediately these celebrations ate over. 
On the contrary let it be said of you, Savarna 
Hindus, that you have harnessed the energy bora 
of this enthusiasm for the purification of Hinduism. 
And I am flattering myself with the belief that I 
am leaving with you the golden key for the · 
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solution of all the difficulties that may linger • 
your hearts. And that is to remember the fii1!it 
verse of the lshopanidad and forget all about 
other scriptures. You can really drown yourself 
and be suffocated in the ocean of literature knoWJl 
as scriptures. They are good for the learned and 
the wise, for they will humbly approach them, but 
I am sure that for the ordinary man in the street. 
they are nothing but a burden. It is not I who 
say these things, it is what those who wrote these 
scriptures have said. I shall therefore leave this 
meeting with a free translation of that mantra. 
It simply means this : " God pervades everything 
that we see." Therefore it is literally true what 
the Western science tells us that Nature abhor~t 

a vacuum, for there is nothing on earth where 
God is not. Ant! if he occupies everything that 
is, there is nothing for us to occupy. Therefore, 
thf' mantra says, " you must renounce everything, " 
but it does not say " renou~ce everything and 
perish." On the contrary it says, " renounce 
everything if you want to live." For that act of 
renunciation or dedication to God will result in 
God taking the responsibility of feeding you, o[ 
housing you, and of clothing you. And then the 
mantra closes with this beautiful advice or injuc
tion - " do not covet anybody's riches." That 
does no' mean that you must not take away these 
addresses from me. But it means that your eyes 
must be single and pure, otherwise you would be 
criminal. There never was anything yours nor 
could be. That applies to all our organs, and if 
you follow v. hat I say, action in terms of the 
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Proclamation will be easy. If you understand 
this fonnula of Hinduism-this distilled wisdom 
of all the sages that lived-you will go and 
fraternise with Harijans, pull them out of their 
dens and raise them to the same social level 
that you enjoy. 



ARANMULLA 

(20-1-37) 

[ 1 have described the scene of the meeting in one 
of the chapters in the book. ] 

What It Meaaa to Be a Hiada ? 

The scene at this meeting is a visible demon
stration of the fact that what I am just now doing 
is nothing but a pilgrimage. There is the river 
Pampa, there is the temple, and here are 
thousands of people gathered together to rejoice 
over the Proclamation. Such are the scenes 
which are witnessed during the progress of 
pilgrims all over. India. But then, if pilgrimages 
are undoubtedly matters that furnish joy for the 
soul, they must at the same time continue to 
remind us that we should purify ourselves 
continually in order to satisfy our Maker. All the 
more so because of the gracious Proclamation 
that His Highness the Maharajah has given us. 

I know that here we are all Harijans and 
non-Harijans united without the slightest distinc
tion. It is well, if our hearts are also equall:r 
united •. But if they are not united and we cherish 
all kinds of distinctions ,that have for ages past 
dif,figured Hindu society, we are unworthy of that 
great Proclamation. Great is · the responsibilit}' 
that lies upon the shoulders of those who hitherto 
regarded themselves as belonging to the superior 
castes. The Proclamation invites such people to 
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descend from the pedestal which they have 
occupied with no credit but with· utter discredit 
to themselves and the faith which they have 
hopelessly misrepresented. Let me therefore hope 
and pray that all who have been called Savama 
Hindus will make the determination to get rid of 
untouchability from their hearts and make common 
cause with those whom they have suppressed 
for ages. 

I must, as the pilgrimage is about to finish, 
put before you for your consideration and assimi
htion the Ishojanishad which I have been doing 
lor the last four or five days. Let that mantra 
be your guide and your inspiration in everything 
j'ou do. Its meaning can be understood by even 
a little child and it is this: "God pervades the 
tiniest atom in this mighty universe, and seeing 
that He is the Sole Ruler and Indispensable 
Raster of everything that can be conceived and 
that there is in this universe, we are called upon 
to dedicate everything to Him. In our ignorance 
we have fancied that. so many things b'~long 
to us and that we possess them to the exclusion 
of everybody else. So long as we entertain such 
a belief, we are not really Hindus, though being 
born of Hindu parents · we may call ourselves 
Hindus. Therefore, to be truly, deliberately and 
tonsciously Hindus, we have got to act according 
io this key mantra of all Upanishadas and the whole 
of Hinduism, and renounce everything, even our 
IJOdy, and all that we hold dear and near to us, 
ind dedicate it at the feet of God. Then the 
'lha,ilra says: ·" If you do this, but not otherwise, 
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God will give you your daily , bread, a house to 
live in and clothes to cover your limbs with." And 
it proceeds further by saying that since God is all· 
powerful and nothing is impossible for Him and 
since you have surrendered everything to Him, 
He is not going to neglect you. And hence you 
ahall not covet anything that belongs to others, 
even a needle. · 

Now you can easily understand that in the 
presence of God, the Ruler of the Universe, who 
pervades everything-even those whom we have 
called the lowest of the low-all are equal. So 
you will see how necessary it was for His Highness 
kl issue this Proclamation, for he was to make 
cood his title to be called a Hindu prince. 

Now as I leave you 1 would like to leave this 
•antra with you, and if anybody challenges you 
and says anything in the name of Hinduism which 
is contrary to this mantra, you can tell him that 
JOU know everything about Hinduism and every· 
thine contrary to it is not Hinduism. 
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( 20-1""37) 

The lmplicatioll of the ProclamatioD 

This is a typical village. I tender you my 
congratulations for having ·of your own initiative 
got rid of untouchability even before the issue of 
the Proclamation. The Proclamation now sets the 

· seal of approval upon your work and makes your 
work acceptable to the whole of Travancore. Now 
if your village has been as advanced as you 
claim it to be in this address, I would expect 
marvellous results in virtue of this Proclamation. 
And I would tell you what I would expect you to 
do. It will not satisfy me-it ought not to satisfy 
you-that isolated Hindus calling themselves 
Savarnas mix with those whom they call Avamas. 
I would now expect not· only you, but the whole 
village, and all the surrounding villages, to forget 
all distinctions between Ezhavas, Pulayas, Panahs 
and others, and that even · in your hearts you do. 
not harbour any such distinction. If you will do 
this, I will also e'xpect that there will be no 
Harljans perishing for want of food or clothing or 
for want of opportunities for education. I would 
expect your schools to · be attended by Harijans 
as much as by non·Harijans. I hope you will 
bring about this result in no time. 

If this Proclamation has as If by magic 
changed the hearts of the so-called Savarnas, thea 
you will not measure the progress of ·the so·caUe4 
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Harijans-socially, morally, economically-in drib
lets. But the progress will be so phenomenal that 
it will be noticed by any observer in the way. 
In my opinion that is the implication of the 
Proclamation and nothing else. May I hope that 
you will live up to this implication? 



PANDALAM 

( 20""'1""37 ) 

Divine Silence 
Many glorious meetings I have had m 

Travancore have now accustomed me to meetings 
however large they may be and to what I may . . 
c:all pin-drop silence. It is a unique phenomenon 
that I have witnessed in this pilgrimage of mine. 
I have a vivid and happy recollection of meetings 
addressed in Travancore during my three previous 
visits. I will remember, they were very orderly 
and gave me great satisfaction. But somehow or 
other this being in my opinion a purely religious 
pilgrimage of a humble penitent I have been in 
need of perfect silence and I have been amply 
rewarded for my prayers. 

At Kottayam I saw before me about this time 
last evening a vast assemblage of men and women 
whose number no one could calculate. It was a 
sea of human faces. I si~ply approached it in 
fear and trembling, because there was unfortunately. 
no microphone arrangement there. The organisers 
had tried their best ·to make the arrangement, but 
they had failed. And yet; you will be pleased to 
learn from me that in that meeting, which was 
nearly ten times as large as this, there was 
wonderful silence for an hour or more. I was 
amazed at this absolutely unexpected silence and 
patience of thousands of men and women at this 
vast meeting. I am not mentioning these facts in 
order to satisfy idle curiosity or fill in the idle 
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1110ments. t mention this in order to emphasise the 
fact that tluse meetings have a religious character, 
and I hope I am not wrong that to infer from the 
behaviour of these vast crowds that they were fired 
within, perhaps unconsciously, by a religious spirit. 
Whatever may have been the cause of this divine 
silence that you have given me, I know that for 
me there can be no other meaning. 

Act of Divioity 
I have regarded this Proclamation as an act 

of divinity, though outwardly it is the act of a 
1reat princt". Any man, if possible even braver 
than the young Maharajah and his wise mother, 
would have quailed if he had reasoned out the 
pros and cons of the Proclamation of this character, 
and yet it was this young Maharajah who signed 
the Proclamation which was complete for the 
purpose for which it was intended. And therefore it 
is .that I have often said that though it was his hand 
that put the signature to the Proclamation, the 
spirit behind was that of God working through 
the Maharajah. Having, therefore, looked at the 
Proclamation in that light, and having approached 
this pilgrimage in fear and trembling, I have pined 
for the opening out of your hearts. 1 have not 
made a conscious effort to make any appeal to 
your reason, but I have made a tonscious effort to 
make an appeal to your hearts and penetrate them, 
and unless I have deluded myself I fancy that I 
have made some approaches to your hearts. 
Whether I have done so or not, I want to repeat 
what I have said at the previous meetings that 
the burden of carrying out the Proclamation in 
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letter and in spirit rests principally 'on Sa varna· 
Hindus. And the implication is emphatically this~ 
that the Savama.Hindus have to forget their wrong 
understanding of the message of Hinduism and the 
distinctions that they have up to now drawn 
between themselves and the Avama Hindus. Tlu 
Proclamation emphatically means that untouchability, 
unapproachabilily and unseeabilily are all relics of 
the past and that those Hindus who have arrogated 
superiority for themselves will forget that they 
were superior human beings and will remember that 
they are the children of the same God and that all 
Savarnas and Avarnas are equal.• The Proclama
tion is addressed to every Hindu, and every one 
of. you is expected to show that he has understood 
it and he has to carry it out in his day to day 
deiuings with those whom he has hitherto regarded 
as Pariahs of society. I do not propose to carry on 
this appeal to the Savama Hindus any further tonight. 

The Maharajah had· nothing to do beyond . 
issuing the Proclamation. It was cent per cent 
truthful in so far as one weuld want to know his 
opinion in regard to untouchability. So far as I 
can see, there is nothing to amplify the Procla· 
mation. Therefore, in your presence I propose to 
address a few words to His 'Highness, Her Highness 
and to their advisers. 

Aa Appeal to Their Higbaesaea 
Great as this Proclamation is and great 

as is its religious merit, greater still is the 
responsibility that His Highness has taken upon 
his shoulders, and so alsp his advisers. Whilst 
without the effort of every Savarna Hindu the 
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Proclamation can undoubtedly be rendered in· 
effective, I must also say that the Proclamation 
will not have its full effect unless it is backed 
in an ample measure by State action. So far 
as I can see the Proclamation demands State 
activities in all departments of life. Of these 
I propose to take the religious first; because 
from it must follow activities in all · the other 
departments. Temples have been matters of 
indifference, except to women, who have no capi· 
tal save divine faith, and to men who from 
many mixed motives have been going to them. 
They have heen neglected by what may be 
called the intelligentsia. The result has been 
that they have almost ceased to be repositories of 
Hinduism and have ceased to impart spiritual 
power to those who have followed the faith. 
They have ceased to shed unmistakable spiritual 
fragrance in and about and around them. Then, 
I venture to suggest that it is the duty of the 
State,- or of the Maharajah, if there is any 
distinction between the two, for he is the custo
dian of the vast majority of Hindu temples -, that 
J.. sl1ou/d Stl to il 1/tat lite ltmples a,.tl ,.enovated 
spi,.itually, atrd Aavt th• aullto,.ity and satrclily 
that they wstd Ntrdou61tdly to hav11 at one time. 
And l believe that it can only be done if they 
are in charge of priests who know what they 
have to do, who know something of the sanctity 
of them, and ol the duties to which they are 
called. In other words, they should not be igno
rant people following their c;alling for a livelihood, 
but they should be DieD who are proud of 
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their privilege of bringing the message of God to 
temple-goers, showing by their own conduct and 
their life that these temples are abodA.s of divinity. 

Render Them Abodu of Uring God 
Then there should be the correct kind of 

instruction given in these temples. The Harijans 
will be taken ,by the hand by someone in charge 
of temples and they will be told what they are 
expected to gairi by temple-worship. This means 
undoubtedly, according to modem thought, a revolu
tion in the upkeep and conduct of these temples. 
But the Proclamation itself is nothing short of a 
revolutionary document, and if that revolution is to 
touch, as it ought to touch, the lives of all Hindus, 
naturally temples have to be abodes of the living 
God, and not abodes of a mere mass of gold or 
other metals worked into figures. Then I should 
expect a history of these temples,, understandable 
by the common folk, to be distributed freely or at 
a cheap price to all who want to know what these 
temples are. That means a training school for 
training the right kind of. teachers who will. be 
entrusted with the religious trammg of the 
people. If some such thing does not happen, I 
fear that the purpose· of the Proclamation, vis. to 
expect and to induce lakhs ·and lakhs of Harijans to 
go to these temples in a religious spirit, will faiL 

Raiae Avarnu' Statua 
So much for the religious department. Theo 

I take the economic. The economic life of the 
Harijans has got to be lifted out of its miserable 
state. I venture to think that by a judicious an4 
thoughtful working out of the programme, it cao 
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be prosecuted in a short time and with a limited 
financial outlay, in such a manner that Harijans may 
be easily able to hold their own by being taugbt 
to turn an honest chakram. Nor can the State now 
dare neglect the mental training-! mean literary
of these people. J know to my cost that today it 
is very difficult to carry on a connected conversa
tion with Pulayas and Pariahs so that you can get 
a ready response even about simple facts of life. 

Similarly, the State has to raise the social 
status of these people. They should be invited to 
all State occasions and functions, as for instance 
Durbars. They must not be allowed to feel that 
these functions are a sealed book to them, and 
that they should have to have another agitatioa 
before they can attain a social status entitling 
them to be invited or allowed to take part in 
those functions. But if the Proclamation bears the 
meaning I have given to it, then the social uplift 
of the Harijans hac; to come as if by magic, as the 
religil'us status of going to the temples has come. 

In my humble opinion, in suggesting this four
fold programme of the uplift of the Harijans in the 
Statt' I have not suggested any programme beyontl 
the capacity or resources of a State like Travancore.. 

People 'a Co-operation Eaaential 
But having addressed these few words to the 

State in all humility, I want to come back te 
you. The State may resolve to do all these things, 
but its resolution will not mean the coming-in· ~ 
man-power in order to carry out all these thing!lo. 
And if, from the few words I have addressed te 
Their Highnesses and their advisers, you think that 
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after all it is Their Highnesses who have to do 
everything and you have to do nothing, then 1 am 
afraid that my labours will have gone in vain. The re
quisite man-power has got to be supplied by you, and 
as a man of experienc~ I will tell you that man-power 
cannot come by offers of money. Thus, for instance, 
men who are capable of taking the management of 
temples cannot be had by offering scholarships of 
hundreds of rupees. For such people have got to 
be fired by a religious spirit, by love of their own 
·work, and should therefore be ready to work for a 
bare maintenance. It should be their proud privilege 
to take this training and to fit themselves for this 
highest task in life. Similarly, unless the State 
gets men required for giving Harijans educational 
training, the State can do nothing. 

After all, there is a world of meaning about 
the title that the Maharajahs of Travancore have 
adopted for themselves, vis. Padmanabhadas. They 
pride themselves in calli.ng themselves servants of 
God, but that means that they are also servants of 
their people. So, as I said at one of these meetings, 
the Maharajahs are not the first lords among· the 
people of Travancore, but they are the first servants· 
among the people who. are also servants. But the 
first servants of the people will fare badly unless 
they are ably assisted by ~he people who are their 
fellow servants. Therefore the meaning of His High
ness the Maharajah going to the temple every day 
and taking instructions as to his daily duties from 
Shri Padmanabhaswami means nothing less than 
that he should be assisted by his people for their 
own good-spiritual, religious, social, economic. 



KOTT ARAKARAI 

( 21-1-37 ). 

[At Kottarakarai Gandhiji was invited to declare 
open a private temple belonging to Sjt. K. M. M. Narayan 
Nambudiripad to the Harijans. In declaring the temple 
open he said : "It ia a matter of great joy to be invited 
to open this private temple, Our friend Sjt. K. M. M. 
Narayan Nambudiripad deserves the very best congratu
lation& !rom me; and I hope you will associate yourselves 
with me in giving him congratulations for following the 
great example of His Highness the Maharajah. Thereby 
be is simply living up to the best traditions of Hinduism. 
He is therefore, by opening this and seventeen other 
temples belonging to him, rendering a distinct service in 
the process of purification of Hinduism. 1 have great 
pleasure in declaring the temple open." After this 
Gandhiji addressed the public meeting. This was the 
last meeting that he addressed during the pilgrimage. ] 

Ca1TJ'iD8 Away Spiritual Treaaure 

This is the very last stage of my pilgrimage 
in Travancore. I said elsewhere that I came here 
with great hesitation, equal reluctance, and . in 
ft>ar and trembling; and but for the very pressing 
and urgent wire of Sjt. Govindan you would not 
have seen me in your midst today. The telegrams 
were sent under the joint signatures of Sjt. 
Govindan and Sjt. Ramachandran, but Ramachandran 
being a child of Sabarmati, I might not have 
listened to him; but I dreaded the signature of an 
ell-judge of Travancore and, more than that, a 
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leader of the Ezhavas. And so at last very 
reluctantly I capitulated; but having done so, I 
am free to confess that I am very glad that I 
capitulated. I am taking away with me spiritual 
treasures of which I had not dreamt before. Your 
magnificent temples were as much closed against 
me, by a voluntary effort on my part, as they 
were against the tallest amongst the Ezhavas, 
Pulayas and Pariahs, who were until the other 
·day despised by the Savarna Hindus. But having 
·found the doors of these temples . flung open by 
the very generous act of His Highness, I entered 
them with the same joy that must have been felt 
by the thousands of Ezhavas, Pulayas and Pariahs 
who must have gone to these temples since the 
Proclamation. After having entered responsible 
life; I cannot say that I ever was a habitual temple
goer. But the pQflsibility for spiritual growth by 
entering these temples in a spiritUal and devotional 
mood has dawned upon me after all these visits to 
these temples in a devotional and prayerful mood, 
as it had never before b~en opened to me. B11t, of 
-course, one needs a proper attitude of mind before 
-one can derive the highest consolation and spiritual 
joy from visiting these temples. As it is, I have 
just now come from having performed the opening 
-ceremony of a private temple belonging to Sjt. 
K. M. M. Narayan Nambudiripad. The ceremony of 
.opening this temple was equal to opening his other 
temples in Travancore, and I derived the keenst joy 
in the privilege to open this temple. I have 
-opened several temples before now, but I cannot 
say that I had such joy in opening those temples. 
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I had missed in those temples the prest,nce of God. 
There seemed to me to be a kind of artificiality 
about the opening of those temples. Here, on the 
contrary, wherever I have gone, I have seen a 
spontaneity that I was not prepared for. Nor was I 
prepared for thousands of people waiting for my 
entry in these temples. No doubt they had come 
in order to see what must have been to them a 
zoological specimen. But I am quite certain that 
that was not the sole motive in thousands of them 
coming here and standing in silent and absolutely 
devotional mood. A scoffer and a sceptic might 
be easily misled in saying that all this is a 
figment of my imagination, and has no corres· 
pondence to reality. But if such is really the 
case, I am here to tell you that the whole of my 
life and growth are due ·to . such figments of 
imagination, and it would be true at least to say' 
of me that I have needed these figments for my 
growth. And after all imagination is not such a 
despicable thing that you can neglect it altogether 
m mundane affairs of life. 

Templea aa late!P'ai.Put of Oar Uvea 

Whatever it may be, I leave this word with 
you that if you will translate the Proclamation 
that His Highness the Maharajah guided by 
Padmanabhaswami has given you, you will have 
to identify yourselves completely with all and 
abolish the distinctions of high and low, Savarnas 
and A vamas; and in order to assist you to do 
so, I want to translate for you the verse I have 
been putting before the people for the last four 
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or five days. The meaning of that verse is this : 
" God the Ruler, our Master and ·Lord, pervades 
everything in the universe down to the tiniest 
atom." It means that He is not merely in your 
heart or my heart but he is literally and 
absolutely in every O?e of the innumerable pores 
of our skin and the hairs of our . head. And, 
therefore, He is nearer to you and to me than our 
dearest ones. Then the first essential of Hinduism 
is that we realise the truth of this magnificent 
statement as we realise that we are sitting here 
and you are listening to me. Having realised the 
truth, the seer proceeds to say thaf since God is 
so near to us and dominates all our actions, we 
must voluntarily renounce and dedicate at His 
feet all that we have regarded as our own. But 
even after that act of conscious and deliberate dedica
'tion and renunciation, we shall want to eat, clothe 
ourselves and house .ourselves, and so the seer 
says you can only after· this dedication use these 
necessaries of life as if they were given to you by 
God Himself. That requires the same trust, the 
same faith and the same love that a child without 
reasoning it out for himself has for his parents: 
He never reasons out· for himself that it is all 
well with them and for him so long as his parents 
are there and so long as they continue to anticipate 
and supply his wants. Our parents are as much 
mortal as we ourselves, and therefore it is infinitly 
more logical and necessary for us that we should 
have as much faith in God to anticipate and supply 
our wants. And having told us these three things, 
the seer proceeds to warn us against coveting 
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anybody's possession. Now you will see that if we 
believe in this mantra - and every Hindu is bound 
to believe in this - there would be no distinctions 
like those which have been sapping the very 
foundation of Hinduism and Hindu society. 

Now you can also at once realise why temples 
ari and must be an integral part of Oltr lives. 
We are so easily forgetful of our obligations that 
we kavc to renew our vows of loyalty to God, to 
rmew our renunciation and dedication from day 
to day. These temples are the visible symbols of 
God's power and authority. They are, therefore, 
truly called the houses of God, the houses of 
prayer. V.:e go there in a prayerful mood and 
perform, first thing in the morning after ablution, 
the act of dedication and surrender. Scoffers and 
sceptics may say that all these are figments of 
the imagination, that we are imagining God in 
the images we see. I will say to these scoffers 
that it is so. 1 am not ashamed of confessing that 
imagination is a powerful factor in life. The 
temple is not a house of God for, say, my cow, 
although the cow is as much my fellow-being as 
any human being. But God has not blessed the 
cow with imagination, and her presence in the 
temple has no effect on her, but my presence has 
a well·defined effect, because I have imagined that 
the particular temple contains the presence 
of God. 

Therefore, I would love to leave this 
rnrmlra with you and tell you that whatever 
is inconsistent with this mtmtra, you must 
summ:~rily reject as not· Hinduism; and ha\'ing 
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assimilated all· that there in this mantra, you 
need not worry about other· books that pass 
by the name .of Hindu scriptures. Far be it from 
me to suggest that all els~ · is absolutely worthless 
or harmful. There are undoubtedly worthless 
things that pass current as Hindu shastras, but 
there are also priceless treasures hidden in these 
books. But you and I have not the time to 
study them, and even if you had the time, I 
would utter a word of caution to the effect that 
if a study of scriptures confuse your mind, it 
would be well to leave them alone and derive 
your comfort from this mantra to the exclusion 
of everything else. 

And now with a brief reference to my happy 
experience in Travancore and courteous perform
ance of the obligation that a visitor owes to his 
hosts, I shall close the proceedings. 

Thanks to All 

I and the whole of my company owe a deep 
debt of gratitude to the . organisers of this pilgri
mage who left no · stone unturned to make it as 
comfortable as possible under the circumstances. r 
am deeply gratefut to their Highnesses and to 
Sachivottama Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar for having 
extended to me and to my party the hospitality of 
tlie State. Naturally this hospitality made my 
passage through Travancore - and it has been 
such a rush - free of difficulties and afforded me 
comforts which otherwise I should not have 
received. But more than to these high personages 
and the managers of this pilgrimage, our thanks 
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are due to those who were in actual charge of my 
day·to·day programme. For instance,. the chauffeurs 
of the three cars that were placed at our disposal 
were unremitting in their attention, and I am happy 
to tell you that they did their work without a 
single untoward accident. They willingly did tht>ir 
work, never minding whether it was night or day. 
And so also ~.did the cooks, for whom, I assure 
you, it was a laborious task to prepare our meals 
from stage to stage. We were never at one place 
for more than 24 hours. Almost invariably the 

~ 

breakfast had to be taken at one place, the 
lunch at another place and the dinner at a third 
place. But these cooks were ever ready for the 
tasks allotted to them. And there was the officer 
in charge of these who accompanied us from 
Trivandrum and supervised everything. He has 
been equally unremitting in his attention and 
studiously courteous. But for the hearty co-opera· 
tion of all these friends whom I have named, we 
could not have negotiated this pilgrimage without 
any one of us getting ill. 
. And then I may not omit the Tahsildars at 
every place who were ready to render every 
as~istance required. My thanks are due to every 
one of them and to others whom I may have 
inadvertently omitted to mention. 

I am just reminded that I had neglected that 
necessary limb of the law, I mean the Police. 
The Police have not acted after the proverbial 
manner to which we are accustomed in India. 
They really acted in the most gentlemanly manner 
for which the Police in England are cel~brated 

' 
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throughout the world. Whatever Englishmen may 
be here in India, the English Police constable in 
England is really a gentleman. I understand that 
every morning when he is sent out on duty, he 
is required to repeat the formula that he is not a 
master but a servant of the people. He has to 
deal courteously with innumerable people with 
whom he has to come in daily contact and he 
may not handle even criminals roughly. And as 
English law, like all law, requires that . no man 
should be con_sidered guilty unless he is so 
adjudged by law, the Police in England are taught 
to be courteous even to people who may be found 
guilty of murder and caught red-handed. And so 
you understand what high praise I am bestowing 
on the Police here when I say that they behaved 
in the same gentlemanly manner as they behave 
in London. Naturally, therefore, they are entitled 
to the same thanks that I have gwen to the 
others I mentioned before. 

Lastly, I would thank .YOU the present 
audience and ask you not to forget that . the 
carrying out of the Proclamation rests with every 
one of you individually. 



PRAYER MEETINGS IN TEMPLES 

[ Whenever we happened to be near a temple in 
the evening, we used to have our evening prayers on the 
temple precincts. Gandhiji explained everywhere in brief 
the meaning of the various parts of the prayer. This is 
what he said at these prayer meetings. J 

I suppose it is true of temples in India- in 
the South as well as in the North-that there are 
courtyards attached to them where bhajan parties 
give their onajans an<~ teachers give their dis
courses. But what I propose to do here and what 
I have been doing for some days is somewhat 
difterent from what l have described to you. 

Ever since my return to India we have had, 
in our Ashram and wherever I have gone, prayers 
about this time every evening, and I have been so 
very much enthused over my pilgrimage that I 
had been longing to have my prayers under the 
shadow of your grand temples. So I enquired of 
tbe trustees whether I could have a prayer meet· 
ing under the shadow of the presiding deity of the 
temple which I am visiting for the first time in 
my life. The permission was readily given and I 
am grateful to the trustees for it. 

I shall now explain to you the various parts 
of the prayer we have every evening. I am going 
to commence by reciting the first verse of the 
lsltopanisltad which I have been explaining at 
various ml'etings. I must give you the gist of the 
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verse which I consider to be the bedrock of 
Hinduism, without which Hinduism is nothing, and 
with which Hinduism need not be anything else. 
God the Creator .and Ruler pervades every atom, 
ever so tiny, in the universe, and therefore seeing 
that it is all God's and God pervades everything, 
we have to surrender everything and renounce 
everything in His favour and eat or enjoy or use 
just what 'l-Ie gives from day to day. The verse 
closes by saying: 'Do not covet anybody's riches.' 
There is nothing so satisfying and beautiful in all 
the scriptures of the world as this mantra and it 
enunciates a universal truth applicable to alL 

This will be followed' by a recitation of the 19 
last verses of the second chapter of the Bhagavad
gita. They tell us what we should do to become 
good Hindus, how we should behave towards one 
another and towards ourselves. 

Then since all cannot understand Sanskrit we 
have a simple bhajan or hymn from one of our 
saints who devised this beautiful medium to convey 
to us the essence of l{induism. We draw our 
bhajans from the exhaustless store of Kabir, Tulsi• 
das, Surdas, Nanakh !o:firabai, Tyagaraja, Tukaram, 
and other saints of India. 

But there are others . who cannot understand 
even these simple bhajans, and so to direct their 
attention Godward we simply repeat the name of 
Ram a. 

And then since our recent penetration into the 
villages we have readings from Tulsidas' Ramayana 
which is o,ne of the gems of our religious literature. 
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It is known to millions of villagers in North India, 
and its music is such that even listening to the 
chant will uplift you. 

Now I hope you will follow the prayer some
what intelligently. 


